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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
Established Jane as, 1862. Tot.

s.

PORTLAND, TUESDAY MORNING, DECEMBER
’

_

25

’

1866
iOOD-

-

™
Terms Eight
Dollars per annum,in advance.

_____

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published
everyday, (Sunday excepted,) at No. 1 Printers*
Exchange, Commercial Street, Portland, by N. A.
Foster, Proprietor.
Eight Dollar?

Terms

a

year in advance.

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEARS

MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
nvariably in advance.

« I

THE

ame

Rates of Advertising .—One inchoi space, m
ength ol column, constitutes a “souare.”
$1.50 per square daily first weex : 75 cents per

usertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press’* (which lias a largo circulation m every parof the State) for $1.00 per square for hrst insertion*
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

tion.

PORTLAND

-BY THE-

Sabbath Sohool in Pine St. Church,
On Tuesday Evening, Dec. 25th,
Commencing at 7 o'clock. Admission for adults 25
cents, children 15 cents. Tickets at the door.
dec251t
Per Order of Comtauttee.

Entertainment !

Christmas

The Sabbath School of the

CHESTNUT ST. HI. E. CHURCH,
will give a

Entertainment

Christmas

THE

IN

ON

Tuesday Evening:,

Dec. 25th.

The exercises will consist ol Singing, Speaking by
the Children, distribution of Presents, ftc.
5T3P*Admission 25 cents; Children 16 cents.
Doors open at 7, exercises to commence at 74
o’clock.
dcc24d2t*

BALMORAL

Bidwell 6c Browse,

M.

Lessees 6c managers.

Entire change of programme for the Holidays!

MONDAY

& TUESDAY
EVE’S,
December 94th and 9Sth.

The

0N

For particulars call

Sensation

great

as

HAWN!

Merry

Chrlsmas after-

on

Christmas !

The Free Baptist Sabbath Sehool
celebrate their

will

VETERS.

Through Tickets from Portland
To all Points West & South,
VIA

THE

New York Central,
Erie & Lake Shore,

Railroads,

Lowest rale* at the Weal**«*« «■«-LANCASTER
SR
HALL BUILDING, Market Square.
ike

at

i^VS/
W.

D.

LITTLE S CO.,

General Ticket Agents.
Passage Tickets for California, via steamers
from New York on the 1st,
11th, and 21st of each
month tor sale at this office,as heretofore.
dc28d*wtf
M. PATTEN & CO.,
Aaeliaaeers,
PLUM STREET.

Fire Proof Safes, IVouskhold Furniture, Bedding, Carpets, and
Clothing at Auction.
j
SATURDAY. Dec. 29, at 10 o’clock, A M., at
Office, will be sold Sofas, Bureaus, Tables.
Chain, Bedding, Beds, Carpets, Clocks, Cutlery,
Clothing, Dry Goods, SpiceB, Tobacco, Teas. Bread
Harnesses, Blankets, &c. At 12 M., three of

ON

WILDER’S FIRE PROOF SAFES.
These safes are new and are of the same make that
were so thoroughly tested in our
great conflagration
A better safe cannot be had.
any time previous to sale.

They

The Gothic

ANNUAL ANNIVERSARY
Church on Casco street, next TUESDAY EVENING, (Christmas.) commencing at 7 o’clock.

at the

The exercises will consist ot Singing, Recitations,
to conclude with a distripresents from the Christmas Trees.
Tickets lor adults, 25 cts.; children, 15 cts; to be
found at Coe & McCallar’s, 11 Market square, Eliza
H. Rand’s, Congress street, G. W. Rich & Co.’s, 173
Fore street, and at the door.
dec22d3t

Tableaux, Dialogues, &c.,
bution of

Wood

may bo

at

seon

dc25dtd

Furnace!

Coal is the most powerful furnace in
use, and has the most radiating surface. Judge
Bullock of the U. S. District Court for Rhode Island
says “I have used your furnace No. 10 two winters:
it is simple in construction. I am
entirely satisfied
with it and deem it preferable to
any hot air furnace
I have seen ”.

F>R

or

ALKY. M, LESLEY,
Wlfr. 605 6th Avenue, New York.
by request.
dc‘25dlm

A circular sent

CHRISTMAS

Mouse for Sale,
the corner of Lincoln and Anderis a now house, ono and a half
well of water, Are. House

SITUATED
Streets. It
Festival & Fail*! stories,
with
ell—good
on

son

an

Ladies of Central Church

Society will hold
THE
their annual Fair and Levee in the VESTRY OF

THEIR CHURCH,

dec 25 dlw*

Bee 44th and 45th,
On which occasion they will offer for sale a large and
choice assortment of FANCY and USEFUL ARTICLES, suitable for
Holiday Gift* and Home Use*
A CHRISTMAS TREE, Post Office and an ANTIQUARIAN SUPPER, are some of the entertainments to be presented on Monday Evening. On Tuesday Evening, Rev Dr. Tett will give an interesting
Lecture in the Church, in addition to the above.
Tickets—adults 25 cts; children 15 cts;—for sale at
Elliot & McCallar’s, Market Square, Wilson & MI1lett’s, Congress Street, and G. & C. L. Gallison’s,
dc21d4t
Gray St.

FAIR AND LEVEE!

premises,

Found.

New Methodist Church
Will hold

APORTEMONNA1E
Ihe
owner

Dee

A. Robinson, 325
Has

a

Presents

HAJLJL,,
On Monday and Tuesday Eve’ngrs,
35th.

The proceeds will go towards furnishing their new
Church.
ARTICLES FOR SALE. Refreshments, &c,

dispensed.

Admission 25 cts—Cliildren 15 cents.
Tuesday Evening AN OLD FASHIONED
PLE DUMPLIN DINNER will be served up.
Dec 20-dtd

flT*

for

Congress St,

the Children.

The most splendid assortment of PICTURE BOOKS
ottered in Portland; some of them aro perfeetlv
1
beautiful.

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS,
very large collection of JUVENILE BOOKS and

(jAMaS,

YOUNG

LADIES,

The Poets, Prayer Books, and Bibles in Superior
Bindings, Portable Desks and Handkerchief and
Companions and Jewelry Box-

Glove Boxes. Ladies’
es and Scottish Ink

Stands.

for young gentlemen,
Cigar Cases, Cigar Holders, Meerschaum Pipes, Superior Wallets and Letter Holders,
Knives, &c.
Tor FATHERS and
MOTHERS,
Traveling Bags, Quarto Bibles, Pocket Books, and a

great assortment ol Diaries.

dc20to26

H OL ID AY
Mercantile Library Lectures.
GIFTS!

Fourteenth Annual Series of Public Lectures
under the direction of the Mercantile Library AsTHE
sociation will

NECK

delivered at

be

MECHANICS’

HALL.

The course will consist of Six Lectures, for which
the following gentlemen have been engaged.

Henry Vincent, E*q.,
Bev. G. H. Hcpworlh,
Her. H. H. Gal labor,
J. B. Gough, Esq.,
G. W. Curtis, Esq.,
Bev. E. H, Chapin.
The Opening Lecture will be delivered on

Friday Evening:,

ELEGANT
in

Each member is entitled to two tickets at

$1 each,

J.

Q, TWITCHELL,

JAMES BAILEY.

dec 14 dtt

Ocean Association, Ex-No. 4,
WILL COMMENCE

Fifth Annual

in

MECHANICS’ HALL,
WITH

Ball

A

Thanksgiving Night!
To be

Three Assemblies

Tuesday Nigbt*,

Ball ou Cbri»tma« Night, a Grand A'ircutea’s military and Ciric Ball on
New Year’* Night.

a

HANNAFORD,

Secretary, A. H. JACOBS
Treasurers, F. J. BAILEY, R. D. Page,C. II. Phil-

lips,

H. D.

HE

poration.
*th. To appropriate any funds
necessary for retiring the wharf or for other purposes; ami, generally,
to act on all matters which may be considered necessary for the interests of the proprietors,
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
Clerk of Union Wharf Corporation
Portland, Dec. 24,1866.
dtd

attention of the
did assortment of

THE

for

a

at wholesale.

in informing their old patrons and
friends that they have resumed business at their
OLD STAND. fOrner of Market and Milk streets,
where they will keep constantly on hand the best assortment of

TAKE pleasure

That the market affords, and it will he their earnest
endeavor to serve their customers with promptness
and

FER&ald

ki'Y OR $4000 for

one or

WM. H.
Real

aeclultf

Oysters,
,d:lV rJcc,v*'d
ed

uTAH

»

Oysters.
splendid lot Virginia Oysters,

soliTl;
"‘N-Ml-ergailnn,
or

dl:r8 ,y niail

Oysters delivered

in

exI,™»

two years.

II. FBEEJHAN £

And

POCKET

CCTI.ERT

at

BAILEY’S Gan Store.
dec24

»

FREE

dec24d&w3w

n

CO.,

Federal Street.

SKA TRS i!
STREET

well calculated for the
Apply to

JERRIS,
Estate Agent.

promptly attond-

any part of the city.

For Sale.
brig ELMIRA, 174 tons
fflHE
A

To Loan I
dec22d3t

fidelity.

dec22dlm__ 191

Sleigh Ride.'

out of the city at the shortest notice. On Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, (when pleasant) will
leave head of State Street at 2 o’clock, to carry children and others, at 25 cts. per hour. Children under
ten (10) years fifteen cents; over ten twenty-five rta
N. S.
per hour.
Portland, Dec 19tli, 1666.
dc22dtf

(Ih O

dec20dtf

COOPER & MORSE,

To be obtained of the Man-

or

tftOUUU

public is called to the splen-

Broadcloth., Cnuimeres, Ac,
For sale by J. J. GILBERT,
MunjoyHill, No
St. Imwrence St.
Also a large lot ot 11-4
BLAN KETS, by the pair as cheap as can be
bought

Tripp.

Music by Chandler's Quadrille Band.
D. H. Chandler Prompter.
Dancing to comnieuee
at 8 o’clock. Clothing chocked free.
November 27, 1867. eo<15w

Ho

STREET.

1st. To choose a President.
2d. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing
year, and
such other officers as may be deemed necessary.
3d. To receive and allow accounts against the cor-

[^Tickets for the Course *6; tickets for each of
flhe Balls *1,50; tickets fbr each of the Assemblies *1;

for the
Oallery 50 cents.
agers and at the door.

BLOCK,

Meats, Poultry, Game, &c.,

President, EDWARD HODGKINS.
S.

Co.,

Notice.
proprietors of Union Wharf Corporation are
hereby notified that there Annual meeting will
be holden at the counting-room of the
Wharfinger,
on said wharf, on the first
TUESDAY, being the
first day ol January, at 3 o’clock P. M., to act ou the
tallowing ar: iclcs, viz
ri

MANAGERS:

Vice-President, S,

the fcest qualities, Just received.

dec22d3t__CONGRESS

followed by
on

MITTS

English, German & American Doeskin.,

AT-

on

AND

REDUCED PRICES.

of Dances,

to

Advices by telegraph from New Orleans are
the effect that the
Investigating Committee
'•“t loose from the
city authorities, and

that

they will ask no favors of them.
Nothing further will be done at present

with

reference to Mexican affairs,
President to-day, in a conversation with
t
a friend,
expressed confidence in the final triumph of his restoration policy. He also took
occasion to condemn the
project advocated by
some Congressmen of
overthrowing the present State governments at the
South, and declared it would release them from the
payment
of their debts, and impose them
upon the United States.
Mr. Seward has recently
expressed the same
confidence in the triumph of the President’s

??e

Representative Pike’s special committee to
inquire into the facts attending the murder of
certain Union soldiers and the
discharge of
those convicted of the
crime, have postponed
their visit to Charleston.
The Ways and Means
Committee, it is said,
have decided to report to the House in favor of
the gradual sale by public auction of the Treas10 ^ aB)ount not
exceeding forty
mUliona
Commander Simpson, of the pteamer Mohican, writing from Cura, Brazil, under date of
Nov. 7th, reports to the Navy
Department that
on the afternoon of the 30th
ult., when off the
coast of Maranhane, the back of a
large fish was
seen about a cable’s
length from the ship, and
inclined diagonally towards her. A few moments afterwards the engines
suddenly stopped,
steam was shut off and a hurried examination
made. No cause could be discovered tor this
remarkable result. Steam was agaiu turned on
but the engines could not be forced ahead
At this time feveral pools of blood were seen
to rise to the surface, under the stern.
After
a few moments it was
discovered that a large
blackfish or whale had been
caught between
the propeller and frame.
The shock on the
engines was very great.
The State Department lias not as
yet officially received tho particulars of Lieutenent
General Sherman and Minister
Campbell’s recent mission to Vera Cruz.
—

From Texan.

Baltimore, Dec. 24.
From Texas papers we learn that the Government sheds at Brazos have all been taken
down and removed to
Brownsville, where they
will be turned into winter quarters for
troops
in that
locality.
Emigrants from Virginia were arriving in
tt view to settlement.
The prices
of all kinds of goods had fallen
materially at
Galveston.
Some of the pioneer emigrants to Brazil have
returned to Texas,
declaring that their own
homes, after all, are the best for them.
There arc appearances of an active demand
mr cattle in Texas for the California
market.
The Baton Kouge Gazette remarks the recent
nse in the river as
only temporary.
The work of repairing the Baton
Rouge &
Opelousas Railway is rapidly progressing, and
it is expected that it will be
ready for business
in the course of a month or two.
Sugar making in Louisiana is progressing
with energy, and the quality is
represented as
very fair.
_

g(M in

Maryland.

Baltimore, Dec. 24.
larceny were
Magnider, at

Four negroes convicted of
ordered to be sold, by Judge

Annapolis

on

Saturday. Some twenty or

thirthe sale.
The first
one sold
was
John Johnson, who bid for
himself, the auctioneer taking his bii. Ho was
finally knocked down to himself and became
his own appraiser for $37.
Another man
brought $35, and two girls brought respectiveand
$22
each.
$30
There was an officer of
ly!
the Freedmen’s Bureau at the sale, and it was
thought that the bidding would have been
more spirited but for the fact that the
impression seemed to prevail that the officer in
question was about to interfere with the
right of the
purchasers and release the negroes from the
custody of the purchasers.

ty farmers

were

present

at

WsxhiiiyisH Correspondence.
New York, Dec. 24.
The Posts Washington dispatch
says the
President will hereafter refuse the use of
for
the
Southern States except in the
troops
case of riot.
Mudd, Spangler and Laughlin, the assassination conspirators, will be
brought out of
their prison at the Dry Tortugas, for trial
by
the civil courts. It is understood that
Judge
will grant the writs.
The Commercial's Washington
dispatch says
Secretary McCulloch's visit to New York, is to
consult public opinion as to the appointment of
a naval officer there.
The friends of Franklin
are confident that he will be appointed.
Canadian Affair*.

THEIR

Course

ces.

styles.

MORTON

which can be had at the Library Rooms on Lime St.,
second door from Federal St. Owing to the limited
capacity of the Hall, members must secure their tickets by Wednesday, Dec. 19. The Library Rooms will
be open every evening from 7 until 9 ; also Wednes*
day and Saturday afternoons.
LECTURE COMMITTEE :
E. COREY,
C. E. JOSE,
J. C. PROCTOR,
C. H. FLING,

COOLIDGE,

new

GLOVES

REFORMER.

ELOQUENT ENGLISH

M. B.

SCARFS

Charles Custis &

Subject—“The Late American Conflict and the
Friends and Enemies of America in England.”
VZST* Tickets for the Course at $1.25 can be had at
Davis Brothers, Fore Street; Short «& Loring, corner
Free and Center St. ; at Bailey & Noyes, at their
new Store, Exchange Street, after Dec. 17.

York to-day, and will be absent for a week.—
Assistant Secretary Chandler will
discharge
the duties of his office in the mean time.
The
visit of the Secretary is understood to have reference to tho appointment of a Naval
Officer
for that port, and also to the
question of finan-

Wayne

SILK HANDKERCHIEFS

Henry Vincent,
THE

TIES!

AND-

December 21st,

-BY-

$25,000.
Many of the Government employees have a
respite to-day from business. The Treasury
Department this morning gave a general leave
or absence until
Wednesday morning, in consideration of the Christmas
holidays.
McCulloch
left this city for New
Secretary
course

Negrnea

ever

a

Dec. 21.
law at the pressupply defiyear ending
are the two items:
a

June next.
The following
For public printing,
including paper, $530,000,
and tor contingent expenses or
foreign inter-

great variety of Articles for

FOR

LINCOLN

Dec* 34th nod

25d3t»_

CHLMSTNLA.hT

Fair and Levee at

a

supposed to contain money.
can have tbo same
hy calling at No 2
and paving for this notice.
J. g, FOGG.

Deermg Block,

LADIES OF THE

THE

the

on

Monday and Tuesday Evenings,

will be

nearly imished. Price *1,700.
Apply to Mrs. HASKELL on

Washington,

policy.

And Pennsylvania Central

o'clock,

ae the COLLEEN BAWN.
MYLES NACOPPALEEN.

Children admitted to Matinee
noon for 1S Cents.
‘See Daily Programmes.
December 24. 2t

A

office._

Drama of the

COLLEEN
Dolus Bidwkll
S. E. Browne

at 2

the Auctioneers at Plum
dec25dtd

on

Gold at Auction.

Congress,

Parts of Bark Norton Stouer,
Brigs
Prairie Rose and Mary C. Mariner at Auction.
*“"“7 2d, at 12 o’clock M„
.^.ED?E^I?4.Y’
at Merchants Exchange, No. 2
Long Wharf, will
be sold without reserve, as
follows, viz:—One sixBark Norton Stover, built in 18W.
Par*
iir™)
40S 98-100 tons N. M., to be sold as she came from
sea
and discharged In the port of New York: Bhe is now
loading there for Matanzas. One eighth (1) part of
Brig Prairie Ruso, built in 1861, 297 76-100 tons N. M.,
to be sold as she came from sea and
discharged in the
port of New York; she is now loading there for Galveston, Texas. AIbo, one sixteenth (1-16) part of Brie
Mary C. Mariner, built in 1861, 282 91-100 tons N. M.
sold as she came from sea and
discharged in Portland, and now lying there.
street

of

The first bill which became

PATTEN A CO., Aurtioneers,
PLUM STREET.

M.

E.

Afternoon,

The Sale

ent session of
is one to
ciencies in appropriations for the

BEDLOW’S,
dec25dlw_430 Congress Street.

ALSO ON

Christmas

Policy.

SKIRTS I

E.

F°r Hale

Portland Theatre.

The President and his Restoration

9

d2w

old measurement,
Coasting trade.
YEATON & HALE.

Ottawa, Canada, Dec. 24.
The discounts for the week on American invoices will be twenty-five per cent.
The Montreal Mining Company has purchased a tract of 64,000 acres of land on the north
shore of Lake Superior.
The Canada Peat Company, to operate in
Lower Canada, with a capital of $25,000, and
the Wolverine Company, to operate in Canada
West, with its head office in Detroit, has applied for charters of incorporation.
The total traffic of the Great Western Railroad for November, 1866, was $318,238, and of
the Grand Trunk for the same period $586,681.
Congressional Excnr*ioni*ta.
New York, Dec. 24.

The Herald’s dispatch says the Congressional excursion party reached Chattanooga yesterday. Ben Wade ventilated his reconstruction views to an audience ol conservatives and
ex-rebels on the steamboat.

Nashville,

Dec. 24.
The Congressional excursionists will reach
here from Chattanooga at 2 o’clock to-morrow.
They are expected to remain here long enough
to go over the Nashville battle grounds.
Railroad Train.
Atiriupt
Destroy
Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 23.
An attempt was made last night to destroy
the south bound regular passenger train on
the Nashville & Decatur Railroad, at Spring
Hill, by arranging the switch so as to throw the
train off the track.
The locomotive, tender,
bagggage and express cars were overturned.—
The passenger cars remained on the rails. The
engineer was thrown some distance but was
not injured. The other employees saved themselves by jumping off. No one was hurt.
lo

Escape

a

Five Women from Jail.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 24.
Five women under sentence to the penitentiary, escaped from the jail of this city this
morning, by sawing through an iron bar, and
letting themselves down from the second story
window. A sixth woman fell and had to be
left on the pavement. Thejailisin a part of
the Court House and City Hall, in the most
central part of the city.
of

Carolina Legislature.
Raleigh, N. C., Dec. 24.
In the South Carolina House of Representatives the insolvent debtor’s bill had been so
framed as to secure a homestead of 100 acres,
with house attached thereunto, and in that
form passed.

ed upon.

Veteran Actor.
Butfalo, N. Y., Dec. 24.
The veteran actor Peter Ritchings was severely cut in the right hand on Saturday night
at the
Metropolitan Theatre, while fencing with
Seguin, in the last act of “Rob Roy.”
a

Affair* in St. Domingo.
New York, D«o. 24.
A St. Domingo letter dated Dec. 6th
says pertect tranquility prevails under the
presidency
of Cabral. The petroleum grounds and eruauo
island of Altovete are in full operation.

ing at the Grand Trunk sheds, loading for Halifax, N. 8. She is a fine large vessel of 1,044
tons burthen; was
formerly the Gov. Buckingham, and was built in Mystic, Conn., in 1863,
by Mallory She is ownedJin New York and intended to run regularly between this
port and
Halifax. Her materials are of the best quali-

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

The Gothic Furnace
House for Sale.
To

Travellers—Wm. D. Little

& Co.
*ound—Portmon naie.
Auction Sales—E. M. Patten & Co.
Christmas and New Tears Gilts—M. E. Bedlow.

ty, and she is well calculated for the route.
The Equator is a three decked vessel, the
upper deck being flush. On the main deck is the

Religious Notices.
New York, Dec. 24.
The Herald’s New Orleans special says the
mission of Gen. Sherman and Mr.
Campbell to
Mexico, though not a complete success, was by
no means a failure.
They did not land at Vera
Cruz, as it would have been a recognition of
Maximilian’s government, but proceeded to
Tampico where they met the accredited emissaries of Juarez and afterwards went on to
Matamoras, where they had a short council
with other confidential agents of the
Republic.
The result is that a definite plan of action has
been agreed
upon between the United States
and the Mexican President, after the withdrawal of the French troops on the 1st of
March, when, if any fragment of
er remaihs in Mexico, the United States will
march troops over the Rio Grande to
support
Juarez. Gen. Sherman leaves on
Monday for
St. Louis to report to General
Grant, and Mr.
Campbell remains in New Orleans to await
events.
Maximilian lelt Orizaba on the 15th for Mexico, not to perpetuate his power but to thwart
the French, for which
purpose he is ready to
treat with Juarez or the United States.

ImperiabjwV-

Richmond, Dec.

24.
Mexican advices report that work on the Imperial railway between Vera Cruz and the city
of Mexico will be recommenced at an early
1

day.

The Rancbero declares that the Mexicans
now all disgusted with Americans and are
united against the only friends they have in
world.
New Orleans, Dec. 24.
Jacob Thompson was in Vera Cruz. Miramon had fled to
Querretan to avoid arrest by
Bazaine. Marguez had made a decided failure
to raise money for Maximilian.
The war between the Emperor and Bazaine
had become open and avowed. The former is
stud to have enjoyed that portion of President
Johnson’s message relative to Mexican
affairs,
because it afforded him another
opportunity of
are

humiliating Gen. Bazaine.

CALIFORNIA.

Capture of American Vessels
by Chinese Pirates.
The bark

San Francisco, Dec. 22.
Harsal, from Kong Kong, arrived

yesterday with dates

of the
i.™A£HMhJS!,hool Conorbt
Park

New JerusaStreet Church this
(Christmas) evening, at 7 o’c’ock. Free to the public.
the

courts.

Christmas.—The Custom House
open to-day.

_

port.

The Frninu Trial*.
Sweetbbury, C. E., Dec. 24.
The trial of Mr. McDonald was
continued
to-day, on a charge of robbery. Testimony was
given by Herbert and Whittemore to establish
the robbery of a pocket book
containing between thirty and
fifty cents. Reardon" who
was with the beman
party, said he had never
seen either
of the witnesses.
The Judge
charged the jury and they retired.
The grand jury indicted
George Crawford, an
American, on a charge of plundering Feigsburg. He pleaded not guilty.

Cornelius Owens was next placed on trial for
war.
The testimony went to
prove
that he had been wounded, but could not establish his complication.
He was therefore dis-

levying

charged.

Charles

McGowfe, a shoe black, was also
discharged. The jury at 7:36 were unible to

in the McDonald
case, and so were locked up over Christmas. The Government
physician attempted to extract the bullet from
the
neck of the prisoner Madden, but failed
The
court adjourned until
Wednesday.

agree

Froi»\ New Orleans*

Orleans, Dec. 24.
Minister Campbell arrived here last
evening
Lieu* Gen. Sherman had an interview
witli
Gov. Wells this morning.
A joint committee of the Common Council
have waited on the Congressional
Committee,
for the purpose of tendering them rooms &c
on the part of the
city. The offer was declined!
Gen. Sherman leaves this evening for St
Louis.
The officers of the
Susquehanna say the
statements published of the civilities of tho
French officers at Vera Cruz are
entirely untrue.
The vessel was forbidden to
approach
nearer the city than Verda
Island, and the
only intercourse had with the French was
A message declared to Mr.
Campbell by the officers of the French navy that if he wanted
chains and anchors they would he
happy to
supply them. Mr. Campbell replied that he
stood in no particular need of such articles
himself, and he imagined that the United States
ships or war were generally supplied with them.
Terrible Conflagration and I,as. of Life.
Vicksburg, Miss., Dec. 24.
A terrific fire broke out in
Merry’s block
corner of Clay and Front
levee, at 8 o’clock
last evening, destroying the entire block between Crawford and Clay streets to
Washington street Thirteen houses were also
destroyed. The flames spread thence to the corner of
Washington and Crawford streets, consuming
four three story brick
buildings, and thence to
the corner of Mulberry and Crawford streets,
destroying ten houses, besides shanties, &c., in
all about 100 buildings, of which
thirty-eight
were large brick stores.
Two white children
and four negroes perished in the flames.
Six
negroes were killed by accident.
One hundred families are rendered houseless.
The
origin of the fire was the result of carelessness
in Meyer’s bar room.

Attempted Outrage by

Federal Boldier.
Leavenworth, Kan., Dec. 24.
A sergeant and five soldiers of Co.
D, 7th cavalry, from Fort Riley, went to Ogden city in
search of deserters. The sergeant stationed a
guard around a house with orders to let no one
in. He then attempted to outrage the woman
of the house, who was alone. The cries of her
children aroused her husband and brothers who
were at work in a field near
by, and they came
to her assistance. The
sergeant ordered the
husband shot, and the order was carried out
by
one of the guards, who killed the husband. The
citizens arrived and fought the soldiers, wounding two and capturing the squad. They are
now in the hands of the civil authorities.
Death of the

a

Portuguese Minister.

New York, Dec. 24.
C. Figamire, Minister of
Portugal, died at
clock this morning, at the residence of
his son in Brooklyn, at the
age of 68 years. He
was the oldest member of the
diplomatic corps
resident in this city.
J.
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Poultry.—The market

was well supplied
and of a good quality.
to 28 cents per pound;
geese from 20 to 25 cents, and chickens from 18
to 22 cents. There were but few
ducks, and
those sold from $1.26 to $1.60
per pair.

poultry yesterday,
Turkies brought from 25

The monthly part of
Every Saturday, for
December can ’be had at the bookstore of
Messrs. C. R. Chisholm & Co., No. 307 Congress street.

Ball.—The grand ball to be given by the

Fx-4\s,
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A good
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Lincoln Hall was well filled notwithstandThis evening the programme is
them have a hall fall.

ing the storm.
changed. Let

THE

STATE.

—We learn from the Kenneheo Reporter
that Mr. K. B Trask, of Jefferson in this
State,
died of cholera in Cincinnati on the 8th inst.
—The

Augusta correspondent of the Boston
some of the enterprising citizeus of Augusta are
making a movement to
build a horse railroad from that city to Gardiner. The Reporter thinks Loudon Hill will
have to be tunnelled before the
project can be
Herald says that

carried out.
—The Maehias Union learns that toe
Dyke
is not wached away so much
by the tide as was
Tho
break and damage was quite
expected.
serious. The contractor intends to
complete
the enterprise next year.
—A barn belonging to Mr. Franklin W.
Smith of Mariaville was burned on
Tuesday
night, with all its contents of hay. &c., also a
horse and some young stock.
—A correspondent in Fryeburg informs us
that the mercury in that place on the 20th
inst,
fell to 31 degrees below zero, and asks “Can

About six o’clock last
evening a gentleman
Middle street fell into an
opening
for a grate, in the Barbour
block, which had
been carelessly left uncovered. He
sustained
some injuries in his hands and on
other parts
ot his person.
About one hour afterwards a lad fell into the
same hole and was
severely injured.

Franconia beat that?”
We should hope not
for the sake of Franconia. Our correspondent
also states that:

Benjamin Stickney, of Fryeburg has been
arrested on suspicion of having set fire to the
barn of James McMillan, Esq., on Sundav evening the 16th.
A new manufactory of buckets and churns

Dedication.—The dedication of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church, on Mountfort
Street,

will take place on
Thursday, at half
past ten o’clock. The sermon will be
preached
by Rev. Joseph G. Smith, of Lynn, Mass.—
Several ministers will
participate in the servi-

is to be erected in Dennysville.
The Rockland Democrat chronicles the
death of Mrs. Miriam Hart of the 'town of
Union, who died December Itb, at the advanced age of 100 years, three months, ten
days.—
She was born at Sherburne, Mass., Aug. 24th,
1766. She had a distinct remembrance of the

ces.

Rev. Mr. Allen, of Chestnut Street
Church,
will preach a sermon,
commencing at half past
two o’clock. In the
Rev. John N. Bur-

evening
leigh, of Providence, R. L, will preach.

fight

at Lexington, where the first blood of the
revolution was shed, and of her father’s taking
his gun and going out to join the minute men.
She and her husband, wore among the first settlers of Union, and endured all the labors and

meet-

ing, to assist in defraying the expenses of erecting the church.

privations of pioneer life.
—We learn that Maj. W. S. Clark, of the 1st
Maine Heavy Artillery, has just been breveted

Those who have attended Pine 8trcet Sabbath School Exhibitions have
spoken of them
in the highest terms of commendation.
The
Superintendent has been unwearied in his efforts to make this Christmas
evening exhibition
excel all others. The
speaking will be of a high
order, and the singing charmingly interesting.
The Christmas Tree
will, we doubt not, groan
beneath its burden, and when relieved of its
pressure, many little as well as big hearts will
swell with emotions of
gratitude and love. We
bespeak for them, as advertised, a good time.

Colonel of Volunteers for gallant and meritorious service in the campaign of 1864.
—A correspondent informs us of the death in
Hartford, on the 14th inst., of Joshua 'Churchill, at the age of 102 years.
Recent Publications.
The Merchant of Berlin. An Historical
Hovel. By B. Muhlbach, Author of “Joseph
IT. and his Court.” Translated from the German
by Amory Coffin, M. D. One Vol. I2mo.
pp. 394. Hew York: D. Appleton & Co.
Frederick the Great and his Court. An
Historical Romance.
By L. Muhlbach.
Translated from the German by Mrs. Chapman Coleman and her
Daughters One Vol.
12mo., pp. 434. Hew York: D, Appleton
& Co.

pair of
tearing

attatched to a jigger came
through Commercial street without any driver.
People quickly got out of the way. In attempting to turn up India street the runaways
fouled with another team
standing quietly there
and, for a few moments things were mixed up.
On separating the teams it was found that but
slight damage had been sustained either by
the horses or the jiggers.

The

genuine historical novel, that

which

re-

ally illustrates the life and manneis of the period with which it deals, is growing scarce
among us of late. Why this should be so we
are unable to state, but the fact is indisputable.

Canadian Express.—This office has been
removed to the old spot, No. 90
Exchange St.,
the block having been rebuilt The office has
been splendidly fitted up, and is well worth
visiting,*if to only look at the counter, which is
a beautilul
specimen of workmanship. Mr.
Prindle has spared no pains or expense in fitting up this establishment so as to make it a
credit to the city.

The two volumes whose titles we have given
above have consequently, in addition to their
other attractions, much of the charm of novelty. They are written with a close and careful
fidelity to the minuter facts of history which
has always been rare in works of the kind,
and which gives them a value independent of
their interest as mere novels. Any one who
wishes to form a tolerably correct idea of the
and opinions prevailing
manners, habits
in Prussia at
time when Frederthe
still
Second
was
erick the
struggling
out
of the
to
pluck his Sileria
hand of Maria Theresa, when the star of the
house of Brandenburg had not yet risen to the
full splendor which his reign was to give it,
will find these volumes full of interest. The

In another column we have doubted the existence of Christmas pie. We doubt no
longer.
Our correspondent “Church” has settled the
controversy by sending a Christmas pie to the
editor of the Press. If seeing is
believing, how
much more is tasting!
Tasting is profound
conviction. We are ready to maintain against
all sceptics, that Christmas pie is.

translation

Those who have not completed their Christmas purchases will find that
Partington, nearly opposite the Preble House, has a large assortment of Santa Claus “stocking
stuffing.”

has

been

very

conscientiously

on the
whole extremely satisfactory. The books have
attracted much attention and are being widely
read. (For sale by Bailey & Hoyes, Short &
Boring, and by Davis Brothers.)

made, and with

eve-

some

slight blemishes is

Deer—it is proposed to hold an International
Medical Cong: ess atParis during thejexibition,
to begin on the 16th of August and to last two
weeks. It is to ,be composed of two classes of

to at-

Pocket Cutlery of Cook’s, Wostenholm’s,
Butler’s, Holley & Eagle Co.’s, and other most
highly approved manufactures, at J. R. Lunt
& Co.’s, 349 Congress street.

members; (national foundation members,

Government Sale.—Attention is invited to
the sale of Government stores, which takes
at Fort Peble to-morrow.

a

For superb perfumes and toilet
articles, call
Crossman & Co.’s new store, Brown’s Block,

Congress

passing along

place

Assemblies,

Personal.—Our Representative in Congress,
Hon. John Lynch, arrived home
Saturday evening. He will return to Washington the latter
part of the week.

tend.
True Merit Appreciated.—“Brown’s Bronchial Troches** h«vc been before the public many
years. Each yeaT finds the Troches in some new,
distant localities, in various parts of the world. Being an article of true merit, when once used, the value of the Troches is
appreciated, and they are kept
always at hand, to be used as occasions require. For
Coughs, Colds and Throat D iseases, the Troches have
proved their efficacy.
dec22-eodlw&w

in their course of

off this evening at Mechanics’ Hall.
time may be expected.

joint.

Christmas festival this

duty.

with

thing passed

a

for

such is not the fact, but that his office is removed to the apothecary store of Messrs. A. G.
Schlotterbeck & Co., No. 303 Congress street.

Accidents.—Yesterday while a son of Mr.
William F. Parker, of this
city, aged between
tour and five years, was
engaged in playing
with another boy at Cape
Elizabeth, with an
axe, the former had the fore finger of one of
his hands severed square off at the
second

There wi.l be

dec4tt

Frescoing.—It having been reported that
Mr. C. J. Schumacher had given
up the frescoing business, we are requested to state that

and the best wishes of all with
whom she has been so long associated will
follow Miss Munger in her retirement.
G.

ning at 6 o’clock in the Mission Chapel,
ings’Bridge. All interested are invited

case.

Brooklyn Navy Yard,

Nww Vnnir Dap 91

FeniansTn

The condemned
jaU in Canada
aoe in a miserable
condition, poorly clad, unpalatable food, &c.

son

attach-

William G.
Mitchell, of this city, late of the volunteer naval service, has just received his
appointment
as Acting Master in the
regular' service, and
been ordertd to the U. S. Steamer
Peoria, at

Gcrrish,

horses

instantly

too late to stop
struck in the back of the
killed.
His name was

Appointments.—Acting Master

truly excellent. Remarks were made by
the committee in charge. The
kindly feeling
manifested in this school, both
by teachers and
scholars, is gratifying. The school is in excellent condition. The whole
off

a

whistle, but

was

Philip Chase, of Lynn, No blame is
employees of the road.

buy a

Street

Runaway.— Yesterday forenoon

He

people really suffer, and enough of every kind
around them. Why is this? It is because their
food distresses them. Buy one bottle of Main’s
Elderberry Wine and you will get relief. Then

School Teacher.—Miss

Contributions will be taken up at each

the

In the early settlement of our
country the
greatest anxiety was, how our people could get
enough of good wholesome food. Now. the
manner of living has
changed, so that many

Grammar School for Boys has
resigned her
situation as first Assistant. The
pupils of her
classes took her quite by
surprise at the close
of her services, by
presenting her with a very
handsomely wrought silver pie knife, purchased of Messrs. Lowell & Senior. The
presentation speech, made by Master Frank

pleasantly,

of

ed to the

Fitch,

was

Freight Manager

Charles H. Chase, aged twenty-five
years,

men

of a

blew his

tht train.
head and

Nate Crons Dr. Filch.
Mb. Editor:—In the case of
Driscoll, the
facts, so far as I am concerned, are these: 1
was called “to see a man at
the jail who was
shot.”
Upon arriving I learned that he was
under the care of the
physician of the jail, and
I recommended him to continue
under his
care; and as he was suffering much
pain, I prescribed an anodyne, and told him to
have his
poultices made lighter, but gave him to understand that these directions were
only for the
time, until his physician should see him.
After some days he sent for me
again, but I
referred the messenger to the
physician of the
jail, whom I supposed to have been in attendance. Beside
this, I heard nothing whatever
of the case until after the man’s death.
Had I
known that he
positively preferred my attendance, I should (with permission of the authorities) have given that attendance
cheerfully.—
As it was I did what I
thought honorable
and right.
S.
M. D.

Resignation

the

Fatal Accident.—As the P.M. train from
this city to Boston, on
Saturday, was going into Lynn, a man was seen on the track.
The

The Post Office will be
open the usual holi-

December 24,18CG.

Porteous,

Grand Trunk Railway, is the agent for the
steamer. The will leave on her first
trip to
Halifax to-day.

day hours.

Eliza M. Hunger, after sixteen
years of iaithful
and successful teaching in the Park

San Francisco, Dec. 24.
During the past twenty lioura 7 76-100ths inches of ram have fallen, double the
quantity
recorded on any day before.
Hong Kong dates to Oct. 6th announce the
capture of the American brigantine Cuba by
the Chiuese pirates, near Pedro Branca The
captain was deliberately shot and the vessel
pillaged, set on fire and abandoned. Through
the exertions of the survivors the fire was
extinguished, and the ship brought safely into

Mr.

will not be

Mount Hood was
seen from Salem on
Dec. 12th, sendingplainly
forth volumes of vapor
smoke, which puffed upwards like discharges
of steam from an exhaust nine

Portland, Oregon.

passengers, by building tiers of berths on both
sides. She is commanded
by Capt. Clark.—

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
criminal term.—tapley
j, presiding.
Monday.—In the case of State v. Mary Ann Clark
& ala., which has been on trial for a
week, it haring
commenced last
Tuesday, Judge Walton charged the
jury. His charge was an elaborate one, occupying
about two hours. The
jury retired at half past four
o’clock and had not agreed
upon a verdict at the adjournment of Court. Judge Walton ordered the officer to serve them
refreshments
if they did not
proper
agree upon a verdict by eeven o'clock in the
evening.
When they agiee they are to seal
up their verdict and
present it to the Court on Wednesday
morning, at 10
o’clock, to which time Court adjourned.

Coffee and Spices.—Grant is one of those
not easily
discouraged by reverse of fortune. A few years
ago he was burned out of
his coffee and spice establishment on
Union
■street, but in a short time he had another and
better establishment on the same
This
spot.
was swept away
by the great fire of the 4th of
but
it
July,
did.not discourage him and now he
has a better establishment than
ever, on the
old spot where he is
preparing coffee and spices of the
purest qualities and ready to serve
them to the public. It is worth a
visit to his
mill to inhale the aroma of the
pure berries
while roasting or being put
up in packages.—
In the Spring he intends to erect on
Union
street, in front ot the mill, a capacious store for
the accommodation of his numerous
customers, who wtll always find articles purchased
there to he of just the
quality he recommends
them.

to

cabin, in which there are ten state rooms, conveniently arranged. It is intended to convert
the whole of this deck into accommodations for

Ohr?,^WlU,beheld,I>

Oct. 5th.
Ship China, from Shanghae for Batavia, arrived at Hongkong Oct.
4th, with the chief
mate and seventeen of the crew of
the ship
Westminister, b..und to London, which thev
report at Prates Shoals. The captain took a
boat and made for the east end of the
island
leaving the mate in charge of the ship which
w^as soon after boarded by Chinamen, who advised all on board to leave.
The mate and
crew left the ship in two boats.
The captain
and six men returned to the
vessel and are
to
have been murdered by the pirates
supposed
as the mate afterwards
hailed the ship and was
told in return that
the captain had left
some tune before.
The boats were soon after
picked up by the China. Commodore Jones
hearing the particulars, is reported to have sent
a. gunboat to the assistance
of the vessel. The
Westminster had a large
cargo from Calcutta
There M a report of the
shipment of 40,000 bales
of cotton for the Hong
Kong market.
The case of the British steamer Prince
Albert, seized and conficated by the Chinese authorities at Hong Kong, was to be
re-opened
by order of the British Minister.
The ship Mary Ann, for
with 22,Liverpool,
20® sacks of wheat, cleared
yesterd.y from

South

Accident to

New Steamer for Halifax.—Yesterday we
took a cursory look at the steamer Equator, ly-
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senator

Fessenden’s

BY

In the U.S. Senate on
19th iust.
the bill for the admission of Nebraska
being under consideration, the status of the
unrepresented States was brought into the
discussion, and
Mr. Fessenden, as chairman of the
reconstruction committee, explained his views of the matter as affected by the action of that committee.

Wednesday,

We copy his remarks from the Globe :
So tar as the committee on reconstruction is
concerned, I think by a reading of thefr report
their understanding of this whole matter
may
be arrived at. We submitted a constitutional
amendment, and in the report itself we discussed the question of the
standing of the States
themselves. Unless I am
very much mistaksn
in
recollection
of
the substance of that rem^
port, it does not admit but almost specifically
denies that
ary one of the States in rebellion
has ever since been in a condition to
do a legal
act as a State or one which we were bound to
recognize; that any of them is so constituted
that the men
presuming to be the Legislature
or to act as a
Legislature are so in point of fact
unless we choose to recognize the State
government as such, which we have never done
with regard to any of them
excepting
simply
J
the State of Tennessee.
I understand that this matter of
a
admitting
State is a matter of compact. A State
may establish a government if it
pleases, or a sort of
government to suit itself; it may call a convention ; it may institute a form of
governmentlif
it likes and Droceed to act under
it; and if the
Congress of the United States chooses to recognize that as such in a
Territory, or in a State
situated as these rebellious States are,
they have
the power to do so. But
suppose they do not
choose to do it, but take
exception to the form,
does the body assuming to act as a
Legislature
remam a Legislature so far as we are oonceru.^°®8 the so-called State government en®J*i
title itself to be the government of the St ite so
far' as Congress ana the Government of the
United States are concerned ? Not at
all, until we come into the
compact. We do not say
that a State government is all
right if it answers ay*’ but all wrong if it answers “no.”
We submit our constitutional amendment in
the regukir
formj we provide that it shall be
submitted to the Legislatures of the States. We
do not submit it ourselves
except by passing a
vote to that effect. We authorize the Secretary of State to transmit a
copy to the several
States of the Union ; no more than that and
;
when he receives the answer to let it be known.
That is all. We do not undertake to
aay that
either this, that, or the other State ia in a condition to act so aa that ita action on the subject
shall be binding.
Now, with reference to myself individually, I
do not know, and #I do not undertake to aay,
what I may or may not do in a given, specific
case.
But when we vote for a constitutional
Amendment to be submitted and it ia submitted
**y the Secretary of State to the Legislatures
now in
existence, do we admit that those Statos
are regularly constituted and that we have
got
to recognize them alter they have acted? Not
at all My own understanding is that I have
a right to
inquire, and it is my duty to inquire,
whether this constitutional amendment has
been legally adopted by a Legislature of a State
which I am bound to recognize. Have I not a
right to make inquiry? If an organizution, no
matter how got up, with or without the consent of the
people or a majority of the people
of a State, sets itself
up as tbe Legislature, am
I precluded from inquiring
into the fact whether that is the Legislature of the State whose
action is binding on the question submitted ?
That is a question which I have a
right to examine. I am not prepared to say in the
very
teeth of the roport of the reconstruction committee, so called, that these States are so constituted and so organized that their action, so
far as the United States Government is concerned, is legal and binding upon any one subject. I have not admitted that; I do not adAnd yet, sir, I am free to say that ii from the
conduct of a government assuming to bo the
government of a State, from the constitution
that they submitted—and here let me
say that
no constitution has
yet been submitted to Confrom
of
these
States—I saw that the
gress
any
principles of that constitution were such as
would render it safe and proper in rav
judgment to say that it was the constitution of a
State, and that the State should come into Congress, I might then come into compact and say
that such a State was to be admitted into the
Union or to be recognized-as one of the States
of the Union, if geutlemen like that language
better, on the constitution thus submitted to
Congress and the provisions they had made.—
But is it to be held that before any such thing
has been done, when the old constitutions have
been overthrown, with everything, to use the
language of the President, prostrate in the
dust, nothing new done under the authority of
Congress, or even by the assent of any one of
these States, I am to take it for granted that
that is the constitution of a State, and that
they are States in the Union with all proper
connections with the Government of the Unit
edJStates before I know what it is? I take it
for granted that that is not obligatory on me in
any sense; and I want to say here now with regard to the formation of these States if you
please to call it so, because we all understand
what their condition is, I conceive that I have
a right to inquire what the terms of their constitutions are, to see whether those terms are
satisfactory, whether they have placed themselves in a condition to be admitted, whether
they were in a condition to adopt the constitutional amendment which we have submitted,
and whether they have done it; not that any
convocation of people called together by a satrap, forming new arrangements to suit themselves, which they have never chosen to submit to Congress or the people of their State, of
which we know nothing officially, are necessarily a Legislature and a government, all of
whose acts we are pledged to take as the acts
of the proper, well-organized, constitutional
governments of States in the Union and having repaired all their broken connections wilih
the Union.
an mu no sucn doctrine,
sir, anil therefore I
say, after a vote has been taken, if any should
be by any one of these so-called States adopting the constitutional amendment, it may be a
question preliminary with me; has the constitutional amendment been adopted by a
legally
organized constitutional government of a State
which I am bound to recognize?
And, sir, I
do not preclude myself from a
right to look into the terms of the constitutions
they submit
to Congress. 1 rose simply to enter this
caveat,
and I think if gentlemen will read the
report
of the reconstruction committee they will find
nothing particularly inconsistent with what I
have said i n relation to that matter.
Uponnll
these questions, separate or otherwise, as
they
come up I am ready to act when
they come; but
no general rule can be established which will
be binding upon me with reference to questions of this description; each one is to stand
upon its own particular merits or demerits, ns
the case may be.
Now, sir, what the reconstruction committee
submitted was this: when the constitutional
amenement has been legally and constitutionally adopted and become a part of the Constitution itself, then, in connection with the bill
which was introduced at the same time,
any
State which shall have adopted it may resume
its position in the Union.
I consider that the quostion of the constitutional amendment has been submitted to the
voters of the United States, and that the recent
elections have established that that is to be
supported and insisted upon. That was the
issue made; it was the issue with the President
and with all who opposed it; and that I deem
to be established. The bill we have not acted
upon. The bill has not been taken up in either
House of Congress and acted upon.
Congress
has never expressed an opinion upon that
proposition, although it is part of the report of the
reconstruction committee. But I say now, as
I have said before, I am as desirous as
any
man can be that this
unhappy controversy
should be ended; I am as desirous as
any
man can be that these rebellious States
should
be hack again in the Union on a perfect
equality with those that are there now, and I will
do everything in my power to bring it about,
and I will not be too stringent as to
conditions;
I am willing to yield much and to suffer
much;
but I will not yield under any circumstances
the guarantees we have insisted upon up to
this date, and such further ones if necessary—
I do not say now that any others are necessarv
—as will secure the Union against a recurrence
of a disaster such as we have suffered.
Took

his

Word for it.

Mr.

P-and

boarding for the summer in the
country yith a farmer who was rather sloso in
family

were

the matter of providing for the table.
In the
of the summer Mrs. P-fell
sick, and
her loving spouse thought that chicken broth
would he the thing for her. So down he went
to the landlord,and asfcedthat chickens
might
be slain and the broth
provided. The landlord
was
very sorry, but hadn’t got a darned chick.
P
nothing, but returned to his room,
took down his fowling-piece, and sallied forth
in quest ot game.
His route led him behind
the landlord s barn, where, to his surprise, he
a
espied quite lot of spring chickens, evidently
in good condition,
without waiting for wilder game P-raised his
gun and fired. Three
fine pullets lay weltering in their gore when
the smoke cleared away. P-gathered them
up, brought them in to the landlord, and ordered broth made from them for his wife.
Tho
countenance of the landlord grew dark, and
he rudely charged P-with filling his chickens. “Your chickens!” said P-,
nevcr
were more mistaken in your life,
I know you
are a man of vour word, and
you told mo not
an hour ago that you hadn't a chicken about
the place!” The landlord
collapsed, and Mrs.
P-got better on chicken broth.—Harper's
course

”‘ycm

Magazine.

foreign physicians, who are not required to
make any pecuniary contribution. M. Bouil-

contemplation to place Admiral Farragut next
spring in command of the Mediterranean

laud is the president of the committe.

(From the Portland
Transcript.)
The Heine* ef Perllend.

views.

French physicians, who are to
pay a subscription of twenty francs, and adherent members,
or

:

or

Position ,f ,h„
Hebe„ion> (|a|m

—It is said that the government has it in

squadron.

MBS. E. M.

BABSTOW.

Oh, the

wasted homes of Portland;
wail 0011168 on each
breeze,
rnat autumn winds are
bearing
inrough its charred and leafless trees.

'n!l2W ft?

°^me *9a‘teTe<l homes of Portland,
With tU?r iK^arIh 8tof«8 co,d »nd

Highh^druhEie?y1“^aifmnt'>8

bare,

homes of Portland.
Oh^ae merryobddren
round

us played
Wh(‘r.r8
And T? happy Christmas greetings
feasts

°

kD1 ‘haoksa|Ying

war* made.

Portland.
Wh^ttt7jSLh^,,?es
8aidy.W!>Fd8
MgnSSd"woman”
those
of

That changed to
The joyous,

Oh,

w

w"re

happv home, of
here round the festive Portland
board

P»thered
h^,,(lVinf,
With kindlylorilthavle
look and word,
Who now In homes eternal
No blighting loss can know;
Oh, heed they not bow lonely,
How deep our homeless woe?

Our hearts are filled with
sadness,
As tlirough the
weary nighf,
w e count our
lost, lost treasures
Anew till morning
light.

when in broken slumbers
Dreams o’er our spirits fell,

Or

80010 dear memento
W£_8natch
rTom out the

burning wall;
Or laden with our
treasures,
We wake to sudden
pain,
111 dreamland
only
Ti?-n0W
w til those
treasures come again.
Oh, the household gods of Portland,—
vvnat a holocaust were they
To mark with burning
signot
Our nation's festal
day!
Oh, the household grlefe of Portland
How

the wail comes

on

the air'

CUBISTMAS.—In England Christmas liasal-

“
and
fe itival. without?distinction of merry-making
rank or caste
The
revels begin on Christmas
eve, and used to
continue, in o.d times, till Candlemas (Februabeing a holid»y ‘ill the
twelfth night,
January 6th. In the houses of
the nobles a lord of misrule" or
“abbot of unreason was
appointed, whose office it was to
make the rarest
to delight the o«pastimes
holder.
His dominion lasted from “All-1,allow Eve (October ;fl), till Candlemas.
The
larder was always stocked with
capons, hena.
turkeys geese, ducks, beef, mutton, venison,
pork, puddings, pies, nuts, plums, sugar ami
being entertained iu the
hall, and the lord of the manor encouraging
everything conducive to mirth.
Each country, and each
province, county, or
town, had its peculiar customs. In Yorkshire.
England, it was once customary for every rattio dame to make a
cheese, which wus careioily preserved for the occasion, and when
brought out, before it could be tasted, »ha
scored imon it with a
sharp knife the resemblance of a civss. Along with this she
brought
a huge wassail
bowl, and frumenty made a barley meal. At Kipon, in the same county, the
singing boys on this day used to come into
church with basketfuls of red
apples with a
sprig of rosemary stuck in each, which tiny
presented to all the congregation, and got a return made to them of two
pence, lour pence or
six pence,
according to the qualitv ot the lady
J

J?1*?10118

ry. ri}2;

rday

hane{^dthf,i, t<-'1uai,‘ls

or

gentleman.

At Folkestown in Kent, the Fishermen
had
singular custom. They chose eight of the
largest and best whitings out of every boat
when they came home irom that
fishing, and
out of the money
arising from them they made
a feast
every Christmas Eve, which they called
a Knmbald.
Tho master of each boat
provided
this least for his own
company, so that tliora
were as many different entertainments as
thore
were boats. These
whitings, which are of a
large size end are sold all round the country as
far 83 Canterbury, are called Kuml.ald ad,It.
mgs.
In the Isle of Man this
singular custom formerly prevailed, though, like the last one.it
has been disused.
On the 24th of December,
towards evening, all the servants in
general
have a holiday; they go not to bed all
night,
but ramble about till the bells
in
all the
riug
churches, which Is at twelve o*c1ocki pravars
over, they go to hunt the wrm, and havbem£
ing found one of these poor birds, they kill her
and lay her on a biet with the utmost sole in ni*y> bringing her to the parish church, and burying her with a whimsical kind of solemnity;
singing dirges over her in the Monck’s language, wluch they call her knell: alter which
Christmas begins.”
“In a certain part of Devonshire there wai
formerly a superstitions belief that the oxen
were always tound on their knees in an attitude of devotion at night on Christmas
Ere;
but the obstinate animals refused to
accommodate themselves to the alteration of the
style,
Parlor*11 their genuflexions
an/^u°^*nue^
on Christmas Eve old
style, as long as they performed them at all.” The custom of
decorating
houses and churches with
evergreens is derived from ancient Druid
practices. The holly,
ivy, rosemary, bays, laurel, and misletoe wore
the favorite trimmings and never removed till
Candlemas.
of these were worn about
the head, and “Kissing under the rose” and
whispering under the misletoe” arc allusions
to this practice. But the old customs in
England have lost their primitive
character, the
gambols and carols are nearly gone by, family
reunions and
evergreen decorations being nearly all that remain of the old festivities.
a

Chaplets

The Late Dr. A. A. Oanld.
The following resolutions were
passed by
the Portland Society of Natural
History at
their annual meeting, Dec. 19th.
Whereas, by the recent and sudden death of
Dr. Augustus A. Gould of Boston, American
science has lost one of its most faithful
H
distinguished leaders,—a bereavement which Is
felt not only in the circle of the associations
of which he was an active
member, but also in
all those kindred societies which were
honaisA
by his regard; Therefore,
Resolved, that the Portland Society of N;itnral History desire the sad
privilege of arm*
ins the family of the deceased of their heSlfc
felt sorrow and
for
those most intisympathy
mately associated with him in the walks ot
mestic life.
Resolved, that in view of the eminent snrvf*
ces rendered
by him to the study of the NattL*
ral History of this
country, his name will b«
ever cherished
among the brightest in the udnalsof its science, anil that the work which
was the latest
occupation of his pen and !•
now left to other hands to
publish to the world,
will remain as the monument to a
zeal and
perseverance which any land might be proud
to acknowledge as its own.
Resolved, that much which lends interest to
the life ot him whom we would thus
honor,
would be forgotten if mention of his
high
Christian character were omitted from his niemorial, Bincc it was in his unaffected simplicity of manners, his genial and unfailing cou rtesy, his quick and ready sympathy and his
deep religious faith, that the evidences war*
seen ot that truo
nobility which always confers
a greater
splendor on intellectual successes
and attainments.

FHOJf
NEWS

B¥

EUROPE
TOE

CABLE.

London, Dec. 23.-The Journal De Saint I1*,
tersburg deqjes that any unfriendly feelings
between the governments of Austria and
the contrary, both endeavor to
foster the best mutual understanding.
Advices from Candia state that fighting sdll
continued there and that the Turks ii»d
strengthened their blockading fleet around the

exist

Russia; but, on

island.

Florence, Dec 23—It is again reported that
Menebna will be appointed Minister of Italy
J
Vienna.
Berlin, Dec. 23.—The upper house of the
Prussian Chambers has agroed to the bud -et
as amended
by the House of Deputies, end
also has adopted bills to annex the Duchies to
the Kingdom of Prussia.
Pesth, Dec. 23.—Baron Von Beast, in a speech
yesterday said the appointment or a Hun renan Minister was
merely a question of time.
Berne, Dec. 13.—The Swiss Assembly yesterday voted an appropriation of twelve millions
of francs lor the purchase of
breech-loadiuir
at

^

rifles.

Alexandria,
put

on

tara.

Dec. 22.—Surratt was yesterday
board the United States corvette Sva-

Florence, Dec. 23.—Orders have been issued
to arm two vessels to support the claims made
by Italy on Turkey in regard to the affair of
the mail steamer Prince Thomas.
Advices from Rome report that the
Tope appears to be in a peevish state of mind and ittle disposed to regard with favor an
arran,'lament with the Italian
government, although
he receives counsel from all quarters to inclina
to moderation and
appease Italy. France supports the efforts of Italv, which have as v*t
been of no avail.

Liverpool, Dec. 23.—The steamer Bolivar, from
Port au Prince Dec. 2, has arrived here. She
reports that the town of Miragoane. iu Haiti,
was entirely destroyed by fir*.
New Yobk, Doc. 2t,
Specials

contain the

following:

Brussels, Dec. 23. The old differences concerning the Scheldt dues have been renew.id
and Belgium and Holland are at issue on iha
subject.

London, Dec. 24.—A great demonstration of
reformers is expected to take place in Hv
i«
Park on the occasion of the
opening ot Parliament. Fearing a sanguinary result seveial
conservative members have
proposed to E.irl
Derby the singular idea of holding the ensuing
Parliament session in Dublin. It is
alleged by
them that it will result not only in certain defeat to the reformers’ plans, but will act as a
sedative to all Irish Fenians.

The advantage of
country, at a point easily
accessible by railroad and by water, is too obviamounts to
a Mipjdy in

PRESS.

if AILY

POKTLAN 1>-

^’To-lay being

Uoliday.no paper will
morning.

a

be issued from this otlice to-morrow
Merry C'liriwlmna.

Christmas is the Thanksgiving day of the
Old World, neglected by our Puritan ancestors because of its association with Popery,
but more and more asserting its claims upon
shrinks
their descendants as the Papal system
di(run* year to year to less formidable
mensions. What the Turkey is to Thanks-

giving

to Christmas.

Pudding

Plum

that is

of the festivities
There is no proper observance
An ancient
without
pudding.
plum
m tlie day

indeed of a
.uid usually authentic work speaks
to suspect
Christmas pie,” but there is room
for once
overcame
of
rhyme
that the exigency
!.c veracious scruples of Mother Goose:

••

“Little Jock Horner
Sat in tlie corner,
Eating a Christmas pie;
He stuck in Uis thumb
And pulled out a pluui,

Crying, What

a

great boy

am

I!”

Christmas pudding" no doubt was written
tirst, and afterward changed to “pie,” because
no rhyme to puudikh can lie found in the
p'nglisli language. We have a shrewd suspicion that “thumb” instead of “Unger” is used
in the next line for the same good reason.
Christmas day is a great day for the doctors.
The plum pudding when made secundum artem is a miracle oi indigestibility. As concocted in Kngland it is of the shape and very
neatly of the consistency of a cannon ball.

Considering the plums, it might be defined to
he a comestible spherical case shot. Nor is
the pudding all that poor little Jack Horner
has to contend with. Santa Clans is in league
with the whole family against him. That benevolent but rather Injudicious goblin not
only fills Master Horner's stockings with toys,
hut crowds In a mass of painted candy and
urchin disvariegated sweetmeats, which the

dinner and comes up to the
poses of heforo
grand encounter in a very unsatisfactory condition. Tito case shot completes his discotn

fiture, and by twelve midnight the miserable

physician

is in

“No rost tilt

request:

mom

when

youth and pudding meet,”—

quotation is inappropriate.
Christinas day is as good a day as Thanksgiving or any other, to remember the poor. It
is a good day to send a ton of coal, or a barrel
the rest of the

apples, or in fact almost anything
useful, to somebody who needs it and can't
get it. It is a good day to forgive your enemies, and if we have any we hereby forgive
them—for the nonce. On this day'we will not
advert to some ]shuts of political diilerence
between ourselves and the Argus. On this
day we will not reply to that “withering” article in the Star. In a political and Pickwickian sense, we recognise these journals as enemies. In a political and Pickwickian sense
we forgive them—understanding that such
forgiveness extends only to Thursday morning, on and after which we intend to chastise
them severely.
llour,

of

or

To all to whom these presents come, wo
send greeting; to all we wish a merry Christa
tnas and many; and to

all,

we

hope, will come

remembrance of the great event which
gives to this day its especial significance and
some

solemnity.

says Milton:

mouth,”

“This is the

Month, anil ibis tbc happy morn,
Wherein toe Son ol‘ Heaven’s Eternal Kin?,
Maid
and Virgin mother born,
wedded
Of
Our groat redemption from above did bring.”
“This is Lhe

Tlie thought of that wonderful life which
began at Bethlehem so long ago, ought to
mingle with the merry-making without mar-

ring

it.

Mr.

Pewifnilfn

Hoeoniarucllon.

on

During the debate iu the Senate last week,
the bill for the admission of Nebraska with
a constitution excluding negroes from tlie polls,
the discussion took a wide rango. Mr. Doolittle took occasion to present tlio argument that
on

by submitting the constitutional amendment
States

the legislatures of tlie unrepresented
for their ratification Congress lias acknowledged their authority to perforin an act of the
highest importance, and consequently cannot
deny their right to elect and send
to

logically

Scuators to Washington. To this Mr. Fessenden replied that Congress has not acknowledged any .such authority. The so-called legislatures of tlie unrepresented Slates may assume
to act upon the amendment, just as the inhabitants of a Territory may call a convention and
assume to form a State, constitution; hut it
rests finally with Congress to say whether such
and ratified. There
are two parties to tlie compact by which any
State assumes its place in the Union—the
State seeking admission, and Congress representing tlie States already admitted. The conaction is to ho

sent

of both

accepted

parties

is necessary to the validiIn tlie rebellious States no

ty of the compact.
constitutional governments

were

left in exist-

the close of the war. So far, they were
-reduced to tlie condition of Territories. Their
^governments were to he re-orgauizod by reence at

newing the compact between them and the

represented in Congress. The amend“jTfaeut was proposed by Congress as an essential
l feature of the new compact; hut even after
States

adopting tlio amendment, the rebellious Slates
could claim no right, until their so-called legislatures should bo

recognized by Congress.—

Their proceedings for the present are preliminary. If Congress, considering wliat is due
tlie country, is satisfied with these proceedings and chooses to sanction them, the compact
will be complete and binding upon both parlies, and not before.
These opinions are in perfect harmony with
ail which Mr. Fessenden has said or done,
i lice tlie rebellion ceased. lie lias constantly
held and repeatedly declared that the insurgeuU forfeited all their rights in the Union.—
to

He has also said, and no one can doubt it, that
he is as desirous as any man to see the end of
this unhappy controversy, and that he will not
be too stringent as to conditions, provided tlie
Union is secured against a recurrence of such
Not bea disaster as we have just suffered.
cause

tlie doctrines

are

new

but because

they

unchanged, because they are proof against
tile fallacy maintained by Mr. Doolittle, because their ruassertion by irWenator holding so
commanding a position gives assurance, if any
were needed, that they will prevail, and liceause he deals now as always with plain facts
and not at all with theories, Mr. Fessenden’s
remarks will be read as they werS heard with
are

great interest and close attention.
Arrow*!?

Kmery.

appears that while Canada Is suffering
under a severe fit of depression, as a result of
the over-production of her oil mines, and indulging a gentle mania over the recent discovery of gold at Madoc, a discovery has been
made in Maine more valuable to a manufacturing people than petroleum or gold. Arro *rsic island lies iu the Kennebec river, opposite
it

the city of Bath. The weather-beaten rocks
which everywhere crop out on the northern
part of the island rise in parallel ridges marked by peculiar veins stained by oxide of iron
in such a manner as to suggest the presence of
A company was aciron ore iu the vicinity
tually formed, with a capital of $‘200,000, to
to

work these veins for iron. The material proves
to be far more valuable than iron, and is now
finding an extensive market under the name
of Arrowsic emery. The value of the mineral
has been fully tested by numerous machinists,
who pronounce it equal or superior to the best
Turkish emery. Its hard uess is proved by tlioff
difficulties experienced in working it; fifty
on one occasion in drilling
drills were

required
eight inches deep,

and the jaw plates of
a hole
the crusher have to be renewed every two days,
though made of the hardest chilled Frankliuite iron.
The importance of this discovery will appear
when it is considered that the entire emery production of Asia Minor and the Grecian Archipelago is monopolized by two firms, one iu
Smyrna, the other in Loudon, which by limiting the supply have hitherto maintained their
The annual consumption in the
own piiccs.
United States,

by

machinists and

own

to dwell upon. It relieves ns at once of a
for
heavy tax heretofore paid to England
wheels
ground emery, emery cloth and emery
manufactured from a raw material which her
Iu case of war with
own soil does not furnish.
ous

December 25,1866.

Tucsday Morning.

1500 tons.

over

our

glass cutters,

|

our supply from the
any European nation,
Eastern continent would have been cut off at
the very time when the increased manufacture of arms would have rendered the article
almost indispensable. If the Arrowsic mines

prove as productive as seems quite likely, they
will relieve us from present inconvenience and
serious

prospective embarrassment.
The

ft''rt-rilint-iiKtiirenu*

REPLY TO T1IB CHARGE

AGAINST

ITS MANAGE-

MENT.

Gen. Howard’s letter to tlic President, iu res Buply to the investigation of the Frcedmen
and Fullerton, dated
reau by Gens. Stecdman
August 23, lWifi, is h’Ug and thorough. We
quote the more important passages:
I now come to by far the most important
part of what the inspectors have to say—the
summing up of their conclusions after four
mouths’ inspection of Bureau, iu which they
assert that there is an entire absence of system or uniformity in its constitution.” They
have never asked me for u word of information with reference to records, reports and orders. They have made no examination of my
office, and asked no reason for any action taken. The records or information they desired
that could not be found in the offices of the
South may be hero. What would be the result if they should make a general inspection
of the Quartermaster, Commissary, or other
Department in the same way? Those officers
who have been relieved, or were beyond their
reach, are supposed to have tnade improper
dispositions ot all records or papers connected
witn their offices.
a
There is not a Bureau in Washington with
more complete set of reports, books and records,
inlor
&c., than can be produced at this office
to prove
spection at any time. They attempt
one
their assertion by the statement that m
in
State its officers exercised judicial powers;
aucivil
to
one ad joiuing all cases are referred
officers
thorities, while in a third State Bureau
collect the cases and turn them over to militawill
ry courts. Their own inspection rex>orta
refute this. In the States of Kentucky,Tenr lorinessee, Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama,
da, Virginia ana North Carolina, Bureau agents
of
any kind,
do not exercise judicial powers
and in the other States the power exercised by
the officers of the Bureau is modified by the
the
l’eeliugs and conduct of the people toward
freedmen. They admit there is groat differthe
ence in this feeling of whites towards
blacks. What other princiiile more uniform is
it possible to adopt than to regulate the power
of agents of the Bureau by the disposition
and conduct of the people, favoring them as
...

they approximate equal justice?
The inspectors declare that ‘‘the Bureau has
been, in the aggregate, xiroductive of more

harm than

good,”

and

give

as

their reasons,

nesubstantially, the reliance upon it of the
distrust ot the
groes and their consequent

property-holders,
onage, creating

and the provocation ot espimutual suspicion and bitter-

ness.
1 deny t

..

he whole statement. It is not lounded upon fact but ux>on theories constantly put
forth by the enemies of good order.; A few bad
agents have been sent, and have, doubtles%
done much liarm, yet this. Bureau agency has
been mediatorial and pacific as a whole. It
has relieved this very suspicion and bitternew
that existed when it was first organized. Riots,
murders and wicked deeds have recently
or
sprung up, but these are iu no way initiated
recognized by the officers of the Government1 claim, and the facts will prove it, that the
Bureau has labored successfully to elcvate
wages and defend the interests of the lreed"
men in their contracts, being constantly resisted by the inertia of the peculiar opinions of
Southern prox>erty-holders. The evils in the
contracts will disapx>ear just as soon as free labor shall have a permanent foothold under the
necessary protection of equal laws properly
executed.
From the course pursued by the Inspectors
I suspect the object of the inspection, as they
understood it, was to bring the Freed men’s
Bureau into contempt before the country, and
to do this they have endeavored to prove maladministration.
am preparcu to prove u>
UH‘ contrary,
yourself orauy other caudal uiiud, that 1 have
fulfilled the trust you committed to me, with
care, conscientiousness and faitlifiiluessjlhave
ol>eyed your orders and instructions, making
no other objections than those I made to yourself and the Secretary of War; that my system
has been a thorough one, and as complete and
uniform as was possible in an institution
to
he temporary and to meet
intended
Could the Freedman's
a transient necessity.
Bureau be now administered with your full and
the co-operation ot
with
and
hearty sanction,
the other branches of the Government, it
would fulfill the objects of its creation in a
short time, and he made, while it existed, to
conduce to industry, enlightenment and justice tor all classes of the people. The work
committed to it may doubtless ho done by the
army, without a bureau,-6111 not with much
less expense. I'ef, if the Government would
keep good faith with its new-made citizens,
some sort of a United States agency must he
maintained in the Southern Stales until society shall have become more settled that it now
is.
Et tu Brute!—One by one Mr. Jolinsou’s
friends and supporters are deserting his colors.
Raymond and Beecher and Custar and others
iiave fallen away one after another, till the
President has hut a scanty “following.” The
Loudon Tillies lias been the most ardent of
his

panegyrists,

never

tired of extolling him for

the “firmness ami decision” with which he sustained the “constitutional rights" of the rebels,
and resisted the “dangerous and unjustifiable
But the
tendencies of a radical Congress.”
Times is always swift to desert the failing cause
and this is the way that consistent newspaper
talks about Mr. Johnson’s last message:
The renewed adhesion of President Johnson
to his own reconstruction policy, in spite the
recent elections, is better calculated to excite
surprise than admiration. It is always dangerous to
interpret the political symptoms of foreign countries with too much confidence, hut,
so far as anything can he known about public
opinion in America, it is certain that a decisive
verdict against the President, and in favor of
the Constitutional Amendment, has been recorded by the American people. The issue had
been fairly before them fur ninny months and
the result is that the Republicans command a
majority so overwhelming as to render the
Presidential veto quite nugatory. There is no
disgrace in bowing to necessity, and if ever there
was a political necessity it is surely that which
There
Mr. Johnson is still inflexibly resisting.
is no parallel between such resistance and the
successful opposition of the King of Prussia to
the rejection hv the Chambers of his scheme
X he King
for the reorganization of the army.
of Prussia assumes to hold his crown by Divine right, and, though philosophers may deride
the claim, the mass of his subjects tolerate it.
President Johnson, on the contrary, neither is
nor professes to be any more than a public servant.. 1 n the messages justifying his veto, and
in all his subsequent addresses, he has appealed from Congress to the great body of electors,
and to that appeal the November elections are
the response. They are accepted by the South
as an irrevocable sentence ot disfranchisement
upon these States which refuse the conditions
dictated by the North, and the only escape
from the dilemma which his friends can suggest is, that the President should coerce Congress by the naval and military force at bis
command. Yet we are informed that he actually urges this laxly, exasperated by his late
attacks upon it, and flushed with victory upon
victory, to think better of the whole matter
and take his advice about it. Obstinacy carried to this pitch is not without an element of
sublimity; but after all statesmanship must be
measured by a practical standard. Popes are
the only rulers who can summon legions of
angels to defend them against the inevitable
without forfeiting a character for worldly wisdom, and of all rulers elected Presidents are
those who have least right and the least power
to defy the yopularwill.
Conundrums. Some of the conundrums
prop mm led at the Universalist festival at
Westbrook the other night, were very good.—
We give

a

specimen

or

two:

What did the potter say to the clay?
Be-ware.
What answer made the clay?
I’ll be burnt firHt.
What is the difference between a colored
pocket handerchief and the rebel flag?
One is a bandanna and the other a damnbanner.
Why is Jeff. Davis like a man who has disposed of all his potatoes?
Because lie’s seld-em out.
What is that which no jierson wants, which
if
any person has he would not part with for
untold wealth?
A bald head.
Wfiy is Westbrook Seminary like a frog?
Because it shows signs of vitality when its
head is off
Why is a boy throwiug stones at some dogs
like the ocean?
Because he is rocking the barks.
Garibaldi and the Cretans.—Our foreign

exchanges say that the Garibaldian legionaries, finding their occupation gone in Italy, are
turning their attention toward the assistance
of the Christians of the Levant.
A detachment lias already reached Syra, a larger body
has landed on tho Pirtcns, and the General
himself lias offered his sword to the Athens

committee. The leiter in which this offer
made, says:

was

1 have written to Dolfl to see what arms we
have; whatever they may betheysliall be all
placed at your disposal. Oh, how I wish to do
something for those poor Cretans! 1 am in
despair at being reduced to idleness. I belong
to your cause. I shall be there, if I am called.

As much

I come inaba. kct.

though

—even

possible foment diversions on toe mainland,
and dispose of me always.
This letter was followed by a gift of six hundred rifles, which are probably only a begin-

liltflOVALS.

as
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probability

and the General will in all
follow them at an early date.

ning,
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Will open

“FAIRY BOOK.”

At Dewitz, in the neighborhood of Prague,

there once lived a rich and whimsical old farmwho had a beautiful daughter. The students
ot Prague, of whom thero were at that time
twenty-five thousand, often walked in the direction of Dewitz, and more than one of them
offered to follow the plough in hdpes of becoming the son-in-law of the farmer. The first
condition that the cunning peasant set on each
“I engage you,” ho
new servant was this:
would say, “for a year, that is; till the cuckoo
but
the
return
of
if, from uow till
spring;
sings
then, you say once that you are not satisfied, I
I give you the same
will cut oft' your nose.
right over me,” he added laughing. And he
full ol students
was
did as he said.
Prague
with their nose glued on, which did not prevent an ugly scar, and, still less, bad jokes.—
To return from the farm disfigured iiiid ridiculed was well calculated to cool the warmest

New

er

Store

RETAIL !

their

Exchange Street,
MONDAY’, 17tli.

Our friends anti
trust will wait

patrons and the public generally
and examine our NEW STOCK of

Rooks, Fancy Goods, Writing Desks,
Stationery, Ac*,
before purchasing elsewhere.
We shall have a good assortment of English and
American Standard and Juvenile Books. We beg a

continuance of the generous patronage
which we have heretofore received.

and

favor

A NO YE*,
Block, Exchange street.

New

Come at Last!

passion.

A young man by the name of Coranda, somewhat ungainly in manner, but cool, adroit and
cunniugf which are not bad aids in making
one’s fortune, took it in his head to try the adThe farmer received him with his
venture.
usual good nature, aud, the bargain made,
sent him to the field to work. At breaklasttime the other servants were called but good
At dinner it
care was taken to forget Coranda.
Coranda gave lumsell no troubwas the same.
He went to the house, aud, while
le about it.
the farmer’s wife was feeding the chickens, unhooked an enormous ham from the kitchen
rafters, took a huge loaf from the clipboard, and
went back to the fields to dine and take a nap.
“Are you satisfied?” asked the farmer when
he returned at night.
...
“Perfectly satisfied,” said Coranda;! have
dined better than you, have.”
At that instant the farmer’s wife came rusliin, crying that her ham was gone. Coranda
laughed aud the farmer turned pale.
“Are you not satisfied?” asked Coranda.
“A ham is only a ham,” answered his master. “Such a trine does not trouble me.” But
after that time he took good care not to leave
the student lasting.
Sunday came. The farmer and his wife
seated themselves in the wagon to go to church
saying to Coranda, “It is your business to cook
the dinner. Cut up the piece of meat you see
with onions, carrots, leeks and parsyonder,
ley, and lioil them all together in the great pot
over the kitchen fire.”
‘’Veryiwell,” answered Coranda.
There was a little pet dog at the farm house
by the name of Parsley. Coranda killed him,
skinned him, cut him up with the meat and
vegetables, and put the whole to boil over the
kitchen fire. When the farmer’s wife returned
she called her favorite; but, alas! she saw nothing hut a bloody skin hanging by the window.
"Wliat have you done?” said she to Corand a.
I have
‘‘What you ordered me, mistress.
boiled the meat, onions, carrots and leeks, and
parsley into the bargain,”
Wicked wretch!” cried the farmer, “had you
the heart to kill the innocent creature that was
the joy of the house?”
“Are you not satisfied?” said Coranda, taking his knife from his pocket.
*1 did not say that,” returned the farmer.
“A dead dog is nothing but a dead dog.” But
ho sighed.
A lew days after, the farmer and his wife
went to market. Peariug their terrible servant, they said to him, “Stay at home, and do
exactly as you see others do.
“Very well,” said Coranda.
There was an old shed in the yard, the iroof
of which was falling to pieces. The carpenters came to repair it and began, as usual, by
tearing down the roof. Coranda took a ladder
aud mounted the roof of the house, wliicli was
quite new. Shingles, laths, nails and tiles, he
tore oil' everything, and scattered them all to
the winds.
When the farmer returned, the
house was open to the sky.
he “wliat uow trick have you
said
“Villain!”
played me?”
“1 have obeyed you, master,” answered Coranda. “You told me to do exactly what I
saw others do.
Are you not sal isfied ?” Aud
he took out his knife.
“Satisfied?” returned the farmer, “why
should I not be satisfied? A tew shingles more
or less will not injnre me.” But he sighed.
vr:

I.x

ii.

__

n

a-_...

keep yours.”

said the

farmer, putting his hand
before bis laee; “you will surely let me redeem
my nose.”
“It depends upon wliat you offer,” said Coranda.
“Will yon take ten sheep for it?”
“No.”
“Ten cows?”
“No; I would rather cut off your nose.”
And lie sharpened his knife on the door-step.
“Father,” said Helen, “the fault was mine;
it belongs to me to repair it. Coranda, will
you take my hand instead of my father’s
nose ?”
“Yes'” replied Coranda.
“I make one condition," said the young girl.
“We will make the same bargain; the first of
us that is not satisfied alter marriage shall
have his nose cut of!' by the other.”
“Good,” replied Coranda. “1 would rather
it was the tongue; hut that will come next.”
Never was a finer wedding seen at I’ragne,
■

ami

never was

happier household. Cobeautiful Helen were a model

there

a

randa and the
The husband and wile were never heard
complain of each other; they loved with
drawn swords and, thanks to their ingenious
bargain, they kept for long years botli their
love and their noses.

pair.

to

SPECIAL.

NOTICES.

WVSTAR’8

USED NEARLY

A C'ENTU R V,
the most astonishing success in Curing
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, More Throat,
lullneuza, Whooping Cougla, Croup,
l.irer Complaints, Bronchitis,
Difficulty of Breathing,
HALF

With

Asthma mid every
a tree! ion of

TII'E

THROAT,

As

LUNGS A1YD

(ilEST,

INCLUDING EVEN

CONSUME TION.
Tho unequalled success that has attended
cation of this mod cine in all

cases

the
of

appli-

Pulmonary Complaints,

induced many Physicians of high standing to
employ it in their practice, some oi whom advise us
of the fact under their own signatures. We have
space only for the names ot a few of these:—
Hoyden, M. I>., Exeter, Me.
China. Me.
H.
W. II. Weub, M. D., Cape Vincent., N. Y.
W. B. Lynch, M. D., Auburn, N. Y.
Abraham Skillman, M. D., Bound brook, N. J.
II. D. Martin, M. I)., Mansfield, Pa.
The proprietois have letters from all classes of our
fellow citizens, from tho balls ot Congress to the
humblest cottage, ami even beyond the seas; tor the
time and virtues oi WiMtnr’s Ralsnm have extended to the
uttermost bounds of the earth,”
without, any attempt on our part to introduce it beyond the limits ot our own country.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLK & SON, IS Tromont Street, Bost,on, and sold by all Diuggist* and
Dealers generally,
E.

Alexander, Hatch, M. D.,
It. Fellows, M. 1)., Hill, N.

L'EliDRRATilD

HALVE!

Cures in a very short time

OLD SORES, BURNS, SCALDS, CUTS,WOUNDS,
BKUISES, SPKAI NS,CHAPPED HANDS

CHILBLAINS,
Gracr,s

A c., &u

Celebrated

pulmonary complaints,
agreeable Beverages. Manufactured
juice of the Berry, and unadulterated by any impure
ingredient, we can heartily recommend it to the sick
as a medicine, and to the well, as a
beverage.
To the days of the aged it addeth length,
To the mighty it addeth strength,”
’Tis a balm for the sick, a joy for the well—
Druggists and Grocers buy and sell

ally.

Fcbl9 '1%—SNCodT.T.SfirWeoW

Warren’s Cough Balsam.
The best Remedy evor compounded tor fold*,
Coughs, Catarrh and Consumption, and all

diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
Hl-Y‘For sale by all Druggists. Manufactured by
R. P.

BRADBURY,
Druggist, BANjjpit.

Relief for the Sufferers by the Fire.
undersigned have made arrangements under

A
the act of
furnish parties

Congress approved July 27,180C, to
oil the burnt district with
English Pare Fend and Linseed Oil,
FREE.
Parties
DUT\r
wishing to purchase Paint
stock will call at 80 COMMERCIAL STREET.
BURGEM8, FORE* A CO.
dcc8sNlm

building

well

of the most
from the pure

as one

A VIluable Medicine.—Dr. Poland’s White
Pine Compound, advertised in our columns, is a successful attempt to combine and apply the medicinal
virtues of the White Pine Bark. It has been thoroughly tested by people in this city and vicinity, and the
proprietor has testimonials to its value from persons
well knows to our citizens. Wc reccommend its trial
in all those cases of disease to which it is adapted. It
is for sale by all our Druggists.-^-Independant.

The Great New

CO., Purs,
Hats,
St,, over T.
Bailey if Co.
jull7tt
TRUE A CO., Wholesale
Dry Goods, No. 4 Galt Block, Commercial St.

fJOTICE.

MERRICK,

Watches, Jewelry,

Regalia,

Masonic

tary Goods, No 13 Free street, Portland.
Same store w ith Geyer and Caleb

KIVETM

England Remedy!

if.

FURNITOKE,

n

REED. Counsellors at Law, Morton
Block, Congress St. Same entrance as U. S. Army offices.
iyl2dtf
&

ALL

Stoves, ltanycs

The White Pine

Compound,

CUKES
Sore Throat, C old*, Coughs,

Dipt her in,
Bronchitis, Spitting of Blood, and PulIt is a
monary Affection*, generally.
Remarkable Remedy for Kidney ComDiabetes, Difficulty of Voiding
rine, Rleeding from the Kidneys and
Rladder, Gravel and other eomplaiuls.
For Files and Scurvy, il will be fthiud

Etaints,

NEW IfUII,RING ON I.IME
ST.,

(Opposite the Market.)
Where they will be pleased to see all their former
customers and receive orders as usual.
augl7dtt n
H. P.

STROUT

valuable.
trial if you would learn the value of a
GOOD AND TRIED MEDICINE.
It is Plensant Safe and Sure.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicines generally.
Sold at wholesale by
W. F. Phillips A Co.,
very

Give il

a

J. W. Perkins A Co.,
And W. W.

PORTLAND,

ME.

Whipple,

sep29-deow6msN
A

Cough, A
A

Sore

C'olil,

or

Throat,

F.QUIRE8 IMMEDIATE ATTENTION,
AND SHOULD BE CHECKED.

continue,

If allowed to

Irritation of Ihe Luiirn,
naauent

I

or
is

Throal

a

per-

Disease,

often the result.

For

NON7Merchant Tailors,

iy7tt

Commission Merchants,
Wldgcry’s Whurt,
Portland,

JAMES BAILEY A
Importers and dealers in

WEBr7
at

Attorneys and
the Boody House, corner ol
FouiincIlor*,
Congress and Chestnut streets.
jy26
D. VERKII.b, Counsellor at Law,
19
No.
Free Street.
jull4
1’IERFE, Attorney and Counsello
at Law, No. 8 Clapp’s Block.
jul21

r6

n.
DIRECT INFLUENCE
GIVE IMMEDIATE RELIEF.

Bronchitis, Asthma, Cutnrrti, CouHumptive and Throat DiseawN,

TROCHES

new

locali-

Troches

and do not take any of the worthless imitations
I hat may be offered, hold kvekwiiere.
Dec 4—d&w6m

SOAP.

Recommended for Chapped Hand* and tor
general Toilet use during Cold Weather. It
may l>e obtained of all

druggists

dealers.

aud

fancy goods

SNdcv24tofeblO

For Cough*,
Try the old and

Colds aud

dec24sNd&w«m

Boston, Proprietors.

A Sure Pile Cure.
DR. GILBERT’S PILE INSTRUMENT positively
the worst cases of piles. Sent by mail on receipt of &4. Circulars tee. Sold by druggists. Agents
wanted everywhere.
Address J. B. ROMAINE,
Manager, No. 575 Broadway, New-York. o< 26dJmsN
cures

llatclielor’s Hair Dye.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only true and perfect Dye—Harmless, Reliable.

Instantaneous. No disappointment.
No ridiculous
tints. Natural Black or Browu.
Remedies the ill
effects of Bad Dyes.' Invigorates the hair, leaving
it soft and beautiful.
The genuine is signsd William A. Batchelor. All others are mere imituuona,
ami should be avoided.
Sold by all DlUggists and
Perfumers. Factory 81 Barclay street, New York.
I^llcware of a counu-rh-it.
November 10, 1806. dlysn

The U. S. Pension Agency
Ib removed from 19J Market Square to PayBon’B new
building, Exchange Street, tldrd floor.
HENRY WILLIS,
Dec 22—d&wlw
I-cus. Agt.

mail._n

DYSPEPSIA CURED
RIIKUlYf ATIMffll CURED
ERIIPTIONS on the PACE CURED
SCROFULA CURED
BY TREATMENT WITH MINERAL WATERS.
Do away with ail your various and often pernicious drugs a ml quack medicines, and use a lew baths
prepared with

“STRUMATIC

SALTS!”

made from the concentrated
Liquors of the Mineral Well of the Penn’a Sait Aianfaeturiug Co., in Pittsburg, and are packed in airtight boxes. One always sufficient for a bath. Directions are attached.
are

INTERNALLY USE

“Strumatic

Without Pain.

Inserted

Attorneys

HOME

ill literal

Waters!”

In bottles or one and a half pints. One sufficient for
day’s use.
If#* Sold by Druggists generally.
Merrill Bros, No. 215 State st., Boston;
Ravnolds,
Pratt & Co, No. 100 Fulton st., New York, Wholesale
Agents.
no20SNeodx wly

Belfast, Me., Nov 27, 1866.
10 years I grew totally deaf in one ear and
deaf in the other that 1 was unable to hear unless
addressd
very loudly, and had disagreeable noises in
my bead. Was obliged to absent myself trom church
aiid
on that account.
1 consulted an eminent
physician in Boston without relief, and supposed 1
must always remain deaf, but about two years ago I
of a
applied to Dr. Carpenter; after t he
course of liis treatment, 1 could hear a watch tick 6
feet from either ear, and my hearing remains perfect.
I am 66 years of age, and reside on High street, Belfast, Maine, where any person can see or hear from
me.
Mrs. F. A. LEWIS.
We have been acquainted with Mrs. Lewis for years
During

society

nr Nirsmstic Molts nod Mtrnmatic miuWaters, just received and lor sale liv
J. W. PERKINS & CO.,
No 80 Commercial St.
no2ISNeowdxwly

ei'ol

Sy.A soldier who liad lost the use ol his limbs
from Rheumatism has licen completely cured and en.
aided to abandon his cratches by one battle ol Metcalfe’s Great Rheumatic Remedy. It is
truly
the wonder of the age.
decl.dlmsN
Geilllrnieii’s Roots and Mltors
of the linest stock and best workmanship, can be had
of T. E, MOSELEY & CO., Summer
Boston.

Sr.,

Canal National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
< .'anal National Bank of
Portland, for the election of seven Directors, and for the transaction of
auv other business that may legally come lieiorc
them, will be held at 188 Fore Street,on Tuesday, the
8th day of January, 1867, at 3 o’clock P. M.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Novembers, dtd

THE

Second

National

Bank.

Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the “Sec1
A ond National Bank, Portland" for the election o
Directors, and any other business which may legally
come before them, will be held at Nos. 188
and 11)0
Fore street, (up stairs,) on TUESDAY, 8th January
next, at 3 P. M.
W. H.
Cashier.
Portland, Dec 7, 1866.
dr8dtd

rpiIE

_

STEPHENSON,

Casco National Bank.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of “The

THECasco National

Bank of Portland” tiir the election of seven Direc tors, and for the transaction of auy
other business that may legally come heti.re them,
will be held at 180 Fore street, on TUESDAY, the
eighth day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
E. P. GERRISH, Cashier.
dim
Portland, Dec, 7, 1860.

Manufacturer of Sliver Ware,
Temple, Street, first door from Congress StreetT
^PORTLAND, ME.
n
May 19—dly

and know she

was

deaf and

hears,

now

and

believe

the above statement to be correct.

Most

Respectfully,

Miss SUSAN

V. HATHAWAY.

BLINDNESS.
[ From Maine Farmer. \
In defiance of physicians and all remedies, I suffered excruciatingly from Scrofulous Sore Eyes leu
years, being frequently confined to a dark room. The
remedies Dr. < '»n>euter prescribed last September, at
Bangor, cured them entirely, and they remain so.

KATIE LANG.

[ From the Kennebec Journal of Augusta.
Augusta, Me., Jan., I860.
I have been cured of Catarrh in its most disagreeable form, of many years’ standing, by Dr. Car (tenter. I suffered from pains, dullness and tightness in
my head, continued discharges, great difficulty iu
talking and breathing, felt as if I had a had cold the
whole time, and suftered intensely to the great im-

pairment

of my health, and was quite discouraged,
for all I had doctored was of no benefit. But thanks
to Dr. Carpenter’s skill, l now hnve none ot these
troubles. 1 reside in Whitefield,
EPHRAIM MARRINER.

[From the Maine Farmer.]
I sutfered from Catarrh over 20 years. Last winter,
when I consulted Dr. Carpenter. I had frequent and
copious discharges, a bad cough, and my health so

much reduced that, myself and friends were apprehensive of serious consequences ; but Dr. Carpenter
cured me. 1 am now well, and free from Catarrh.
W. N. SOULE.
Cor. Sewall and Court streets,-Augusta, Sept. 14,1806.

OF THE PRESS.
All the published Certificates of Dr. Carpenter are
bona fide.—{Maine Farmer.
STATEMENTS

The

Certificates, published in

our

deceive the
Dr.

be,
professes
humbug or
public.—[Kennebec Journal. Augusta.

Carpenter has entirely

cured persons in this
city who have been under treatment at the Eye and
Ear Infirmaries without being benefited.—[Belfast

Age.

Several marked

cures

have

under

come

our

Has saved his Library. Office at*2 2 1-2
in the Griffith block, third story.

Counsellors

Stockholder, of this Bank

Chadwick

nov

notified
THF.that their annual meeting will liehereby
bold at their
Banking Room No 21J Free st., on TUESDAY, the
Sth day of
January next, at 3 o’clock P M, to choose
five Directors for the ensuing vear, ami to act on nnv
other business that may legallv come before them
EDWAltD GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Dec 7, 1800.
dcSdtd

Lessons

ClI

the

IVEN at No. 12 Elm

dc21dtl

Every style

this office.

of

Pianoforte,

Street, by

iTIIMM DAT.

Job work neatly executed at

Slates

IS

S3r" A Catalogue, with full description of Sizes and
Prices, sent on receipt of letter postage.

Have

band

on

SHBULKY

&

STllOUT

I

A.

V'

Miscellaneous and
Blank Books.

have just reeieved from New York a full
supply ol

We

PAPER HANGINGS,
New patterns and Choice Styles.

change

Short A'
SI

jysoii

J.~T.

A. A.

SMALL

&

Highest cash prices paid lor Couutry Produce.
receive prompt attention.
NO 14 liVIVKE STREET:

lafTX'ousigiimenta
decTdlm

at

Goods
Arcade

F. DAVIS,
C. U. MKSERVE,
l. i». uaskell,
E. CHAPMAN.

and

18

Free

rs

To

No. 4

&

OoT,

of

Woolens,
Mi..
llOVfl’fiSdtt

he lound

UNDER LANCASTER I1ALL.

Boots and Shoes for Sale Chean.
1
jytl) dt,
WF. PHILLIPS d>

CO.,

Druggists,

No. 148 Fori* Street.

OCt 17-dtl

C’HAS. J. SCH UMALHFK,

FRESCO

PAINTER.

present to he found at his residence

244 CUMBERLAND,

P.

FABBI\GTON,~

CLOTHING
AND

Furnishing

OeM-Hi^®

Goods I

1*4

dtf'

288 CONGRESS
(Opposite
Where

we

STREET,

Preble House)

the

have

a new

stock of

CIO'

IWCJ
—

AND—

FURNISHING GOODS I
embraces FINE, MEDIUM and LOW
PRICED CLOTHING, made up in the most taahlou
able style. A large assortment of the nowest styles
ol GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS Is now on hand.
dec8
dtf

Hoist

tlie

Store Re-tmitt t

Flag

!

New Gooda t

At 99 Exchange St.,
(Hack.

JsnrVi

S.

H.

COLES

WORTHY,

Books, Stationery, Papfr Hangings,
ENGRAVINGS, Oval,

and other kinds of Picture
Frames, Ac., with a good variety of Fancy Articles
suited to the times and the Holidays.
d cJidSw

The Canadian Express Company have
THEIR OFFICE

ft K tl O V K D

NO.

90

No. 1M Fore street to

EXCHANGE
occupied by

STREET.

them before the

fire.
dlw

_

Boy's

SUPPLY

OlotliingAT

New

England Clothing

By
quarters.
Dec 1,

ami customers

Manufacturers of

CLOTHING,
have

removed to

No. 1 Galt Block, Commercial Etreet.

JYjO

ll

______

UTew
:i4t» Congress

Store,
Street, (Up Stairs.)

If. W. SIMOXTOX&
Lad low’ Furntabing
opened
HAVE
faming good assortment of
a

SENTE B,

Invited to old head-

Dental Notice !
1

von

This is to inform my friends and
patuhrit 1 have associated with me in the
ol
practice
1

Dentistry,

DR.

ALBERT EVANM,
Bangor, a skillful dentist ol loug expert
ence, ami take pleasure in introducing ami rccoui
mending him to them. Ether and Chloroform admin
ot

•istered when desired.
octGdtt

No. 8

n

__

C. H, OtSGOOD,
Clapp’s Block, Congress

St.

EADY
FOR BimiNFS*.
WILLIAM
V BU^WN, formerly at 91 Federal street, ig now
permanently located at his new store No 64 Federal st

a few d«x)rs below Lime street. He is now
prepared to
attend to the wants of his numerous customers and
tlio puMIc generally in the way of cleaning and reof
all
pairing Clothing
kinds, and will be attended
to with his usual promptness.
Also second-hand
Clothing for sale at fair prices.

tw'ftllf

to Adams A Purinton’s
„,r,iAJo
s™r Honsc-tumishing floods of all
Is

kinds;

Caiyetings,
Stone, Lartliern
ings,

w

mdow

and all kinds ofCrockcrv.
fllass, Tin.
aud Wooden Ware, Paper HangShades, Be, &c.
n»2id3in

Notice

to

Land

Holders,

O’DUROCHER, Bulkier, is prepared to take
contracts for building, either bv JOB or by
DAY won If. Can furnish First Class workmen

Mr.

and material of all

description.
Residence, AMERICAN HOUSE.

Angnst 17tli.

1K66

India Street, Portland.

aug20—If

Notice.
clonriug the ruins or digging cellars can
find a goisl place to deposit their rnbhish on
S. ROU^Jis.
Franklin YVbarf.

PERSONS

septlO—<lt f

Wharfinger.

CO.,
Stole,

ton-

Hoop Skirts, Corsets,
Under Clothing, merino
Verts, Collnra.
Cnfl«, Worsted and Unary Hoods.

French

stamping

Done to Order.

.74.9 Congress Street, (Un Stairs.)
*
oct24
dtf.

#10°$100
WAIi CLAIM OFFICE.
Patterson

4te~Cha«ll>oi»ni«S,

morfou R lock, 2 doors above Preble House.
••tow approved dials
T“LS^
di

*»*

l886» ^crease

of

Pensions,

Arrears of

Pay,

Prize Money, and all other claims
against the Oov»
criimcnt, collected at short notice.
I he
necessary blanks hare been received, andclain?
ants should tile their claims
pratnptly.
Frank O. Pattfrhox, late Lieut. ftth. Me. Vein
Paul Ch adbournk, late lfa). 1st Me. Oav.
Uct

ltf-dtf_

HOME

F>

A

Com..

J. T. LEWIS d> CO.

STREET.

A

!

TflE

‘■IS market Square.
E. LEYEEN & CO.
dc8il3in_

Decrinu Block,

They hare reoccupied their ohl stand No. ti l Sirbn-gr .treat, with .complete Mock of Nntiral
—Optical Good., Chronometers, Watches,
Clocks, J hie 1 ools for Machinists anil Kugineers,
Friends

Ma,*et Square*.

Attorney and Coun\\r ®*i,*r®l?X*'^WEN,
Deer4nB Hal1’ opposite Preble House
lul

Prices l

occupy the new Store N«. :iOI C.ngrrs* Mire.ll, corner of Brown Street, about
Dec, trull, witli a new stuck of Watches, Jrwcl,
ry, Mirror and Plain! War., and A a ary
Good, tor the holidays.

HEAD OF MECHANIC STREET.

JjSOtl

Low

at

Successors to F. p. anil M. T. Be
Ifon!, at Mrs. M.
«/• Nichols, V. S. Hotel.
a ,ot of Tretonsae, best
,V.,
quality,
Khl Gloves. Also Zephyr
Worsteds, Slippers,
r.
Woods, Hosiery, Ladies’ Under Vests, < ofseta, Linen Setts, plain and mb.
Hdkts., Muslin and Cam.
Edgings, Dress Buttons, together with all articles
usually found in a first class Fancy (foods Store.
Their friends and the public are'invited to call and
examine them.
nov 7
till Jan. 1, 1867. 1

Formerly

AT 29 MARKET SQUARE,

Wholesale

KNIGHT I

have taken the store

We

fresh Stock of

C'ONORESN
22—d&wtt

Street,

(JIj siJR, /li!,’ cl; CO.
can

ROBINSON

A. COBB A- CO.,

PORTLAND,

[

J_

f.

Offer

]

I

FIRM !

A FULL

500 Pra. of World-renowned
Trefbuaoe,
"« •“K
*1,50
500 Pr*. of ClotHildr, nl
only
1.00

LOWELL

tf

Importers and Jolt

BOSTON, MASS.

NEW

4

Law, WILL

novl9

DAVIS, ME8ERVE, HASKELL

lleclSl|l'»_

F 1i O N T
a

SAPPORD,

a

Morton Bloc?>•, Congress Street,
Two Boon above Preble House,
PORTLAND, ME.

Jlt'tf

M.

Kid Grloves

PEHC1VAL IlONNEY,

Counsellor and Altorney

A.

NON. 61 A 63 UAYKKHIE.L STREET,

TT

Provisions !

and

address

or

J.

from

Has

Ex-

CO.,

Apply

the stand

STROUT.

dealers in

Wholesale and Retail

YEAR’S.

THE HOLIDAYS ARE APPROACHING

P.

SALE,

CANADIAN EXPRESS CO.

-AND-

Dec
on

Isoring,

Free, Corner Center Stieo

CHRISTMAS

AS

FOR

Planers, Lathes, Upright Drills,
Grindstones, &c., Ac.

line stock of

call.

us a

street.

jy9tl

ing, dc., dc.

INVITES his customers to the old‘stand now reI built, where he will on Monday, show them a

DRAWING PAPER OF AI.L SIZES.

J

Post Office Building, 2dstorv; Entrance
Q‘ F. 8HETLEV.

full supply of

School,

Gash, Post Office and Envelope Gases, Let*
ter Presses, Pen Racks, Ac.

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
J.

a

Shops

of Boston,

The stock

STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS,

STREET,

TREM(ON'PSTBEF.T

TORINO,

Stationers,
Free, Corner Center SfreetN,

Law,

City

ALiO,

MORTON.

Booksellers &

Uotol,

Fenrliyn Marble Co.
Mannlacturers and Dealers in Enameled Slate
Chimney Pieces, Buaokets, Pier
Slabs, Dilates
and Chimney Tops. Importer and dealer in
English Floor Tiles, German and French Mower
Pots,
Hanging Vases, Parian, Bisque, and Bronze Statuette
and Busta. Glass Shades ami Walnut
stands, Bohemian and Lava Vases and other wares.
U*
Studio Building
n
aug22—6m
BOSTON, Mass.

A,

Interest

the most complete

of

In the

of Pens.

Agent

noiOdAwtim_
SHORT &

Half

or
one

CLOTHING!

Cheapest

prices.

same

Give

Portland, Maine.
_n«g31 (Ilf_
JOSEPH STORY

THAN

Gold Pens 1

Milliken & Co.,
HEW
Wholesale Dry Goods,
31 COMMERCIAL

In

SWORD."

For sole at his Headquarters, No 25 Maiden
Lane,
New York, and by every duly-apjiointcd
at the

D. M. Sweat

1,.

Whole

Drxcripliooi,.

MIGHTIER

and

can

The Best Pens in the World !

Deering.

_

on

PEN

Shop

having Machinery. &c., to build,
PARTIES
obtain the
desiring Shop facilities

Deering Block.

Morton’s

ITBEBT,

9tl

all

The Gold Pen-Best and

jy9dtf

n

of

THE

Law,

Mansion, opposite United

Portland Maine,
Bion Bradbury.

Bank ol

are

1
R—d&wtf

Free street

at

nil CONIIKENS

At

“The National Traders
Portland.”

(Hood-

No.
Dec

BRADBURY & SWEAT

observ-

ation, and we have conversed with many others who
liave been benefitted
by Dr. Carpenter’s treatment,
and wc have become satisfied tliat he is skillful in the
class of diseases which he treats, and careful to
promise only wliat he can perform.—[Bangor Whig $ ( 'our.
Soe other Certificates in City papers,
dec 21—dlin&wlt*

paid
aug'2-tm

JAIiF.Z C. WOODWAX,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

columns, of Dr.

cures are bona fide to our own knowledge.
Carpenter’s
He is all he
to
and will not

attention

shipping._„

Groceries

CATARRH.

in

slating nails. Careful

-»

[From the Maine Farmer.j
I was nearly blind with Scrofulous Sore Eyes four
years, being confined to a dark room and snfiering
excruciating pain a great portion of the time. I consulted many physicians w ithout relief. Dr. Carpenter cured me. My sight is now good. I reside in
Mrs. P. B. LANCASTER.
Vassalboro’.

Dree*

JIl

Boston,

HOOFING SLATES,

of all colors, and
to

Hall.

nder l.aura.lrr

With Pattern Shop, Lease of Build-

WOOLEN GOODS FOR MEN & BOVS WEAR!
IEPJ All of the above Goods will be offered at a
GREAT REDUCTION from regular rates.
Remember!

VVKI.CH and AMEHIIA1V

REV. C. PALFREY,
Pastor of 1st Parish, Belfast.
MR. W. M. RUST,
Kilitor of “Belfast Age.”

[Front the Bangor Whig ff Courier.1
Troy, Me., Oct. 30.
Dr. Carpenter, Dear SirOn the 25d ot February last, I placed myself under your treatment for
Discharge of the Ear, which had continued so long
and was so great as to affect my hearing. After applying the medicine prescribed by you two months,
my ears were entirely well and remain the same.

CO.,

Importers ami Dealers

application

a

_

—AND—

The Testimonials below are all received in this
Slate, and can be readily investigated by those desirous of so doing. Hundreds of other certilicales can
be seen at the Dr.'s Office.

so

PEARSON,

Gold and Silver Plater

TESTIMONY.

DEAFNESS.

Law,

Near Middle Street.
n
Nathan Cleaves.

A. WILBUR &
112 Tremont Street,

CAKE!

PARTINGTON’S,

di-19Rja-*I

Flannels!

Thibets Shawls, Cloakings, Beavers, Poplins.

Joseph Howard, jy9tf

ensure

YEAR'S

Young l

Machine and Smith

low PRICES!

at

“THE

CLEAVES,

& Counsellors at

M.

Old ami
large assortment of

J.

,

Articles

the

hand and made to order, at

on

pr. yd.
Bleached and Brown Cottons,

“Arcade.”

PORTLAND, M NE.
Office Xo. 17 Free Street,

an answer.

Passadnmkeag, Me., IRfiC.

MINERAL BATHS AT HOME.

TheseS A LTS

Eyes

SGfr'But Letters must contain One Dollar to

Koirnus.
BAYLOR, 17 Hanover Street, Boston,

DR. T. K.
lias received the new Frencn Remedies ami modes ol
treatment practised by Drs. Dumas and Iticord—Safe
pleasant and warranted Positively ettcctnal in all
Diseases of the Blood, Urinary ami Reproductive Organs, and all Irregularities and Complaints peculiar
to Women. Enclose stamp and receive full partictiars by
oet.'1-dx w3m

at

CONSULTATION AT OFFICE FREE;

Conaumpiiou,

well known VBGRTABLK
ABY BAIjSAHI,approved and used
our
and
oldest
most
celebrated Physicians for forty
by
years past. Get the genuine.
CUTLER
& CO., Druggists,
REED,

applied

be

tion.

COLGATE A CO.’S,

WINTER

can

home without interfering with the patients occupaArtificial

sn

the remedies

in

Small Wares, &c.,

HOWARD &

Ear and Throat*
eases

Small, Wholesale Dealers

FANCY GOODS,

ARRIVED

03^* In most

CO.,

AN!>—

Street,

NEW

Old Prices!

at

YARD.

No. IS Free
aug2tdtjanl

Good*!

THE

Machine & Smith

Only $4,75 per pair.

Shilling

are

universally.pronounced better than other articles.
Obtain only “Brown’s Bronchial Troches”

Blankets

MERRILL BROS. A CZTSHIXCt,

at the U. S. HOTEL, Portland, Nov.
andean be consulted a short time longer,

Please

Constantly

receiving Blessings by buying CLkmIs Cheap

ONLY SOc PEB

EYE,

ot many years, each year finds them in
ties in various parts of the world, and the

are

Good American Prints. 1

Hosiery, Gloves,

ARE USED WITH ALWAYS GOOD SUCCESS.
23d,
upon Blindness,Deathess, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Nasal
Siingcr* and Public Speakers
and Aural Polypus, Discharge from tbe Ears, Noises
will find Troches useful in clearing the voice when
in the bead, Scrofula, Sore Eyes, Filins and all Distaken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
eases of the
|
throat after an uuusual exertion of tinorgans.
The Troches are recommended and prescribed by
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
men throughout the country.
Being an article ol
true merit, and having proved their efficacy by a test

Who

lGil Middle Kirrct. Portland, Mr.
n
aug!5—It

Oculist and Anrist,

FROST’S,

Saddlery Hardwa re

ARTS,

A

Fancy
To

BARGAINS!

No.

DR. CARPENTER,

Law,

at

NO BIG PROFITS,
NO DULL TRADE
But Crotvds ol* Cuwtomer

Carriage Trimmings.

BVRON
LEWIS

Attorney

Fancy Shirting

—

Sweet

Holiday Trade!

FOREION AND DOMESTIC

CIO

lice

-AT-

Me.

octludlt

A RN. 200 M. imported ana domestic Cigars
tor sale by
C. C. MITCHELL & SON,
178 Fore Street.
jull3tt

CHRISTMAS GOODS I

DANA,

A GREAT RUSH

Congress Street.

k STURTEVAWT,
GENERAL

BO

Positive Proof l

-FOR-

CHASE, GRAM

<r S. E. SPRING may be found at the stored
Fletcher 4 Co., corner oI Uuion and Commercial streets.
iyll t!
XTATHAN GOULD, Merchant Tailor, has removed
■L’ to No. 16
Market Square, over Sweetslr's Apothe
cary store.
jylO—t!
O T N
Shoe*, Hat* and Flotliing.
Benj. Fogg niav be found ready to wait bn
customers at No. 4 Moulton street, fool
Exchange.
jul20

Believing,

is

A

C LAPP’S BLOCK,

dclikllw

BUT

Tasting

6—dtt

M.

CASCO.

no2ldtf

No. 30 Exchange St.

P.

328 Congress 8t„

FOR

ME.

IF.

Counsellor and

PATENTS,

aug2dtt

A

A

OF

is

Exchange Street,

JOHN

LAW,

AND—

—

NO. 9

Seeing

CLIFFORD,

AT

Bazaar,

_OPPOSITE

A NEW STOCK OF

STOCK BROKER.

n

SOLICITOR

/"1HARLES J. WALKER & CO. may be (bund al
No. 150Commercial street, store formerly occupied by N. O. Oram, where they will resume business, and Ik? pleased to see their customers, or receive their orders.
JulylOtl

13^Don’t forget the
place.

Orders Irom out ol town solicited.

PORTLAND,

GOODS!

Small Lot, and much less than Cost.

I.aiUes’

Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt-

No. 30

Goods!

wOUSTED

8TUOOO AND MASTIC WORKERS,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free
St*.,
PORTLAND, MR.
y attended to.
May 22—dtl

TOYS !

EVERY DESCRIPTION at the VERY LOWEST PRICES!

A

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Counsellors,

COUNSELLOR

jy26

Law.

at

TOYS,

Fancy
OF

jy'J_.1miction of Free & Middle Streets.
BOSS .1- FEENY,
plahte h k n s,

l>ec

RIFII A NON, 138 Exchange street.
Caskets: also, Me tone Burial

TOYS,

3feCOBB A KINGSBURY.

Hanno W. Gage

W. If.

((

A~SON,

Counsellor*

GAGE,

Stront

Sewell C

ME

II. 31. PAYSON,

Office 113 Federal Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

equally

FE RNA LD Ahave taken Union Hall, entrance on Free ttt.,
•
where they are ready with a good stock of Goods foi
Men’s wear, which they will manufacl ure in garments to order.
^F*First class Coat makers w anted.

&

and

Late Merrill &

BROWN'S

HAVING

Attorneys

Hall, where we shall continue our business in all its
various branches and at lower rates.
ISj^l^adies’ Dresses dyed tor $1,00. All other articles dyed at
low rates,
jul 176m
H. BURKE.

EBI.OIN

Consumption,

BKOMCIIIAL

Congress street, opposite

Dressing Cases,
Traveling Dags, Work Boxes,
Writing Desks,Portfolios, Wallets, dc.

SQUARE,

No. 17S-Fore. Street.

IS” Particular attention given to writing Wills,
Contracts, Deeds and Legal Instruments.
July 31,1S6G.
dtl*

and

Ladies and Cent’s

BROKERS,

8. Clapp's Rlork, Congress 81.

No.

ucar

SN.

PORTLAND,

DEANE,
and Attorney,

Counsellor

—

• Coffins
and
Caskets.

Furnaces,

tound In their

Can be

HE EANTERN EX PRENN FO. are now
permanently located at No. 21 Free street, ami
prepared to do Express Business over all the Railroad and Steamboat routes in the State, and West
by P. S. & P., Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
to Boston, connecting there with Expresses to all
parts ot the country.
For the convenience of our customers on Commercial and Fore streets, an order book lor freight Calls
will be kept at office of Canadian Expr«*ss Go.. No.
Fore street.
J. N. WINSLOW.
jy24 tf

JE.

<t-

MARKET

Christmas and New Year’s
PRESENTS.

0FFIOE OYER H. H. HAY’S

Manufacturers and dealers in

READY to commence again. C. M. & H. T.
PLUMMER White and Blacksmiths, having rebuilt on tbe old site, No. 12 Union St, would be pleased to answer all orders tor Iron Railings, Doors,

can now

offered to the afflicted throughout the country, after having been proved by the test ot eleven
in the New England Stales, where its merits
years,
have become as well known as the tree from which, in
part, it derives its virtues.
now

21

ii^ortment

GOODS SUITABLE FOR

,

WHIPPLE,

W. H. WOOD

SONr

A. N. NOYES &

w.

located at

now

CongreHs Ht,.,

OF

T

M

aug2___

Portland.
C. L. Quinbt.

Deane.

I). W.

Ladies' Bazaar!

Splendid

Wholesale Druggist,

LOUNGES, BED-STEADS

Freeman,

auglott

RAND, Attorneys
Counsellors,
JANo. 16 Free
Middle.
Street,
jnl!3
IIOIJNE-NOTiCE-Persons having!^
DYE
orders at 101 Exchange street,
find
WHITE PINE COMPOUND them
at 324
Meehan :cs!
Is

WM.

Spring-Beds, Mattresses, Pew Cushions,
No. I 4'liipp's Ulork- fool Clu .Hint Siren,
W. r.

The

°PP»«ilt Cn.ro Streety
Where can be Ibund a

PORTLAND, ME.

co.,

.e

Bazaar!

LAW,

27 Market Square,

augSldGiu

lll'KS,
311 PoagrevM II treeto

iip PPMan

p.

Ladies'

n

R T I

and Manufacturers ot

KS.

E. M#

,

Upholsterers

WEBSTER tf CO., can be touud at the store
ot C. K. Babb, Claim's Block, No. 9. where we
•
Offer a good assortment of Clothing and Furnishing
(foods at low prices.
jul 1G

•

A

and

p

AT

HUDSON, JR.,

acpftdit

Belt I,cather, Backs & Sides, I,ace Leal her,

iyl2dtf

The

27 Market Square.
J. B.

n

Bazaar!

Is

Sept 24—dtt

(Successors to J. Smith & Co.)
IWnuulnrlur«*r of l.eniher Helling.
Also tor sale

Healer in
and Mili-

CAltLETON,

ATTORNEY

H. M. BJtJE WP JR

!

H

Ur. J. W. POLAND’S

bDn\

t

EVE GLASSES, Sc.,
No* 'J3 I'rvc St., Portland.

MILKS, although burned up, the Proli prietors, Messrs. L. J. Hill & Co., are now prepared to lurnish Codecs, Spices, Cream Tartar, &e,
at their new place of business. No. 100 Green SI.
An Order Slate may l>e found at Messrs. Low,
Plummer & Co’s, No 83 Commercial St, and at Mr C.
M. Rice’s Paper Warehouse, No. 185 Fore Street.
AJ1 orders promptly attended to.
Goods at t he lowest prices.jnltGM
PACKARD, Bookseller and Stationer, may be
• fouud at No. 337
Congress St., corner of Oak
St.
jullGti

SMITH

f.

{figr^Keiiniring done and warranted.

H. J. LIBBY A CO., Mamitorturers
ami Commission Merchants.
Counting Room
over First National Bank, No. 23 Free street, second
story.
iyll H

House,]
^tness Street.

s. L.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles

WOODMAN.
Jul 17—till

•

Rteel Mperlnrles, Tool.,
riles, Ac
FREE STREET.
,13m

Ladies'

0>

15

Dealer in

I

and Counsellor at Law, The
[Chadwick

^,W4U

and Plated Ware,

and

NO.

if.

Window Shutters, Gratings, &c.
Particular attention paid to Gas and Steam fitting.

MAIN*’ ELDERBERRY WINE.
nov 27 s n d&wtf

Mai re!

Is urompt in action, soothes the pain, Hikes out the
soreness, and reduces the most angry looking swellings and inflammations, as if by magic; thus affording reliei and a complete cure.
Only 25 cents a box; sent by mail lor 35 cents.
SETH W. FOWLS & SON, 1ft TremontSt, Boston,
Proprietors. Sold by Druggist? and dealer? gener-

octl5d&wsN0m

invaluable, being

the l>est, if not the best, remedy for colds and
as

has

GBA€ E’N

Medicine Mains’ Wine is

a

among

€J KFFNOIHJ11 A
Caps and Robes, 1(H Middle

stBE

CHERRY!
BEtN

HAS

pleasure in announcing that the above
named article may be tbund for sale by all City
Druggists and first class Country Grocers.
We take

BALSAM

—>OF—

WILD

Wine.

Berry

v.:a,.

each other that it was high time to get rid of
this incarnate demon. As is always the case
with sensible people, they never did anything
without consulting their daughter, it being the
custom in Bohemia to think that children always have more wit than their parents.
“Father,” said Helen, “X will liide in the
great pear tree early in the morning, and call
like the cuckoo. You cau telL Corauda that
the year is up, since the cuckoo is singing; pay
him and send him away”
Early in the morning the plaintive cry of
the cuckoo was heard through the fields. The
farmer seemed surprised.
“Well, my hoy,
spring has come,” said lie. “Do you hear the
cuckoo singing yonder? 1 will pay you, and
we will part good friends.”
“A cuckoo!” said Coranda, ‘that is a bird
which I have always wanted to see.”
He ran to the tree and shook it witli all his
might, when behold! a young girl fell from the
branches, fortunately more frightened than
hurt.
“Villain!” cried the farmer.
“Are you not satisfied ?” said Corauda, opening his knife.
“Wretch! yon kill my daughter, and yov
think that I ought to be satisfied, 1 am furious.
Begone, if you would not die by my
haud!”
“I will go when I have cut off your nose,”
said Coranda. “X have kept my word, do you

“Stop!”

Mains’ Elder

VBON,

Gold, Nilvcr

iJAGLE

For !

Long Sought

WATCHES,

SCP28

W. \V. THOMAS. .Jr.,

Attorney

Dealers in

Jewelry, Silver

I— -^^
NIMTUANnoirs.

KCISIW:** CAHDS.

a pit it isu a- pea it son,

A LIBHK1. IttNurauce Agents,
w ill be found at No 117 Commercial, corner ot
Exchange St. Home Office of New York; National
office of Boston; Narragansett Office of Providence;
Putnam Office of Hartford; Standard Office of New
York, and other reliable offices, are represented by
this agency.
John Dow.
F. W. Libbey.
jy25dtf

AMR RONE

BAILEY
dec7s>’d;;w

O. M. <1 J). V. IfASM

have resumed business at the head ot Long Wharf,
under J. W. M anger’s Insurance office, and w ill be
pleased to see their former customers and receive their
orders as usual.
J uly 10,1866.
a
dtt

DOW

NO YES

on

we

BUSINESS CARD*.

n

AGAIN!

SIU.Y lKti.YTr.YU.
sensible of my obligations for the liberal
FULLY
kindness of my patrons, I announce to them
to No

IO Exchange
with great pleasure,'my return
Street, over the Shoe and Leather \\ ar chouse recently erected by the Messrs. Btflwir, with increased facilities to answer all orders in the various branches of
my profession.
I shall endeavor to keep Posted in the newest Improvements, to be supplied with the I test materials,
and to be prompt and nuthftil In my workmanship.
My work may be seen on every business street m
the city, to which, with specimens constantly going
up on the new storea, I confidently refer.

Great

Chance for Agents!
The People want; A Complete History ot
\\7HAT
▼ ▼
the Great Rebellion; two Vol’s in one,
ing

1200 Royal Octavo Page**.

contain-

Sold lop rive Italian*.
Sold by Subscription only. Sole and Exclusive
rights given, of uncanvassed territory with liberal
commissions.

W For ctrrnlara and Irrna apply to or addre„
J. PATTKSI FITCH,
dcl32w*
No. 233 1-2 Congrea*St. Portland. Me.

LUMBER,

Dissolution.
under the
rjmE tirm heretofore existing
1 of
this

Is

mutual

dissolved by

day

BOARDS,
constantly

name

consent.

Fancy Grocery

Business,

Market Street.
at No
J3P* Accounts of the late firm to be settled
dclfidtf
10 Market street.

imfld

obtained^

formed

have this day
undersigned
rpHE
X
under the name of

nersbip

C. E. THRASHER A CO.,
and have taken the

STBEET.BLOfK)

4 FREE

NO.

store

new

business.
tor the purpose of carrying on the Dry Goods
CHAS. F. THRASHER,
FRANK BABTMHW
daflhUw
Dec.

jy. m. pijRKijys &

1,18IW._
Dissolution of Copartnership

804

CALVIN EDWAKDS.
WILLIAM G. TWOMBLY.

W3I.H.

The subscriber having obtained tbe tine store No.
337 Congress Street, will continue the business, and
will keep constantly ou hand

from the BEST MANUFACTORIES, among them

LOWEST PRICES.
good assortment of ORGANS and MELODEONS. OLD PIANOS taken in exchange.
a

undersigned have this day formed
X partnershp under the style and tirm of

&

a

a

f

nov

ASSIGNEE’S

And

ncrship

UP HAITI

&

Hudson

Notice.
name

copai (-

a

can

of

Bay

Nice

For the transact ion of a general Commission Business, and have take the Store and Counting Boom*
lately occupied by Messrs. E. K. Ul’HAM
SON,
bead ol Richardson's Wharf.
Liberal advances
made, and con ignmcnts solicited.
K. E. UPHAM,
octidtt
CHAS. H. ADAMS.

913.00,
prire 910*00.
Silk Velvet Hoods.Beaver trimmed,
FOB 94.00,
SHAW

proportion.

ROBINSON
At

488

&

STREET.

Portland,

8,

Dec.

1866.

We

dtf

Copartnership

Notice !

RGFIAED

Continue

—AT

WOULD

GONE,

solicit tlje attention of the trade
to their Standard Brands of

and

331

REFINED

Discount
PRICES.

STREET,

Cor. Tolman Place.

SOAPS,

f

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

OL1V E,
CRANE’S PATENT,
SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages suitable for the trade and family use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only flic
best materials, and as our goods arc manufactured
under ihe personal supervision of our senior partner,
who has hail thirty years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with condence that we can and will furnish the

ALL

LcatVie

&

Gore,
397 Comincruiul Si, 47 A 49 Beach Slrrcl,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Entire

!

jSTORHE
lew

will be

THIS
with

an

entire

new

Aug

dtf

20

BUSINESS

BLANCHARD’S

CO,

Improvement

Steam Boilers!

on

boilers 700 degs. of heat is thrown away,
making a loss ol 1-3 the fuel. The question is
often asked how can this be saved.
Mr Blanchard
Inis invented a boiler that takes |>ertect control ol all
tne beat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simuie in its construction; after the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 200degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides tne saving 1-3 the Inel.
For particulars inquire of

ON

BLOCK,

GOODS,

Another

For sale

largest assortments ol

I3ec

No.

Repairing done

Clothing
and
Cannot find

a

20

No.

Iill

Louis

Cleansed !

Nov

21-i-dSm

OIL

and

oj»en

to

.January,

R

and

Academy

E

MOV

A

8:root,
HAVE

on

the

prices

especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in eiiicacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is
specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ob-

structions alter all other remedies have been tried in
rain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safotv at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with
fujl .directions,
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.

B.—Ladies desiring may consult ono of thoir
own sex.
A lady of experience in constant attendjanl.l865d&w.
"«*•_

CHEROKEE CURE,

can

we

offer such in-

”

sole proprietor,
Dr. W. B. KEBWIH, 37 W»lkor

L

CANDLES.

Cures all Urinary Complaints, viz: Gravel, Inflamof the. Bladder and

V. motion

Retention
of
JmKidneys,
w Urine, Strict urea of the
KUrethra, Dropsical Steell-

1 OU

Molasses.

Sc

Ijea

Ac

Franklin Ntreel,

CO.,

eod&wtf

Poor

&

Co

CONGRESS STREET,

311

ADJOINING MECHANICS' HAM,,
Are

now

prepared
a

targe

Wrf
■it

of

a

letter trom

Medical
at

Tbe “Only

Madras,

to

his

Brother at

SKSWorcester,May,

Good Sauce !”
And

applicable

& Per“TeU
that their Sauce
iiVtRfc*’ I is Uglily esteemed in
and is in my
the most palas well as the

^~5^?;|rin8
'zgjgjgr• (India,
Vftr^rjopiiiion

to

EVERY VARIETY

W^llglatoble
Hfrmuimost wholesome
^■wSauce that is made.”

DISH.
The

success

1861.

ot this most

delicious and unrivaled

GOODS, &c.,

_

apply the name to Spurious Compounds, the pubrespectfully and earnestly requested to see that

the
per,

names

ot Lea & Perrins

Label, Stopper

are

upon the

Wrap-

and Bottle.

Manufactured by
LEA & PERRIN*, Worcester.

John
NEW

ocl7dly

Duncan’s

YORK, Agents for

Sons,

the United States.

//W/JD.IV GIFTS
N.

THIS

__

20 Market

Square.

|£3f Oipositc Entrance to Peering Hall.

NEW

YORK

A XI)

dcl9d2w

VIRGINIA

OYSTERS,
In Eveey Style at

For Sale.
HAY

Sc

<UlMtf

80

PERRY’S,

FEDERAL ST.

Copper Co.,
Zinc

Spikes.

Dimen.i.n and Brazier. Capper rolled to
order.
For sale at New York and Boston prices by
LYMAN, SON & TOBEY, Agents,
UCCommcrcIa Street.
dtl
Portland, Sept. 21, 1868._

Engines,

Steam

Portable

the Maxim am of efficiency, dura
and economy with the minimum of weight

COMBINING
bility

and price. They
than 600
or

no

are

widely and tavorably known,

warranted satisDescriptive circulars sent on

being in

sale.

use.

Corporations
Hose,
on

repaired.

J. & C J.

or

$5.
$2, Three
Bottle,
Price,
Remedy, One
Bottles,
44
44
44
44
$&
$2, 44
Injection,
44
44
44
The Cherokee Cure? Remedy? and Injection•• are to be found in all well regulated drag
stores, and are recommended by physicians and
druggists all over the world, for their intrinsic worth
and merit. Borne unprincipled dealers, however,
try to deceive their customers, by selling cheap and
worthless compounds,—in order to make money—
in place of these. Be not deceived. If the druggists will not buy them for you, write to us, and we
will send them to you by express, securely packed

and free from observation. We treat all diseases to
which the human system is subject, and will be
pleased to receive fhll and explicit statements from
those who have failed to receive relief heretofore.
Ladies or gentlemen can address us in perfect confidence. We desire to send our thirty-two page
and gentleman in the
pamphlet free to every lady
land. Address all letters for pamphlets, medicines,
or advice, to the sole proprietor,
40

Dr, V. B.

as rea-

MERWIH^7 Walhr St., H. T.

Important

to lumbermen

Owners of Hemlock Lands!

novl7dtt

BARBOUR,

NO. 8 EXCHANGE STREET,

PORTLAND,

ME.

Ladies’ and Misses’ Serge and Calf Bools.
Men’s Fine Calf and Thick Bonis.
Boys’, Youths’ and Children’s Bools and
Shoes.

o

Rubber Boots and Shoes of all kinds.

OAK AND

HEMLodk BELTING.

LACE

JOHN BARBOUB.
novkG

ENGINE HOSE
Rubber Hose.
K.

R.

BARBOUR.
dtt

OLD

MACHINES !
UNCHANGED for the
±J ING
ed to do the best lor

NEW AETNA 8EWwhich have been prov-

MACHINES,

Shoe

PATENTED IMPROVEMENT
TANNING COMPANY, of Now York,
THE
the
in the United States for the
exclusive
own

manufacright
ture of an imperishable “EXTRACT” from Hemlock
Bark for tanning purposes.
The Bark Extract is
now extensively used among Tanners, and the demand ibr it rapidly increasing. It commands a ready
sale in the Boston, New York and Philadelphia marcents per gallon.
The appliances for
kets, at
manufacturing are simple and not expensive, costing
but little more than the ordinary leaches used byTanners.
By this process, 1$ cords of Bark may be reduced so as to concentrate the entire strength into
forty gallons of extract without in the slightest degree injuring its tanning qualities, and at a cost not
exceeding one dollar per cord. The saving in freight
alone, between the transportation of the Extract and
the bark, will range from six to eight dollars per cord,
so that any one who may get ont but three hundred
cords of bark per year, may save from two thousand
to twenty-five hundred dollars in the difference in

Stitching, Tailoring, kr„

Company

and_

IB,

BROTHERS,

IKe-T.TsSgw11”4 L*,Mt W>,,>rf-

Portland

Academy.

UNION HALL, 85 FREE STREET.
Winter Term begins Dec. 3,1866.

d. m.

of Quartermaster's

Stores.

Office of the a.~a. q.
ji.,
Foil Preble, Me., Dec

litb, ISM.)

on

cou»uwptl™. "wl,, £

the head, neck, or extremities

®

in the acute stages or where the luW*M
t
involved; acute or chronic
scrofula Inc
diseases, white swellings, spinal
curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, sumor hesitancy ol sf»eech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—wc cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures ol the chest, and all loiwsol lemale

rheuiuatiHui,
diseases,

mering

complaints.

Bv

Electricity

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elasticity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the ileal to hear and
the palsied form to move
upright; the blemishes ol
youth aro obliterated; the accidents of mature liie
prevented; the calamities ol old age obviated and au
active circulation maintained.
hm mjl_
ladies
W ho have cold bam^s and leet; weak
stomachs, 1am-

and weak backs; nervous and sick
headache; dizziand swimming in the head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain In tbe side and back;
leucorrhuea, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors,
polypus, and all that lon2
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure mean?
ness

of

For

cure.

painful menstruatiou, too

r.

of

use

menstruation, and all of those long line of trouble?
with yonng ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the

vigor of health.
TEETH I TEETH I TEETH I
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Persons having decayed
teeth or stomps they wish to have removed for reset'
ting ho would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Ma-hines lor sak
for family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a few patients with board
and treatment at lus house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.: from 1
to 6 P. M., anu 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation ires.
novltl

DR. LAROOKAHS
Pulmonic
Syrup.
FOR

lollowing articlosof
ANVILS,
HAMMERS,

Hon. It.
Gooch, Member of Conor ett
Massachusetts.
Melrose, July 191818.
Dr. E. It. Knights—Dear Sir*
I have used Dr. Carookah’s Syrup in my family for
six years, and have found it an excellent
remedy for

cTmuvrv

29

Free

Sore Throats, t nd all consumptive
*Src. I have recommended it to several
who have received great benefits from its use.

aompjamts,
friends,

Letter from
years

BLOCKS and FALLS,Sc.
DIE,
Ur-Sale Positive.
Perms—Cash In Government Fumla.
WM. C. BARTLETT,
(J.8. AttiUery, Bvt. Miy A. A. Q. M.

V- <8* Marshal’s Sale.

a well

known Boston Druggist <f twenty
and steward of Uanover Street

T^\E\5.\K.NU,n*s: Having nsctl LAROOKAH’S
PULMONIC SYRLP myself apd in my family for
the past six years, 1 am
prepared to say that it is superior to any medicine I have ever known, lor the
positive cure of Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat and all
similar complaints. As I take cold very
easily, J
fcivc hail great
opportunity to test the virtues of
this valuable remedy, and it has never failed me
yet, howevor violent the disease. Having been in the
Drug business for over 20 years, I liavc had good oi>portunitics of knowing the virtues of the various medicines sold, and pronounce LAROOlvAH’S SYRUP,
the
best of any article ever
presented to the
public.

W. R. BOWEN, 8C ILanovcr St.

Yours,

CROUP.

Mrs. J. R. Buusis, 114 Hast 23d St., N. Y., writes
Oct. 0, ltC4: “During last winter three ol* my children were attacked with Croup, and from the violence
of tta symptoms, they were pronounced to be iii
much danger. At the instance of our
pastor. Rev.
Air. Stiles, I tried tarookah’s Pulmonic
Syrup, which
promptly relic veil them, and in a very short time they
entirely recovered. In gratitude ibr the bcneiit cou,in0t re4kail1 itt>m maki"g tl,i8
testimony

public’»

WHOOPING COUGH.

M.wkk of Cnrlclon, N. B., writes 7 Dee.,
*My son, tive years old. was a lew mouths since
suflermg greatlr from WHOOPING COUGH. I never saw a more Jisti
cssiiigcase. 1 gave him Inrookah’s
Eulmonie syrup necoriltlig to direvlions ami soon hcto sec improvement. Tlic t
;ongl, hceame easier—
te expectoration Acer, and in two weeks
the maladyw.

lSiHi.

Sm

entirely overcome.”
BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH.
A. W. Hymns, wrilos IVom whale-sliip --Kldora
Match

was

11 ltCO:

with

‘-Having snK’eie.1

Bronchitis and Catarrh

*n

lor tour years

their roost aggravat-

ing forms, 1 feel it my duty to state that 1 have lieeu
permanently eared by Hie use of Larookah’s Pulmonic Syrup. I had paid large sums to
physicians
and tor so caled catarrah Bemedics, but until I need
llio Syrup 1 experienced no relief.”
SPn-rtNU OF BLOOD, PLEURISY', INFLATION OP THE LUNGS, PAIN fN THE
SIDE
NIGHT SWEATS, HOARSENESS. &c.
Bowles, Manchester, N. H.:
<.
“Ike bottle °l Dr. tarookah’s Pulmonic
Syrup, you
so kindly sent me, has been tried for
hoarseness, with
fC8uM8i ,or t,li8 1 wouUl confidently recom-

D. M. C. Dunn.
sepGdtf

Family School.
DIE.

Winter Term of the Balsa Faaiily
School will commence the Second Monday in
December, to continue Thirteen Weeks.

THE

H* F
^

29 d4w

To

WAREHOUSE
quire of
novldtf_

on

EATON, Principal,
1

Public

to the

thereti.r

at

tie

Custom House Building on Fork Stkk’ki
n
Portland, on Thursday the Twenty.Seventh /m u
Of December current, at 11 o'clock In theforesmmi
50 Cases Gin, Anchor John De
Kuyper.
400 Galls. Alcohol. S Casts Alcohol,K> p, r
cent-proof; 6 Casks tlm; 4 Qr. Pipes John Henrcs, ,
Brandy 23 Vases Brandy, John Henneseu; i g,x
Oil <tf t loves; 1 bbt
Sugar of Lead ; 1 Box fob-lee,:
h Hexes 'f Tobacco: 5
Half Chests Olong Tea: :’i
bbts. Cloves; 1$ bbts Nutmegs; 4 bbts hfacab, y

Snuff,

Terms of Safe—4

Dated at
A. D. ISM.
dec II

Uk eleventh

V. g.

deflate

.fay of Sate.

asm on

Portland,

day1

December,

of

'HARLEM CLARK,
Mac«m», Dtatrict. of Maiue.

l»tat Auction.
_House anil
I
1 o’I-.
22.1,
I

Saturday,
pkN
Vs offer at

tec.

lu.k,

a

M.,

shad

public auction, a one au.I a hall to. t
wooden house on WUlIs street, the second bon.-)
from the corner ol Willis and .Montreal streets.
This House is new— horougluy, laithiul
y built

finished throughout—pleasantly located—In a good
ucigliborbood—never occupied—and tor tills elms
bouse de-lrable for tesidence. Possession given iu
J. S. BAILEY, Auctioneer,
mediately.
declikltd
The above sale is postponed lo THURSDAY, 2Ttli,
at 11 o'clock A. M.
J. s. BAILEY.
dec24dtd

AUCTION SALE.
The Jose

Property,

Buxton.

bo
Vl/'JLL
▼ ▼

sold at Public Auction, on tbe premise*.
Friday, Dec. 28th, at 9 o’clock A. M., all tl •
pera.mal and real estate, belonging to thu
late Josian Jose, of Buxton, consisting of tbe lionn.atead farm, form produce, forming tool*, carriage*,

property,

furniture, bedding, carpets, crockery ware, cooking
utensils, &c.
If the weather should be
stormy, the sale will b»
postponed to the first feir day at same hour.
H. BAILSV & SOS, Auet’rs.
Buxton, Dec. 17,decl9dtd
—"■■■■

C.

w.

A. U

r-

wt

HOLMES,

CTI0NEEK,

369 C ongress Street,
tT'Seles of any kind of property in the City or vientity, promptly attended to on the m< sf tavorabie
liovl'xltt

_

Fakaled May j;», t s«i«.
This is au article lor washing without
nibbing, except in very dirty places, which will require a ver/
slightrub, and unlike other pre|ierntions offered lor it
like purpose, will hoi hot the
clothes, but wi'l
leave them much whiter than ordinary
methods, with

the usual wear aud tear.
It removes grease spots as 11 by magle, and softens
the dirt bv soaking, so that rinsing in ordinary onset,
entirely remove It.
Tula powder is prepared hi accordance with chemical science, aud upon a process peculiar tu itse.t.
which is secured by Letters Patent.
It lias Iwen lit
use tor more than a year, and has
proved ttsclfan universal lavorite wherever 1 has been used.
Amor*
tbc advantages claimed are the tollowing;
It saves all the expense of soap used on cotton an
l
linen goods.
It saves most of the labor ol
and wear and
rubbing,
tear.
Also for cleaning windows it is unsurpassed. With
one quarter the time and labor
usually required it imparts a beautiful gb.»s and lustre, much superioi to
any other mode. So water reauired except to moisten the jowder.
Directions with eacu package.
And can be readily appreciat 'd
by a single trial.
The cost of washing lor a fan.., of fire or six
/
persons,
will not exceed tukkk cents.
The manufacturers of this powder are aware
that
many useless compound* have been introduced to tb.i
public which have rotted the cloth, or tailed In rcmoi
ing the dirt, but knowing tl»c intrinsic excellence of
this article they confidently proclaim it as
being adapted to meot a deraatd which lias long
existed, an l
which has heretofore remained
unsupplied.
out

MANUFACTURED BY

HOWE

it

STEVENS,

'Hi#

>W«#w«r, B.st.a,
For sale by Grocer- and Dealers everywhere.
sepCmddm

Scfit”

From Rev. K A. Lampiikr, North Hern. Vt. “£
have used tarookali’s Syrup, and feel under obligafrankly to acknowledge its excellence. While
using your syrup, I haveciuoycd better health than I
lad enjoyed ibr years. £ have tad
slight attacks of
hoarseness, but the Syrup would soon remove it. I
find it is a mild and safe
remedy also in Spasmodic
Bmous attacks to which I am
constitutionally siibtion

E. W. Field, Esq., writes from
Virginia City,
Marcli 11, lfcC3: “I leel
very grateful lor
liaving liorookuh’s Puhnonie Syrup near me, my
lungB being weak and demainling the most vigilant
care.
I believe the
Syrup the surest remedy for Pulmonary Complaints that nas ever been made availsole to the atmeted.”

Colorado,

CONSUMPTION

Wonderful Cure of a* child Two and a
Half Years Old. Gents:—
My grandchild, a little girl of 2 1-2 years old, was taken sick in
Port’and,
Me., in January, 1858. No one could tell what was
the matter with her. But she was much
pressed for
breath; had a hard, tight cough; could not raise; her
throat troubled hor greatly; she seemed to be
idling
up, and though attended by the best physicians in
Portland, they could not help her, and she declined;
and lor some tlueo months was not.
expected to live,
llcrdoctors, and at length tar friends, gave up
hopes of her recovery. She was brought home to ray
luPsb“rk’We- We trictl Cod Liver Oil, but
the effect seemed lather opposite frr.m
good. She now
could not
her liand, so ruduced was she. 1 was
iqoye
at the time, aed commenced
taking tarOokah s
givmg it to her, and in a week, she showed finite a
change lor the better, and we continued giving it to
tar. She gradually improved, and is now a
ijorfbclly
astonished to see what
effect the medicine had on this
child, and to sec her
well
get
by the use of taiookah’y
which we
believe to he the tast medicine for Syrup,
Pulmonary complaints in the world.
H. LARABEE,
Yours,
Phipslmrg. Me.
Space will permit the publication of but a tithe o
the certificates which are constantly
coming in from
all quarters of the globe. Patients will lind
the most
conclusive evidence of the value of this
remedy, in a
tnal of it which will cost but a
trifle, and which may

Molt

Instantaneously

Silver

ARTICLES

OF

Plating

Braas, Capper, to rinan Milver, Ac.,
Restoring the plating where worn oil: and for Clean.
and
ins
Polishing

Silver it Silver Plated Ware.
BThis

most useftil Invention of the age is a
preparation of Elire silver, and contains no
mercury, acid,
opothcr substance injurious to metals or the hands.
ItAs a compjete electro-plating battery In a bottle.
For sale by Druggists and Variety Stores.
■■OWE A HTKVKNM.

MANUFACTURERS.BOSTON. Mass.
sept28-d3m

JU8T

RECEIVED :

A

NEW

ali

LOT

—OF—

OiAnHv1/

LADIES’

Syrup

h£alhX c,ildJ*co,pIe,werc

•«
yield priceless results.
targe bottles $1,00—medium size K) cents. Propared by E. R. KNIGHTS, M. 1>., Chemist, Melrose,
Mass., tmd sohl by all druggists.
Ef*Sol«l by W F. PhilUpe & Co., W. W. Whipple
& Co., J. W. Pei kins «&
Co, Portland; George C.
Goodwin & Co, Boston, an i
by all Druggists and

Merchants.

uoliseod&wtl

CLOAKINGS
At Lower Priees than Ever.
ALL

OTHER

GOODS

Marked Dawn in Proportion,
AT

A.

O.

—

REEVES,

No. 36

Free

December IT, 1866.

Street.

d3w

-OF-

FURNITURE

MEW l i lt GOODS!
E.

—AT—

REDUCED PRICES

N.

PERRY,

Will open at

SOO

toe

new

Store,

Congress

Street,

THURSDAY, DEC. 6th,
FOB THE NEXT

SIXTY

A large and fashionable stock of
dren’s

DAYS

The undersigned will sell from tlieir

EXTENSIVE

STOCK

OF

Ladies' and Chil-

FINE FURS!
the moat desirable kinds and qualities,
selected trqm the choicest AMERICAN and EUROPEAN FURS, and manufactured expressly for our
own trade.
Our nice sets of

Comprising

SABLE,
ROYAL ERMINE,
FITCH, and
SIBERIAN SQUIRREL,
unsurpassed, and we shall be aldo to show In this
line of go,sis the best assortment ever offered at Kotail in this city.
In connection with these staple grades, may la
found all the new ami Fancy Styles, such as the

are

-AT—

GREATLY REDUCED RATES

270 Commercial St,

Astracan,

Persian

Grebe

-FOR-

and the

George

Bird,
new

Gentlemen will also and

T. Bur rough* & Co.

a

great variety of

Fur ('oats, Gloves Collars k Cuffs!
And

oct!2dtf__'

a

fine

stock ol

•

SLEIGHING ROBES !

FRANK MILLER’S

Well worth their attention.

PALE PRESERVATIVE !
In Bottles, prepared without Black, expressly for
Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Morocco, Kid, Calf
On trial it
and Patent Leather Shoes.
commends itself. Sold by WM. D. TRUE & CO.,
318
Boot and Shoe Dealers,
Congress street, opposite
decSdlm
Mechanics’ Hall.

We

would particularly Invite.those in pursuit ol

NICE

FURS,

well made. Into stylish and useful garment*, and at
moderate prices, to examine this slock.
doc5 tt

Notice.

Notice.
meeting of the Belief Committee holden on
Monday last, it was voted that all applications
for aid, hi rebuilding dwelling honsee ■*> coming
year, most be made on or before the first Monday ot
January next.
Blank applications can lie had at the Office of th
Treasurer of the Committee at Market Hall.
Dec 8—<1 toJan 1

AT

Lambt

style
MUFFS anti COLLARS.

CASH.

Rent,

Custom House Wharf. EnLYNCH. BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial street.

Fresh Beat Carolina It ice.
TIERCES Choice* Carolina Rice, Just received
QK and
for sale by
CHCBCHILL, BBOWN9 ft UIANMON,
Dec 11—dlw

Judge' mir7,^

gttftftsjm.
highest bidder
Auction,

...

and having bought them at Auction in New York,
will sell correspondingly low.

nov.

axes,

STOCK and

experience,

>

Street,

NORBIDKEWOCK,

FILES,
SOU ARES,
draw knives,

_

Coughs, Colds,

viz;

TONGS,

Letter from

Co..
over J. R. Corey
Where he has opened a splcmlid stock uf

Eaton

Tools Ac.,

Blacksmith

CHISELS.
hand sledge,
portable forge,

TIIE CURE OF

Coughs, Cohls, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma,
Catarrh, Intluenza, Bronchitis, Spitting of Blood,
Pleurisy, fnllamation of The Clings or Chest, Pain in
the side. Night Sweets, Hoarseness, Consumption in
its early stages, and all Diseases of the Throat and
Lungs.
This remedy is too well known anti too highly esteemed to require coinnicudatiou hero,
ft is regarded
a necessity in every
household, and is heartily endorsed by the medical thculty, clergymen of every denomination, mothers, editors, members of Congress, and
many of onr most distinguished men in public and
private life.
Coughs, Cold*, Sore Throats, &c.

Furniture

has removed to

PUPILS

A*

dec*/"did

Auction* Sale

be sold at Fort Preble
WEDNESDAY
WILL
the 20111 (toy of Dec. at lOo’clock A. M. Ilie

Buckwheat! Millinery & Fancy Goods

r;n BBLS. SUPERIOR NEW OAT MEAL,
d V/ 40 Barrels Southern Buckwheat,
dust received and for sale by

Codfish,
Honp,
dee., dfce.
Terms.—Cash iu Government Funds.
WM. t. BARTLETT,
U' 8‘
AraUe,y. Bvt. Maj. ami A. C. S.

U1,rl‘’
Flour,

^Wy«^a«lltuTtc,2?Ic,*re,1-we

to

superintend the construction of the works, where parties desire to enter into the business, and to instruct in the
manufacture of the Extract.
As a guarantee of success to parties entering into
tills business, the Company will contract to take all
the Extract manufactured under their process at fit tv
cents per gallon, delivered in Boston or New York.'
Parties in Maine desiring further information as to
terms, Jfcc., may call upon or address CHARLES
HALE, General Agent for Maine, 24 Maine street,
Bangor, where models of the apparatus mav be seen.
nov!3d3m
S. H. KENNEDY,' Pres’t.

SOLE AGENT.

IX,c

Mttents in

Mackerel,

does not

gallon on the amount manufactured.
The Company will send competent men

deod lm

CHAM

dtaea** •« persoiiB who have
otUeJm1^™1*.0!treatuicntin
vain, and curing
a
lhe ‘.lotion is olun
BEKS,*?* l‘T,tb*1
To aU8™ thisquestio.
we will say tLt Jnc,U,re:1/,
tried

propose to sell Territorial
rights, but will grant exclusive privilege to manufacture in certain localities, charging a small royalty per

166 Middle Street, Up Stairs.
W. 8. DYE JR.

Oat Meal

respectiully auuouuce to
^t126,118 ol Portland and vicinity, that he s
the three
vearMliL,!i,i^^ located in this city.weDuring
bl*ve cured some
of Se wi'rTi t^.°U
tVL'1 city>

MILINEFY andFAYC YOOOD8,

ol any other in the world. Credit given to anv one
who wants a Sewing Machine. Needles and Trimmings lor all Machines.

Dec 15

Electrician

MIDDLE SrKEET,
Nearly Oppo.iu- the Vailed Males Heiel
174

of the a. v.
s.,
(
Fort Preble, Me., Dec. 20, :8M. I
be Bold at Fort Preble on WEDNESDAY
\\rlLL
*
»
tbe 2tith day ol Dec., IBM, tbe
following ar icles of Subsistence
Stores, consisting iu part of

sixty

The

RUBBER PACKING.

C. J. BARBOUR.

Medical

Auction Sale of Sulisistrucc Stor« g.
Office

NT DEMING,

W.

freight.

LEATHER.

Stockholders of the Cumberland National
of all ages and attainments received at
Bank ot Portland, are hereby notified that there
any time in the Term.
will be a meeting of the Stockholders held at their
Terms
$10.00
per term of ten weeks.
Banking Room, on Monday, the 21st day of January,
Private recitations and private classes Attended to
1867, at 3 o’clock Pt M., for the choice of Directors,
the
that
Principal at any hour of the day or evening.
may by
and the transaction ot any otfcer business
Terms for private instruction made known on apthen come before them.
to the Principal.
Cashier.
plication
SAMUEL SMALL.
Portland, Dec. 18, 1866.
CHA8. O. FILES, Principal,
_dec!9dtd
nAl>
P. 0. Box 927.
28 Hanover Street.
nd your orders for Job Work tP Daily Prei
dec3—3w*

THE

Female, curing recent
cases in from one to three days, and is
in
those
cases
of Fluor Albus or
recommended
Whites in Females. The two medicines used in
this disagreeable
will
to
remove
not
fail
conjunction
complaint, and in thoso cases where other medicines
have been used without success.

war-

Manufacturers and Retailers of

I.

Cumberland National Bank.

CHEROKEE INJECTION,
Gleet and a***

does not fail to cure
cous Discharges in Male

AMERICAN

All

C. HOADLEV Ac CO.
Lawrence, Mass.
Nov. 6. 1866 3md.

diuretic, and when used in
conjunction with the

a

Belts, Flexible
Pipes, Knapsacks, Cartridge Boxes, Pistol Holsters,
&c., made to order. Couplings, Pipes and Nozzels

ESTABLISHED 1831.

application. Address

Son’s,

and

MOLASSES HOSE,

factory,

AT

&

Els worth

Citleii, Towns

be supplied with a strong and durable
ranted equal te any made
elsewhere, and
sonable terms.
N- B.—Fire Buckets, Spanner

can

RUBBER BELTING,
Rubber Clothing,

more

USUAL,

|

Double and single riveted, and of all sizes, as used on
Steam Fire Engines, Hand
Engines, Steamboats and
Force Pumps.

PATENT JUST ISSUED.

Copper, Yellow Metal and
Sheathing and Fails,
Copper and Yellow Metal Bolts and

tmuied Leather in
to execute all or-

Thila lefphia Oak Tainted. Leather
Eire Engine Hose,

Egg Beater!

Taunton

STREETS,

Having prepared a stock of Oak
Philadelphia, they are now ready

BOG BEATER is made oi Steel wire rolled
flat, to give it a sharp edge. The wire is spring
temper, eing tempered with oil. This gives toughness and elasticity to the Beater, and ease to the operator. The shank is tinned together solid, and the
whole is thoroughly made, and will not wear out
The elastic loops
or break, with any fair usage.
readily accommodate themselves to any dish.
The subscriber having purchased the patent right
of Maine to this great invention, offers the State tbr
sale by Counties, and asks immediate attention to
W. A. RAND.
It.
To be seen at Inventor’s Exchange.
dec 14 tf

condiment having caused many unprincipled dealers
to

FORE

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

Please Read this Attentively!

a

Gentleman

OP

ders tor

to offer their friends and the puband well asorted slock of

New, Clean and Desirable.

Prize

AND

furnished and Hose

Paper Hangings

jyCOdtf

of Federal street, July
in the room over the

OPPOSITE THE NEW CITY MARKET.

Within

CURTAIN

EXTRACT

To be

<12w__

be sold at a great bargain, a first class provision Store, if applied for soon. Inquire at 3M
dcl9dfw*
Congress, corner of Oak street.

TO

ORGANS♦

CARPETINGS!

CELEBRATED

CounoiftMCUi'M

CORNER

LIME

AND AT

Price.

I

J. 1KWESBURY A CO.,

Most Approved Styles and Patterns,

Perrins’

BY

store of

which in style of iinish resemble the upright Piano, is
too well known to require an extended notice.
He
will keep on hand a full assortment of instruments ot
the

TRINIDAD

139 Commercial Street.

AS

!

Between Fore and Commercial, next door to Runiand Burnham's Racking House, where they will
continue the BOTTLING BUSINESS in all its
branches. Country orders promptly attended to.
Dec 22—

character of

superior

lic

HIIDS. PRIME QUALITY
MOLASSES for sale by

having been burned out
4th, haye resumed business

of his former

wfingn. Brick Dust Deposits,
f and all diseases that require

especially

Messrs. John L. Shaw *£• Co.,

public generally
his instruments, especially

Having taken the Chambers

e. v

1

to attend to the wants

Marrett,

augTdtf

1

EQUIPMENTS

WILLIAM P. HASTINGS
prepared
ISpatrons
and customers, and the

and Firemen’s

St., H. Y.

Cherokee Remedy.

HOSE !

after

MEDICINE,

tion. and all diseases that fidlow as a seqnence of youthful indiscretions.
The Cherokee Care will restore health and vigor,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent ctire
after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two
page pamphlet sent in a sealed envelope, free to any
address.
Price $2 per bottle, or three bottles for $5. Sold
by all druggists; or will be sent by express to any
portion of the world, on receipt of price, by the

Oak Tanned Leather

FIRE

Me.

now

(

Loss of
1 Memory, Universal Lassitude, rains in the Rick, Dims.'ness of Vision, Premature
3 Old Age, Weak Nerves, JLHffir
4cult Breathing, Pale Counte"nance, Insanity, Consump-

Stock,

at

DR.

N.

Cures all leases caused by
self-abuse, viz.TT

MANUFACTURE,

Military, Masonic

Portland,

September 17, lfcCG.

Churchill, Browns & Hanson

Trinidad

Melodeon

the Beach of All !!
and trusts that the superior excellence of tone, as weli
as tlie excellence ot his workmanship, may, as heretofore, commend him to the public lavor and patronage.

FOR SALE BY

2d

to
No. 1

the most

lic is

HEALD BliOTHEBS,
removed trom their old stand, No 200 Foro

cast-off Clothing

SPERM

Boarding School

18C7.

Flour ! !

Whitmore,

Slate Mantles!

Whilst acknowledging their gratitude to the inhabitants of Portland for past favors and
patronage,
they hope in future to merit a liberal share in the lavor ot the public.
N. B.—For further information apply to the
Superioress, No. 8* Free Street.
December 19. ci3w

!

by BRADSHAW * PATCH,
No. T Central Wharl, Boaton
ang »—6m

For sale

nov22dtl

re-

AND WHALE GIL,
OLIVE, ELAINE AND RED OIL,
KEROSENE AND MACHINERY OIL,
SPERM & ADAMANTINE CANDLES, & SOAP

LARD,

description ol

Ladies of the Congregation de Notre Dame,
THE
l>eg leave to inform the public that they will
their

repaired,

price paid for

and all

Boarding: School

IN
FIRST CLASS STYLE!
CLEANSED
J3F* Give me a trial and I will endeavor to please.
CHARLES R. MAHONEY.
Cash

heretofore,

005 Sixth Axe. New V«rk.
Seud for Descriptive Catalogue with prices. Imdcl8

Second Door from Congress st.
Every Garment will receive prompt and lflithattention.

»“Highest

OWN

Philadelphia

AND

bChcfttniit

Amaranto,

ELDER

T. B. STEWART.

WISHING

Sacqncs

OUR

DUMP ! !

No. 15

UPRIGHT

Dictator,
Tropical,

PRONOUNCED

Superior in Appearance,
More Durable and at
Half the Price of Marble.

Temple Street,

Ladies'

as

Marbleized

Block.

more

THE

ON

ORGAN

The
his

___dec7d3w

of

CO.,

place where it can he done
their satisfaction than at

There are many men of the age of
thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
Dn examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue, again changing to a'dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die of this
difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEARNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
fun and healthy restoration of the
urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by
writing, in a plain manner, a description of their diseases, and the
appropriate remedies
will be forwarded immediately.
All correspoudence strictly confidential, and will
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble House,
Portland, Me.
Send a Stamp for Circular.

SUITS!

removed from the center of trade, we think
ducements that our friends will take the trouble to visit
us,

TORY

T. Harrison A Co.,
Plants. Eaglr,
Brilliant XXX,

PRICES!!

work manufactured to order.

decll—3w__
OENTLEMEN

our

Please call and examine our

CHAMBER

MANUFAC-

Low by

New Wheat Family Flour ol
CHOICE
celebrated brands.

as

PLACE !

Street

afford to make

can

^“Although temporarily

|

Worcestershire Sauce !

33 niDDIiE STREET,
is now prepared to sell at prices lower than the lowest all qualities and descriptions of Boots, Shoes,
Rubbers, &c.

THE SLD STAND,

free

4

men

Lowest !

city.

^ Woo,bSeat Chairs of

\

l

NO.

call particular

C. F. THRASHER &

and^Retaif3116
46

150 Commercial Hi.

C, 18CG.

Saint

Begs leave to inform liis friends, oustomers and the
public generally that having rebuilt Ids store at

W O O LENS

THE

M.

G.

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS

AT

Change of Base

TIME

OLD

EMPRESS CLOTHS,
ALPACCAS all shades !

REMEMBER

BARGAINS in

Dining Chairs, &c.
Wholesale

FLETCHER & Co.,

—AT—

BARATHEA CLOTHS,

Men an<l Boy’s w«ir, confident that the price,
well as the goods, cannot tail to please.

by Unhappy Experience!
troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
•om plaint
generally the result of a bad habit in
youth, treated scientifically and a perfect cure' warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or
more young men with the above
disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed to
have it. All such cases yield to the
proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

Young

INDIAN

tlie

Purchasers of the above goods arc respectfully invi
ted to examine our stock whicli is

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

THIBET! in all shades,

We would
attention to our stock ot

CO.,

Sofas, Easy Chairs, Centre Tables, Etargeres,
What-Nots, Extension Tables,

Lard.

LYNCH, BARKER

Back to the old Middle St. Stand !

WOOI. POPLINS,
ALL WOOL POPLINS,

MILK AND

or

WOOD l

and

some

as

offered in the market.

AND

lot of good

50 Brls Northern Extra Clear Pork
“
50 “
Clear Pork,
*•
“
“
25 “
Backs
50 Tierces Prime Leaf Lard.
50 Tubs Prime Leaf Lard,

WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wliarf ami Commercial St.

BLACK SILKS,

ever

PARLOR

UNION WHARF.

nov23dtf

of the

cohnstisttngbinfpa?tioft

SIMEON SllURTliEFF & CO.

Pork

The subscriber having disposed of his Bakery to
Messrs. Pearson & Smith, would clieerftilly recommend them to his former patrons, being assured that,
from their well known reputation, they will continue

New York and Boston since tlie recent
heavy decline in prices. The stock comprises every
ol'
description

on©

proportion, we

^ °th<?r e9tab,ishmel,t in tbe

any convenient port.
RYAN & DAVIS
April 17—d|f_161 Commercial St.

STAND,
loy FOKE, COR. VINK MTREKT,
Where we shall be haapy to see our old customers,
and as many new ones as may favor us with their
patronage.
PEABSON & SMITH.
October 1, I860, dtf

nurchased in

Also

than

dispatch

NO.

GOODS

bih'Ii

a

and intend to keep constantly on hand the various
kinds and quality to offer their customers at the low-

Notice.

opened
DAY

DU ESS

for ak antidote in season.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the sonsummation that is sure to follow; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
How Many Thousands Cnn
to This

TIIE QBEAT

to execute orders for SOUTHPINE LUMBER, by the cargo, deliverWEERN prepared
ed with
at

O'HJi undersigned having purchased the Baker;,
X &e., of Mr. it. Kent, will continue the

Ktock of foreign and domestic

DRY

SCOTIA

NOVA

PORTLAND.

take pleasure in announcing to the citizens of Portland and vicinity tliat their new store

FREE STREET

&

CASH S

expenses in

are

Stock !

0. F. THRASHER &
NO. 4

Delivered in any part ol the cit>. which we will sell
at the LOWEST CASH PRICES.
We are now discharging from vessels Red Ash, Egg and Stove, free
burning and pure: White Ash, Egg and Stove Also
Lehigh, of the different sizes, for lumacc and stove.
Our Coals are kept under cover, screened and deliverod in the best possible manner. We intend to
spare no effor en our part to please those who may
patronize us with their orders.
June 11—dtl

price.
HEAD

the business acceptably.
And he will take this opportunity to gratefully acknowledge the many favors bestowed upon him by
his patrons for many years.
KEUBEN KENT.
October 1, 1866. dtf

March 2f—iltt

ISTKW

FOR

Lower

Have ConAdcuce.
All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the
stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
seek

OP TH12 BEST QUALITY,

fS

AT T1IE OLD

THE

COREY

FURNITURE!

WOOD!

system

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites aU
Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they will And arranged for their

F. PAR & CO.

Are prepared to offer to their friends and the
public

Cfo^the saro^ quality^goods?

regularly

—

IS A BG AI NS!

!

different varieties ol

the

The subscribers has just received

25 Union St.,

BAKING

Wlaoleuale Grocer* Throughout Ihe Suite.

die.

prlce8-

‘baP“ork

to

WALTER

person must know
use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tit him tor all the duties he must
tultil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the
world,
which are nst only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in
selecting
Ids physician, as it is a lamentable
yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in
general practice; for
it is a point generally conceded by the best
sypliilographers, that the study and management of these come
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opportunity nor time to makhiinself acquainted with their
pathology, commonly
one
of treatment, in most cases makig an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

—AT—

enabled to furnish a supply of Sou pa of the
Best Qualities, adapted to the demand, for Export and DoiurMtic t'onoinipt ion.

STEAM REFINED SOAPS 1

Butternut, Whitewood,

Kennebec St., opposite foot of Chestnut Street.
FIXTURES
Southern Pine Lumber
WALTER COREY & CO.
octiseodtr_

are

SOLD BY

prepared

j 2dtf

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!
Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, contain# all the modern improvements, we

GORE’S

Gr

_

Ash,

manned,h^

JOSEPH

est cash

Cl I Kll IGA I.

Chestnut,

Nov 29—eod.lm

WOODl WOOD I WOOD!

331

DEALER IN

VO. 1,
OLE1 YE,

A

Address orders and

are

dclSdlin

JOHN KINSMAN

k

-viz:-

LEA THE

va-

FOLIjETTE,

B.

CONGRESS

consumers

STEAM

A—

present stock of Corsets, comprises a great
riety in both style and finish.

L.

Sycamore,

Oak,

^gb?h?tentex^eSfea’vi“ ’WcBT
KSsessaMa
communications

taken the stand iormerly occupied by the
HAVE
CONSUMERS’ MUrUAL COAL CO., and
to furnish

Thirty Days/

Very Large

Cherry,

In Boards, Plank. Joist, Ac., to which they
respectfully invite the attention of purchasers
Also common and Hard Pine, all qualities, rough or dressed for
Floors, Sheathing. Ac. opruce
Snrnce rioor
Floor
Boards worked and kiln-dried, ready lor immediate use.
Our facilities for supplying the wants ofBuilders are
unsurpassed, aud parlies at a distance ordering bv
to “
'*'** ^ °rder8

w

COAL AND

Our

SOAPS ?

LEATHE &

commence

CORSETS,
To

St., Boston.

oiler for sale a large and well-selected Stock of

Cedar,

Maple,

SIZE.

Head Union Wharf\
now

FROM FORMER

STEAM

Monday,

ob

yearly gale of

oar

have formed a Co-partnership
under the name of HUMPHREY & WOODSIDE, for Ihe transaction oi the Grocery and Provision Business, at No. S5A Danforth Street, and solicit of their ft-iends and the public a share of patronage.
N. L. HUMPHREY,
JOHN H. WOODSIDE.
dec 20, <12weod
Portland, Dec, lu, 186ft.

THE

Hhall,

December 17th,

undersigned

Black Walnut,

GEO. GILMAN & CO.,

CORSETS.

O’NEIL W. ROBINSON,
STEPHEN D. KNIGHT.

DEPOT,

SALE

-OF-

KNIGHT,

CON43RES8

now

Public.

thinking

and

Middle*Aged Men.

have

SIZE.

WO O 1>

1ANNUAL

business, under the firm of

STATE

No. 441 Tremont

WOODS and

HARD

-AND-

BRAND

Clothing and Furnishing Goods

STREET.

COAL, COAL. COAL,

UROTHEBS,

TBHK

FREE

established in connection with theirwell-known “Bay State Mouldino ManitTHE undesigned
w<«in<sUnae J ard/or fbe Purchase and sale of Lumber, giving especial attention to SEASON-

S. ROUNDS & SON.

.Tan Ifitli—dt f

CO.,
5

Office,

by the undersigned

These Coals are of the very be^t quality, and waranted to give satisfaction.
Also, 500 cords of best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part ol the city at
short notice.
83F*Give us a call and try us.

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.
dec22
dtf

UIVDGRMRIVGD have formed a Copartnership for the purpose of transacting a

Coal.

White and Red Ash Coal.

Grey Squirrel Setts,

and other Goods in

SfOVE

ELDE1Y X

LUMBER

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds

and American Sable!

T.

the

Testify

MACHINES.

BAY

200 TONS LOBERY,

be sold

former

ADAMS,

AND

PRICES, and Bargains may be expected!

10—dtf

ABOUT

EGG

than at any other store.

sep25dtt

in Business under the

E.

140 M very superior Flooring and Step
Boards now landing at Custom House WLari',
and for sale in lots to suit purchasers. Apply to
C. M. DAVIS & CO.,
117 Commercial street.
nov22dtf
Portland, Nov. 21,1666.

CASH,

GOODS,

satisfaction.

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

CHEAPER

A. 1‘. MORGAN.
J. W. DYER,
J. E. HANNAFORD.

undersigned have this day formed

rpHE
-I

FOR

Astonishing-

Celebrated GROVER a- BAKER,
Manuiactnring and Famlly Sewing Machines, and Machine Findings, at Manufacturers’ Prices. Every Machine
Warranted to ®irive

Dec

BROKEN AND EGG

and elegant Fur* in BoBton,

BOUGHT

^^Consignments of Cooperage. Lumber, Country
Produce, Ac., solicited, and shall receive personal

Copartnership

new

SALE

and Gloves at

la

that remedies handed out for general

Kursues

Prices !

We shall make a BIG BREAK IN

SEWINGS

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St,
275 Tons Hazelton Lehigli,

FROM#N

GOODS.

Hr A FuU Assortment at all times ol the

Richardson’s Wharf.

RECEIVED and tor sale
at their Wharf,

general wholesale

and, Sept 10, 1866.

Of every Description.

JAMES H. BARER.

Coal,

the terrible vice of self-abuse.
that particular branch of
feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Casks, whether of long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing the
dregs of disease from the system, and making a peror

Devoting bis entire time to
medical profession, be

the

Caution

Poplins, Ottoman Cloths,

MOURNING

England &c.

Great Fall in Furs ! JUST

Co.,

Provisions,

Po t

from

Coal,

of

prompt attention.

Smith’s Wharf.

27 dim

co-

IF. I. Goods, Groceries, Flour and

and

schr. John Crooker, 3C3 tons
prime CUMBERLAND COAL, fr. m the Midland
mines. It is fresh mined, of extra strength, and just
the article for heavy work.
Also the usual variety of Anthracites, viz:—
Lkiugii—Ilarlcigh, L high Nav. Co’s. Hazelton and
Sugar Loaf.
White Ash—Locust Mountain, Johns' and Broad

NOW

Pigaared

ROOMS.

cess.

Fancy Silks, Thibets—all shades,

Laces, Embroideries, Hoiiery
ly Low

Forge Coal.
landing

GOODS.
Silk

MEDICA E EL ECTH1 Cl T Y

fect and permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
iact of his long-standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

One Frice and No Variation S

159 Commercial Street.
dec5d3w

Dec 4, 1866.

Spruce Flooring- Boards.
quantity of well-seasoned, clear Spruce FLOORJ\. ING BOARDS, 1C feet long, six inches wide,
or sale by
HENRY BULLARD,

No. 143 Commercial Street,
transacting

WALKER,

10th,

auc tion sam:s.

AT UI*

WHERE

impure connection

Shawls, Silk Velvets, Cloths, and Cloaking Goods I

Coal, egg

Ash

Tons White

December

HOUSEKEEPIIVG

FLETCHER & CO.,

4

And have purchased ol Messrs. LORI) A: CRAW
FORD their Stock and 'ease of store
For the puri>ose of
business in

have

sep12dtf

Notice.

Dyer

about

Fifty
be sold low
WEsize, which will

Street,

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

Southern Pine.

ISr* Orders for tuning and repairing promptly attended to.
WB. G. TWOMBLY.
November 26,1866. dtf

riiHE

FEET superior Planing
her, consisting of 2 in., lj, 1},

WHITE ASH COAL.

j

sell at the manufacturer’s

Morgan,

St.,

Co.,

Plain, Striped and Figured Wool Poplins at Very Low
Prices, Alpaccas, DeLaines, Prints, die.

inch.

For buildings ol all kinds.
CAR and STEAMBOAT DECKING. ROOFING CEMENT, for coatMountain.
ing and repairing all kinds ol roofs. PRKSERVA- ; Red Ash—New
TIVK PAINT for iron and wood work, Metal Rootk,
&c. COMPOUND CEMENT, for repairing leaky
scpl4dtf
shingled roots. BLACK VARNISH, for Ornamental Iron work &e. Full descriptions, c rcular, prices,
&C. furnished by mail or on application at the office,
where samples and testimonials can be semi.

Celebrated Steinway Instrument,

Copartnership

co.,

and

Plain and

125 M Dry.
500 M Dry Pine Outs.
50 M 3x4 Spruce Joist.
40 M Dry Pine Deck Plank.
1000 M No 1 Extra Cedar Shingles.
G. W. COBB & CO.,
For sale bv
272 Commercial Stre.'t, Portland,Me.
declSdlm

Improved Roofing,

the

Black

FOUND

Xo. 14 Preble Street,
Near the Preble Haase,
he can be consulted privately, and with
the utmost coniidence by the afflicted, at
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are flutteringunder the
affliction of i rivate diseases, whether arising from

Every intelligent

Lum-

/ W\

OOU.UUU

1

241 COMMERCIAL STREET,
Foot of Maple Street.
General Agent tor the State lor
W
II
JOHNS 9

PIANO FORTES

Also,

Fore

n

\

CAN BE

AMONG WHICH MAT BE FOUND

COMMERCIAL ST.,
Head of Maine Wharf.

White Pine Lumber !

large

a

HAVE

337 Cougrress Street.

can

No. 60

oc25dti

D1C. J. It. II CGI I CM

Large Assortment of Rich and Low Priced

Randall, McAllister & Co.,

assortment ol House Building
Material, which thev offer at Manufacturer's
prices—Consisting in part oi Nails, Sheet Lead, Lead
Pipe, Zinc and Glass, White Lead, Oil, and a large
assortment of Locks, Latches, Knobs, Butts and
Screws, and a complete assortment of Carpenters’
Tools. All ot which will be sold at the above prices
in order to reduce our Stock previous to reinoviug to
our new Store No. 2, Free Street Block.
Dec. 20 d to Jan 1.

mine cooartnerehip heretofore existing under the
L name ot CALVIN EDWAKDS & CO., is this
All persons boldday dissolved by mutual consent.
ng bills against the firm, are requested to present
those
indebted
will please call
them tor payment, and
and settle at

which he

Delivered at any part of the city at abort notice.

To Builders and Contractors.

^Portland,

WOOD

SOFT

ANl*

11 Aim

.A.

&

Monday,

on

DRESS

purchasing.

^ti

Open
A

KWe keep constantly on liand a ftill assortment ol
Choice Family Coal. Those wishing to purlarge lots will do well to give us a call beiore

Messrs. AN DEKSON BON NELL
CO., have
made arrangements with Mr. STEAD, an Architect
of established reputation, aud will in future carry on
Architecture with their business as Engineers. Parties intending to build arc invited lo call at their
office, No. 3uti Congress street, and examine elevations and plans ol churches, banks, stores, blocks ol
buildings, ^-c.
j i2

copart-

a

W_m*

Poll land, Miiv

Copartnership Notice.

And will

chase

RR0WN &

ElcLexi

T.

MEDIC A I,.

PRIVATE MEDICAL

New Store No. 5 Free

for Foundry Use!

Lehigh Lump,

^parties

ALT

T

Will Remove to their

and Cook Stoves, John’s White

Ranges

6

M

Furnace*.

Ash, Diamond, Red Ash, which are free of all
impurities and very nice. Also Cumberland ! A
cargo just landed, fresh mined, for Blacksmith use.

years,
Thev will sell on a credit of from
who
it desireu uy tne nurcliasers. From
immediately, n6 cash payments required.
Apply at the otlice oi the subscribers, where lull
particular* ...ay be

lO

No.

E.

LEHIGH,

LOAF
For

For

E

--r-

Co.

SUGAR

West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis,
ment, Danforth,Orange and Salem Streets.
one to ten

NEW STAND,

At his

Old

FOR PARTIES WISH1NO TO BUILD.
rPHE subscribers offer for sale a large quantity oi
A desirable building lots In the West End ol the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, L nomas,
Bramball, Monu-

It

offer nice CHESTNUT COAL
at $8.00 per ton, delivered at any part of the
Also for sale at the low est market price,

city.

Inducements

CJ-reat

Continues the

Produce and

on

$8.

can now

WE

hand.
Building material saucd to order.
ISAAC DYER.
No. 9| Union Wharl.
auglltf

DODGE,

FERDINAND

sizes

MEDICAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

CHEAP COAL t

$8.

Wholesale and Retail.
Plank, Shingles and Scantling ol'all

DODGE,

STAXWOOl> A

MERCHANDISE.

BUILDING.

COPARTNERSHIP.

a

~

offer their

undersigned
services to
public
Real Estate Agents. All persons desirTHE
sell
lease
to
to
the

as

or
ing
buy,
property, are requested
All
call at our other M5 Uongress street up stairs.
business entrusted to our care shall have prompt attention.
HANSON
DOW.
V.C. Hanson,
an«;27-dtt
M. G. Dow.

KOH

We omit

1888.
TH1! WRBK B.VDINO Doc. 25.

extended review of the prices current
changes are so trifling, and the busi-

our

(ids week, the
ness of the week

showing no improvement upon that
previous one—it being flat and dull. The flour
market is Arm, consequent upon the light stocks.
Inarkct is
The flsh market is dull. The provision
is a steady
ti n and prices fltvor pnmhtmers. There

of the

molasses
demand Kir grain at laat week’s rates. In
Is no stock hardly,
there is not much dotog, for there
are
certainly none for speculation upon. Sugars
reduction in the price
languid, consequent upon the
same condition.
of gold, and metals are in the
but slight
In the
goods market there are

dry

fabrics are firm ill consequence of
changes.
in the betthe advance In the raw material, although
there have been Blight
ter grades of bleached go»lB
et
concessions consequent upon an overstocked mark
Woolens show no change, and the market is dull and
Cotton

goods.
our last week's report left gold at 187}, on Tuesday, the 18th. It dropped gradually, ilay by day until Saturday, when it sold as low as 132J, closing at
1,131, Momlay 21th, It opened at 133}. The lowest
at
point reached during the day was 133}, closing
depressed, especially

for

heavy

Prrw

Stack

Dial.

COBBKCTKD BV WM. H. WOOD & SON,
Siiwk :nni KxchaDge Brokur, 1TB Fore St., Portland.
For the week ending I>ce. 25.
far Value.
Offered. Asked
Description*.
Government C\s, 1881.HO.

.tlnrkel

of >!•<-

1C•'Tint

Unilr

Puritan'I

MARKET*.

THE

woolen

}|j
Government 5-20, lfc'62,.JJJ6-.J07
Government 5-20,1864..1054.1004
Government 5-20. lbCfi,. 1' 5|.10(i|
Govenunent 5-20, July,.107.1C9
Government 7-30, l^t series.104.105
Government 7-30. 2d and 3d series,-104.105
Government 10-40,. 99.100
State of Maine Bonds,.99.100
Portland City Bonds,.97.98
Bath
Bonds,.95.90
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,.95.90
Calais City Bonds,. 95.90

City

Manufiw’gCo.,....100.nominal.

Richardson’s Wharf Co.,.100.. .*_95.100

FranKiin.

tin Hong Kong;
22d, U S ship lleliet, Simpson,
Suliote,
barque Thos Pope, Richardson, Monrovia;
for Boston; \ esta Veazie, (new)
Brackett,Miragoaue A B Cook,
bm>ll, Port Royal;
Veazie, Beliast; brig
sobs Louisa Crockett, Harding, from Port au Prince;
Madagascar, Hodgdon, New Haven; Mary Alice,
Perry, Elizabethport tor Portsmouth.
Cld 22d, ship Othello, Tinkham, San Francisco ;
brig Nellie Gay, Gay, Portsmouth; schs W II Saigent, Sargent, Savannah; West Wind, Lawson, PhilAr

21st,brig C H Kennedy,Merriman,(lrom Portland) for New York; and all others previously reported in port
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 22d, S P Adams, Donovan,
Sld

freights the only engagements reported here for
side
are the Brig Is, Stowers,for a port north
Helof Cuba, for the round sum of $1,000 out- Brig
of Cuba, with
en O. Plilnney, for a port north side
Box Shooks at 20c; and Bark Sarah B. Hale, 200 lens,

TELEGRAPHIC

In

the week

Cardenas, for the round

sum

New York Dec. 24.
The Post says the stock market
weak, but
closed with an active disposition to buy, which produced a
in prices. Governments dull, 7-SO’s
and new bonus of 1865 being firm, while old bonds
and those of 1664 and '65 were flat, and the bank
statement more favorable than was supposed. Railroads are active, the improved tone ot
being
well sustained. The demand for loans was less urthan last week. A large amount 01 idle capital
1 awaiting investment.
Business, however, is checked
the usual closing of accounts preparatory to the
The
rate
for
call
loans is 7 per cent.; disholidays.
conuts 7 @ 8 per cent.

opened’

$1,100 out.

ot

rally

Suturday

Lead.

hri?2

Eent

13
50 @ 4 50 Sheet & Pipe. T2$@
Ureen i>
75
Leather.
(looking V ba. 50 @ 14 New
11 44J
York,
Dried V th.
Light. 30 @ 34
Western do. I'*Mid. weight 34 @
38
Aihei.
Heavy. 37 @ 40
50 @
53
Slaughter
Am. Calt.... 1 45 @ 1 tft
Beans.
Lime.
Marrow P bu. 2 50 @ 3 00
.3 00 @ 8 50 ttockl’d,caHk 1 40 @ 1 GO
pea
Lumber.
Blue Pod-.2 50 @2 75
Clear Pine,
Box Shooks.
70 @ 80 Non. 1 & 2....00 00 @65 00
Pine,.
No. 3.45 00 @50 00
Bread.
Pilot ®100 tt>12 oo @15 00 No. 4.20 00 @25 00
00
Pilot ex 100 B)10 S0@12
hipping— 21 00 @24 oo
Ship.8 50 @ 10 00 Spruce.14 00 @19 oo
Dimension Spruce 20@25
Crarkers^brl 6 75 @
OrackersplOO 60 @ 55 Hemlock.... 15 00 @18 00
Clapboards,
Butter.
Ex..24 00 @26 00
38
35 @
Spruce
Pamilyi* lb.
Pine Ex....
25
none.
Store. 22 @
Gandies.
Shingles,
17
Ext.
4
50
Cedar
@ 4 75
Mould ** lb... 1«@
Cedar No.!..3 00 @ 3 25
Sperm. 40 @ 42
Shaved
Cedar
5 75
Cement.
Fine
6 75
p brl.2 40 @ 2 50
Laths,
Cheese.
16 @
18
Spruce.3 Go @ 4 00
Vermont ipib
Pine. 4 60 @ 4 75
18
New York.... 16 @
Molaaaea.
Coal—{Retain.
Rico.76 @
80
Porto
Cumberland. 10 50 @1100
Lorb'y&Dlamond.l0@10$ Cienftaegos.... 60 @ 61
Trinidad.
53
@ 55
Lehigh.10 50 @11 00 Cuba
tied Asti. 9 50 @10 00
(flayed.. 50 @ 52
45
tavt.
White Ash. 9 50 @1000
Clayed
@ 48
Muscovado. 55 @ 60
Coffee.
Nails.
40
37 @
Java P lb.
30 Cask. 7 00 @ 7 25
Rio. 26 @
Naval Stores.
Cooperage.
L'ar k* brl-5 00 @ 5 50
Hbd. Sb’ka* lids,
Pitch
(C. Tar>3 25 @
..3
25
Mel. city.
@
Pitch
.5 00 @ 5 50
Sug. City.. .2 75 @ 3 00 Wil.
00 @ 12 00
Rosin.7
1
75
Sug.C’try. 1 50 @
Turpentine p
C'tryRiftMol.
90 @
25
2
gal.
Ilhd. Sh’kirr2a0 @
Oakum.
Kbd. ll’d’ga,
American_104
@ 134
Soft Pine... 25 @
Oil.
Hard Pine.. 30 @
G5
00
00
@ ~70
Kerosene,@40
Hoops,(14111.35
it.Oak StaveaOO 00 @55 00 Sperm.3 50 @
Whale.1 55 @ 1 65
Copper.
Bank.33 00 @34 00
Cop. Sheathing 43 @
Shore.29 00 @32 00
Y.M.Sbeatblng32 @
Porgie.19 00 @24 00
Y. M. Bolts... 35 @

by

..

l?X!f.“I-::" »@“e">

New York Market.
New York, Dec. 24
Cotton—lieavv; sales 1,200 bales. Middling uplands at 33$ @ 34c. Orleans at 344 @ 36c.
Flour—quiet; sales 3,900 00is. State at 8 25 @ 11 75:
Round Hoop Ohio at 10 90 @13 25; Western at 8 20
@13 50.
Wheat— quiet and without material change; sales
5,500 bush. Milwaukee No. 2 at 2 25. Amber State

..

at 3 01.
Corn—more active and 1 @ 2c higher, and more doing in Eastern trade; sales 52,000 bush. Mixed Western at 112.
Oats—dull; sales 19,000 bush.
Beef—dull and heavy.
Pork—quiet and steady.
Lard—quiet and heavy.

Butter—quiet.
Whiskey—quiet.
Rice-dull.

Craub’s

Logwood,
Cam peachy.

3

SapauWood..

@
3

7$@

8

Large Shore 050
LargeBank 575
Small.3 50
Pollock.3 50
Haddock,new 2 00
Hake.2 00

@
@
@
@
(g
@

7
0
4
4
2
2

50
25
00
50
50

75

Shore. # 1*1.4 DO @ 6 (K)
30 @
45
No. 1. 26 @ 35
Mackerel #bl.
Bay No. 1.. 17 00@19 00
Bay No. 2. 16 50@16 00
Bav No. 3. 13 25@14 25
Shore No.1.18 00 @19 00
Shore No.3. 9 00 @10 00
Flour.
White Winter
choice xx 16 00@17 50
14 50 @16 Oft
xx

Scaled,#hx.

13

Chicago,’.. .20 00
Pork,

@28 00
Clear.24 00 @25 00
Mess.23 00 @24 00
Prime.... lb 00 @19 00
Hams. 15 @ 16
Bice.
Rice, V lb.... 10 @ 12J
Bum.
New England
2 55
Saleratus.

Herring,

x

MniiM Rppf

ExtraClear

@

Fish.

sales of Mus-

New York Weekly Cattle Market.
New York, Dec. 24.
The market tbr beef cattle ruled dull and prices
declined 4 @ 14c, closing heavy with a number not
disposed of; first quality 16 00 @ 20 00 per head; tair
to good 15 00 @ 16 00; common ll 000; Inferior 9 00 @
10 00; receipts 6600 head. Milk Cows dull though
with a small supply previous prices were obtained;
extra 100 @ 125 per head; first quality 90 @ 95: ordinary 70 @ 75; common 60 @ 70; inferior 41 @50;
receipts small. Veal Calves steady and firm; first
quality at 13 @ 134c per pound; ordinary 12 @ 13c;
common 10 @ 12c; inferior 9 @ 94c; receipts 560 head.
Sheep aud Lambs sold at easier prices; extra 7 00 @
8 00 per head; prime 6 00 @4* 50; ordinary 4 75; common 4 25 @ 4 50; receipts 24,000 head.
Hogs declined
fully lc per pouud, the market closing heavy at this
reduction; heavy corn feel at 64 @ Of; receipts 16,000
head.

Chicago Markets.
Chicago, Dec. 24.

I

Flour quiet and steady; White Winter at 13 75;
Red Winter at 10 00; Spring eytra at 9 50 @ 10 00.—
Shipments 8741 bbls. Wheat a shade firmer; No. 1
Spring at 2 08 @ 2 124; No. 2 Spring 1 81 @ 1 85. Corn
Oats easier; No. 2
a sliade higher; No. 1 at 74 @ 76e.
Dressat 394c. Mess Pork steady aud firm at 18 50.
Livo hogs
ed hogs fairly active, closing 6 80 @6 85.
active
at
5
70
6
25.
@
moderately

List.
Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Dec 24.
American Gold.
United States 7 3-luths, 1st series.
small.
2d series.....
Boston Stock

II

-Dl

133|

1044

1044

j
1|U|

104

5-20.*, 1865.106
July, 1865. 108
United States Ten-torties.
99^
41
Vermont Central 2d mortgage bonds.
I'.a-deru Uuilroad. 107
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad. 99
Uuited States

MARRIED.

4>bush 4 00@l 50

@22 00
Ex Me*g. .24 00 @25 00

@
8 @

Cod, # qtl.

demand;

00t@14

Saleratus^lb 12@
Halt.

13

Turk’s la.-4p
hhd. (8bus.)4 25

@4 75
4 50
Gr*na Butter. 30 @
Heeds.
Herdsgrass bush 40O@45O
Clover fb.14 @15
Red Top bag 5 B0 <g> 6 00
Snot.
@12 50
Drop,lOOtbs
Buck.
@13 50

In thin city, Dec. 20, at the residence of James G.
Tukey. Esq., by Rev. Dr. Telt, Nathaniel Townsend
and Miss Nancy A. Littlefield, both ot Portland.
In Belfast, Dec. 14, Byron Hart and Miss Aunie
S. Smart; also, Hollis Smart and Mis Carrie E.
llai t, oil of B.
In Llncolnv.lle, Dec. 1C, Leroy S. Davie and Ellen

Whitney.

c. 13, Lucius C. Morse, ot Belmont, and Delia A. Neal, of Morrill.
in Islesboro, John O- Ginn, of Morrill, and Mrs.
Nancy Marshall, of Islesboro.
In Prospect, Dec. 9, Thomas Ileagan and Nancy
J. Harding.
In Brooks, Nov. 29, Joseph H. Stevens and Elvira
A. Hubbard, both of Thorndike; Freeman H. Cuitis, of Monroe and Miss L. Estell Ray, ol Knox.

In Searsmont, D

Liverpool.4 25 @

Soap.

00

114
Exti a St’m Retinol
Red Winter
xx.14 5«K«' 15 50 Family.104
10
No. 1..
x. 13 00@
14 00@ 14 50 OUne. 134
Spring xx
114
13 25@14 00 Chem olive.
x..
13j
Supertine 10 0o @12 00 Crane’s.
Soda.
St. Louis & Southern
13)
Spioes.
Superior xx l6 r»0@16 00
Canada
Cassia, pure.. 80 @»
Superior xx 16 00@16 50 Cloves. 43 @ IV
&
Western
Ginger. 28 @ 3n
Michigan
15 60@16 50 Mace.1 40 @
Sup’r xx
Fruit.
Nutmegs.1 35 in) 1 40
Almonds—Jordan # lb. Pepper. 28 @ 30
4ft
Sotl Shell..
Pimento. 30 @ 33
@
Shelled...
Starch.
@ 55
Pearl. llfa)
Pea Nuts.3 75 @
12|
Sugar.
Citron, new... 40 @
18 Muscovado... 11 @
Currants......
12|
@

DIED.
In ('ape Elizabeth, Doc. 11, Mrs. Martha D., wile
ol William II. dull*, ol Kennehunkport, and daughter of Joseph Curtis, of Iliddeford, aged 19 years.
[Saco an Biddeloid palters please copy.]
In New Gloucester. Oct. 29, Charlie H., only child
ol Wm. H. and ltutn Greeley, aged 5 years 2 mos.
lie hath heard the words of btessiug,
Bidding little children to come;
Earthly love cannot detain him
Longer Irom his heavenly home.
In Manchester, N. H., Dec. 19, Mrs. Catharine,
wile of Rev. Augustus M. Haskell, and daughter oi
Capt. Moses Woodman, late oi New Gloucester.
In Bath, Dec. 21, Miss Fanny M„ daughter of the
late Capt. Wyman Morse, aged 31 years.
In Lewiston. Miss Sarah S., daughter of Edwin
and Mariah Buckncll, aged 21 years.

..

Dates, new....

Figs,.new
Prunes,..

22 <«j
18 @
18 @

24

|Hav. Brown

1

i@

Hav.White...

none

Crushed.

i54@

14

15|
154
15|

Gvanuiated... 154 w
Raisins,
Bimcn,#bx3 h7 @ 4 00 Powdered_ 16f@
20
4
40
@
Eagle Rehnery A @ none
Layer.4
B @ none
do
do
Lemons, box 3 50 @ 5 50
4
00
Teas.
@
Oranges,#100
75 (2)
90
drain.
Souchong
Corn, Mixed.. 1 2* @ 1 25 Oolong. 90 @ 95
West’nYelPw 1 2S @ 1 30 Oolong, choicel 00 (a) 1 05
Kve.1 30 @ 1 3> Japan,.1 10 @ 1 25
B arley.I 20 <@ l r5
Tin.
75 Bam a. cash.. 35 @ 38
Oat-;. 70 @
Shorts# ton.32 00 @35 00 Straits, cash.. 34 @ 30
37
Fine Feed. .40 00 i@ 45 00 English. 34 @
Char. I. C.. 14 73 @15 50
Gunpowder.
X...
17
75
5®
50
<mi
I.
G
Char.
@18
@
Blasting.5
Tobacco.
Spirting.6 00 @ 7 50
Fives & Tens,
Hay.
80
Best Brands 70 @
Pressed #ton‘22 00 @23 00
Medium_ 60 @
65
Loose.20 00 @25 00
60
55 @
Common
Straw. 12 00 @15 00
Half lbs. best
Hides and Skins.
80
brands. 75 @
31
Biu-nos Ayres 2:» @
19 Nat’lLeat, tbs.l 00 @ 1 25
Western. 18 @>
Slaughter- to @
Navy tbs. 75 @ 85
Calf Skins— 30 @
Twine.
Lamb Skins.. 1 00 @ 1 50 Cotton Sail...
@85
Flax.
Iron.
@ 75
(’ummoii.
61
Yaraiuh.
43@
Kotiued.
5J@
5] Lamar.2 76 @ 3 75
8 @
Swedish.
h] Furniture .2 25 @ 4 25
9 Coach.3 00 @ 6 50
8J@
Norway.
29
Cast Steel_ 27 @
Wood.
German Steel. 18 @)
Haul, retail. 10 50 @11 00
Soil.
@ 7 00
Eng.Blis.Steel 22 @
30 @
40
Spring Steel.. 11 @ 14 Kiudliuglp'box
Wool.
Sheet Iron,
73 Un wash’d Fleece25 @ 30
English. 7 @>
do.30 @ 35
R. G.
S$@ It Washed
Russia. 24 @
27 Lamb Skins.. 75 @ 1 10
Zinc.
Belgian- 22 @)
Hard.
Mosscimau, sheet, 14J@15
Barrel,# lb.. 134@ 14 J Lehigh.14 @ 15
Kegs, #lb.
14|@
....

ffq&r The funeral of the late Mrs. Illiodi Kinsman,
will take place this (Tuesday) afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
Spring street.

at No. 90

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS
NAME

..

Portland

Dry Goods Market*

COTTON

GOODS.
Inches.

Price.

Heavy Sheeting.37.19®

Fine Sheeting,.36. 174®
Fine Sheeting,. 40.20fo)
Medium Sheeting,.37.14®

Light Sheeting,.37.14®
Shirting,.27 to 30.12 ®

21
19
22
17
16
14

BLEACHED SHEETING.

Good Bleached Sheeting,.36.22 @ 271
Good Bleached Sheeting,.9-8.25 ® 37\

Medium Sheeting,.*.36.17®
Shirting,.27 to 32.12J®

22
15

DRILLING.

Heavy Drilling,.30. 22J® 25
Medium,.30.20 ® 22£
Corset Jeans,.16® £5
COTTON FLANNELS.

Heavy Cotton Flannels,.25 @ 3<)
Medium Cottou Flannels,.20 ® 25
Bleached Cotton Flannels,.25® 37 J
STRIPED 81IIRTING.
Heavy Striped Shirting,.30.25 @ 30
Striped
Shirting,.27.221
Heavy
® 25
Medium Striped Shirting.27.17 (a) 20
ticking.
Heavy
55
2w
COTTON ADEb.
Heavy double and twist,.45 (S) 55
DENIMS.

Ticking,.371®

Heavy Denims.40®
Medium Denims,.*.25®

45
3*2*

CAMBRICS AND PRINTS.
*
Colored Cambrics,.12J® 15
Best Prints,.16 ® lg
Medium Prints,...14 ® 16
DELAINES.
Di-Lames, .26 @ 26
CRASH.

Crash,..11J®

17

BAITING, WADDING, AC.
Cotton Batting,
lb,.
C«»tton Wadding, A* lb,.

Wicking,.

WOOLEN GOODS.

Kentucky Jeans,.
Satinets,..
Union Meltons,.
Black Union Cassiiuerea.

Black all wool u&mmcres,.
Black Doeskins,.

1UTK.

Miiaiuflire

Alumnae.December 25.
Moon rises. 9.29 PM
| High water.2.15 PM

Suti rhea. 7.28 I
Sun sets.4.33
mummmmm

..■—■■■■■■

MARINE
PORI

OP

■

■■■■■■

■■

NEWS

PORTLAND.

Monday* December 24*
ARRIVED.
learner Franconia, Sherwood, New York.
Steamer New

Brunswick, Winchester,

Boston tor

Eastport and St John NB.
Barque Elisa White, Look, boston.
Brig Mazatlan, Iceland, New York.
Brig Dclmont Locke, Cochrane, Boston.
Brig Corouella, (Br) Tolun, Boston, to load lor St
John, NB.
Willie Martin, Noyes, Boston.
Jas Garcelon, Anderson, Boston.
L A Burlingame. Fuller, Salem.
Caroline C, Pomrov, Boston lor Tremont.
Sch Ruth Thomas, Dodge, Boston lor Frank tort.
Sch Maine, brown, Boston fin Mnchias.
Sch Quero, Banks, Boston lor Gouhlsboro.
Sch North Cape, Hart, Belfast t«>r Boston.

Sch
Sch
Sell
Sch

CLEARED.
Steamer New England, Field, Eastport and St
John, NB.
Brig Ella Maiia, Berry, Matansas-—Chase,Crain &
Sturdivant.
Sch Harrie, (Br) Hunt, St Andrews, NB.

MERCHANT** EXCHANGE.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Nov 9, barque Sarah Hobart,
Crosion, Portia .d.
FROM

DISASTERS.
Shiu St Joseph, Alexander, from New York for
San Francisco, put into Callao ‘/IsI with cargo shitted and short of provisions.
Ship Rising Sun, (of Brunswick) Capt Orr. from
Liverpool for Boston, before reported at St T homas
in distress, has been condemned and was sold on the
3d insl. The only cargo jettisoned was 1200 boxes
tin plates.
Barque Sulioto, from Miragoane for Boston, which
put into New York, experienced a succession of heavy northerly gales, split sails, lost deckload, &c. Put
in for supplies.
Sc Cyclone, Babbidgc, from Pensacola, with lumI
ber, was wrecked on Galveston bar 14tli inst, and
only the sails saved. The C registered 102 tons, was
built at St George in 1852, aud hailed trout New
York.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid Nov 25, sides Templar,
lor
Boston; 2«>lh, Harvest Home, Greene,
Rogers,
tor Melbourne; 29th, Sarah March, Diincau, for Liv-

erpool.

GALVESTON—Ar 13th, sell T J Hill, Baker, from
Bath; Mary Jane, Rich. New York.
Cld 12th, sch V H Allen. Fuller. New York; 13th,
barque Josie Nicholas, Nicholas, do; sch Francisco,
Warner, Mobile.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 21st insl, ship Pocahontas,

WOOL FLANNELS.

60
60
50
70

Beach, Me.

Returned, brig S D Hart, Burgess, for Bangor.
HOLMES’ HOLE—Ar 30th, brig J B Brown, Bain,
Baltimore lor Boston; sch Leesburg, Davis, Elizab thport for Portland.
Ar22d, brig Mattano, Jarvis, Ellsworth for New
York.
In port, brigs J B Brown, and Mattano; schs Wm
H Mailer, Defiance, Corinthian, Kalmar, Leesburg,
and Marv E Long.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, schs Volta, Ifardv, Wilmington
via Gallop’s Island, where she was ashore: Roscoe,
Plummer, Machias; Harriet Fuller, Webber, ana
Helen P, Jones. Portland.
Cld 22d. barque Eliza White, Look, Portland.
Ar 23d, schs C A Paine, Dudlow, Bav Islands: Decora, Ingalls, Elizabethport: Cyrus Fossett, Hodgdon, do: Tyrone, Cole, Machias/
Sld, barque Eliza White.
Ar 24ih, barques Egeria, Emery, Singapore; Falcon, Taylor, Buenoe Ayres; brig J B Brown, Bain,

Baltimore; sch Wm U Mailer, Hatch,Elizabethpoit;
Seatesman, Cole, and W It Genn, Lewis, New York.
Cld 24th, brig O.ssippce.-Nason, New Orleans; sch
Gettysburg, Smith, Jacksonville.
BaTH—Ar 23d, brig Kennebec, Atherton, Satilla
River, Ga.

FOREIGN PORTS*
At Calcutta Nov 2, ships Sapphire, Hatch, lor New
York; Eddystone, Peterson,for Boston, ldg; Regent,
Hamlin, and Elizabeth Cushing, Brown, uuc.
Sld tm Palermo 20th ult, brig Richmond, Power,

for New York.
Cld at Malaga 30th

ull, barque Ellen Dyer, Clapp,
New York.
Ar at Callao Nov 17th, ships Detroit, Curtis, Malbourne, (and sailed 20th lor Chinclias, to load for
England): 20th, Moonbeam, Field, Valparaiso, (and
sailed 24th tor Chinclias, to load for England;
2lst,
St Joseph, Alexander, New York for San Francisc,
(aud proceeded 231.)
Sld 19th, ship Forest Eagle, Bennett, United States
21st, barque S H Waterman, Bates, Tome.
Ai Callao Nov 28, ships Reunion, Nichols, for San

ar 20th, disg, (or Chinclias;
Living Ag.,
AleCleaves, for Chinclias* barque George Treat, Killman, from Valparaiso, ar 2d, 6>i United States.
P-ssed Pernambuco 30th ult, ship Tarquin, from
Sumatra for New York.
Sid ftn Aspinwall 7th inst, barque Skawniut, Lord,
Pensacola; brig Navarino, Lord, Cuba; Aroostook,
Bryant, for Trinidad.
At Buenos Ayres Nov 10, barques Hosea Rich,
Pomeroy, lor New York, ldg; Tala Vera, Carver, for

IMSURAHfCls

Wanted.

ATLANTIC

YOUNG mail of color desires
employment as
house servant, or out of doors work, taking care
horses and as driver. Has been in Mr J. B. Brown’s
employ for four years past, and can give the best testimonials as to character and capability.
Please apply to the office of J. B. BROWN &
SONS, 27 Dantorth Street.

A

dc24dlw*

WM IiEATHMAN.

Book

Agents Wanted.

JOE every town in the State.

I

address,

or

FITCH,
No 2334 Congress Street, Portland,

dc20<12w*

Flour Barrels

Ar at Rio Janeiro Ncv 8,
ship Persia, Doane, from
Cardiitf 15th, steam, r Idaho, Patten, Bath (and sld
2M lor San Francisco; 21st,
ship Gen Shepley, Dinsmore, Philadelphia.
Ar at Panama 4lh inst, ships
Washington White
New York; Florence Treat, Short, Cardiff.
Ar at St Thomas 4th inst, brigs Almou Rowell.
Magune, Barbadoes, (and sailed same day for Turks
Islands); S G Strout, Strout, do, (and sailed same
day tor Wilmiugton, NO; 9th, brig James Murcaie,
Mitchell, Machias, (and sailed 10th tor Crab Island);
sch Emma Wadsworth, Bartlett, Antigua, (aud sld
llth for -Jacksonville.)
At Mayaguez 4th inst, brig
Altavela, Reed, from

Wilmington, disg.
Ar at Nassau, NP,
Happenny, Aspinwall.

Btli

inst, barque

At Swan Isiand 1st inst, brig
Aspinwall, ar 30tli nit.
Ar at Trinidad 3d inst, brig

rill, Portland.

Savannah,

Nellie Mitchell, from
Frank E Allen, Mer-

Ski fm Havana 13th Inst, brig Hazard, Cottrell, tor
New York: Mary Cobb, Duncan, do; 141 li, Tempest,
Meade. Mobile.
In port 15th inst, barque Goo S Hunt,
Woodbury,
for New York, ldg; brigs Geo Burnham, Me Lellan,
lbr Portland, do; Lije Houghton, Morton, tor New
port, RI, do; and others
Chartered—Brigs Minna Iraub, aud E A Beraaid,
to load old iron at Sagua for Philadelphia, at $4.
Ar at Matanzas 9th inst, brigs Merriwa.
lngersoll,
Port'and; 13tli, Timothy Field, Wiswell, Key West.
Sld lin Parrsboro, NS, 5tli inst, cli Rescue,
Dunn,
Portland; 10th, Angola, Suthergreen, do.
Ar at St John, NB I4th insl, sch Diadem, West,
Portland; l»tli, brig Abby P Fenno, McLean, do;
sch Welcome Home, Hatfield, do.
Cld 14th, sell Tilt, Prescott, Baltimore.
SPOKEN.
13, lat 37J 8, Ion 92 20 W, shin Charlotte W
White, G.iilin, irom Callao lor Gibraltar,
Oct 23, lat 52 N, Ion 29 W, Bhip Cromwell, Hedge,
from Boston for Batavia.
Oct 29, lat 33 S, Ion 29 W.
lor Hampton Hoods.

TEH

GREAT

Towed to sea 13th, barque Aberdeen.
SAVANNAH—Ar 21st, barque Sagadahoc, OarlOpen Sea, Coombs, Bridgeport
to&BSJten 1 brigRochester.
»Mp
xH
Oliver, Liverpool.
rr, j^’ON-Ar 18th, barque Helen Sands,

BALTIMORE—Ar 20th, sch W T Emerson, front
Bangor.
Clu 21st, brig L T Knight, Blu'sdell, Boston; schs
Jessie Hart, 2d, Pearson, do; Harriet Baker, Webber, Wilmington, NC.
Cld 23d, brig Fanny Lincoln, Collins, Boston; sch
EUa Fish, Wiley, Charleston.

ENGLISH REMEDY.

PROTECTED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT

SIR JAMES CLARKE’S
Celebrated Female Fills.
Pr< pared from aprescription qf SirJ.
Clarke, Al,D.,
Physician Extraordinary to the Queen.
This invaluable medicine is unfailing in the cure ol

all those painful and dangerous diseases to which the
lemale constitution issnlyect. It moderates all excess
and removes all obstructions, from whatever
cause,
and a speedy cure may be relied ou.

TO MARRIED LADIES
will,in a time short,bring

it is particularly Buited. It
on the monthly period with

regularity,

CAUTION.
These Pills shoulil not Ik taken by females dvrinq
the FIRST THREE A/ONTHSqf Pregnancy, as they
are sure to bring on Miscarriage, but at
any other
time they are SRf 'e.
Xu all cases ot Nervous and Spinal Affections, Pains
in Ihe Back and Limbs, Fatigue on slight exertion,
Palpitation of the Heart. Hysterics, and Whites,

14rse

pills will effect

cure when all
although a powerlul
a

other

novl3dtf

SOLD BY ALL

OBVOUISTS. Price »1 per bottle.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
It is the fate of every valuable Medicine to be Coun-

terfeited.

cautious, therefore, and see that the letters T. * M.," are blown in the bottle, and that each
wrapper bears the fac similes of the signatures qf I.
C. Baldwin Sf Co., and Job Moses,
iYithovt which
Be

genuine.
N. B.—$1 oo with eighteen cents lor
postage, enclosed to any authorised Agent, or to the sole General
Agent lor the United States and British Dominions,
JOB MOSES, 27 Cortland! St., New York.
will ensure a bottle, containing 50 Pills,
by return
mail, securely scaled Irom all observation.
none are

LIFE-HEALTH-STRENGTH.
LIFE-HEALTH-S FRENGTH.
LI FE-HEALTH-STRENGTH.
Hundreds and thousands annually die prematurely, when, it they woutt give the Great French Rem1*
DR. JUOT DELAMARE’S

CELEBRATED SPECIFIC FILLS.

Prepared by (Iakakcieue & Dupont, No. 214 rue
Lombard, Paris, from the prescription ol Dr. Juan
Delamarre, ChieJ Physician to the Hospital du Nord
ou Larihoisiere, a tair trial, they would find immediate reliei, and, in a short time, be
fully restored to
Health and Strength. It is used in the practice ol
many eminent French physicians, with uniform success, and highly recoinended as the only positive and
Specific Remedy lor all persons suffering from General
or Sexual Debility, all derangement or the Nervous
Forces, Melancholy,

Sjtermatorrhcea
Seminal
Emissions, all Weaknesses arising from Sexual ExYouthful Indiscretions, Loss of Muscular
Energy, Physical Prostrations, Nervousness, Weak
Spine, Lowness of Spirits, Dimness of Visi n, Hysterics, Pains in the Back and Limbs, J mpotency.&c.
No language can convey an adequate Idea or the
immediate and almost miraculous change it produces
in the debilitated and shattered system. In fact, it
stands unrivalled as an unfoiling cure of the maladies above mentioned.
Suffer no more, but use The Great French Remedy,
it will eftecta cure where all others foil, and,
although
apowerftil remedy, contains nothing burtftil to the
or

JIVE to Ten Dollars per day, by the Ilart tort 1
Publishing Co. Box 1606 Portland, Maine.
dim*
Portland Dec. 17

I

Pamphlets, containing full particulars and direc
lions for using, in English, French, Spanish and German, accompany each box, and also are sent free
to any address when requested.
Price One Dollar per box, or six Ixtxes for Fiv Dollars.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world; or w ill
ba sent by mail, securely sealed from all observation,
by inclosing specified price, to any authorized agent.
Proprietors’ General Agents for America, ©SOAR
G. MOSES & CO., 27 Cortlandt St., New York.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Wholesale
Agent. Sold at Retail by every Druggist in Maine.
June 13eodeow&wly
ECONOMY AND COMFORT.

Aud

Improved
UPON

Rubber

YOUR DOORS AND

WINDOWS.

Will save 50 per cent, in Fuel, and last a life time.
and Durable. The best Weather Strip
Invented. Examine Testimonials and Specimens at
the Real Estate Agency of W. H. JERRIS, at Horse
Railroad office, opposite Preble House.
C. E. BARNES, Agent.
decMulm*
Agents Wanted.

Simple, Cheap

Family Flour and
Rye Flour.

^ QQ

BBLS. BALTIMORE FAMILY

FLOUR,

BBLS. RYE FLOUR, just received and
CHASE BROTHERS,
dec22 STTtf
Head Long Wharf.

15
tor sale by

___u_
Store to be Let.

No. 200 Fore street, loot of Plumb,

now oc-

STORE
cupied by Heald Brothers, will be for rent and
about the llth December proximo,

oocupancv on or
Apply to J. K. BRAZIER. 47 Brackett
E. M. PATTEN & CD., Plumb street.

street, or at
nov27tf

Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable, Real
Estate. Bond and Mortgages and other se-

curities,

3,33o!.350

3,650,025
80,460

United States Gold Coin,
Cash in Bank

3io|550

IXIlflTY.

this

will llncl

a

book of real

Address

Phoenix Building,
decl7d&wlm

C. A. CllAPIN,
Room 13, Boston, Mass.

Wanted Immediately.
Good American, Nova Scotia and Irish
lvU Girls to do housework, cook, $c., in pri-

-4

vate families and hotels in this city and country.
Situations sure. The best wages paid.
Also 50 Girls to work in Factories.
Farmers and others wanting men for any work
will do well to call on us, as we will supply them free
of charge. Address or apply at the General Agency
Employment Office, 3514 Congress Street, up stairs.
COX & PGWARS,
late WH ITS E Y & CO.
sept26dti

■

Vr.vriCMEYT ot tbe Con-

CtWNDENSUD

‘'J“°i'B|M'.i'W-'l'HITV
All*® New Youk, nn [ i„. ur*r day of
November, 1800, maile to tbe State or Maine
pursuant to the Statute of that State.
NAME AND LOCATION.
I YSIISVNUi;

c.O.tl I

The name of this Company is the Security Insurance Com pan v, incorporated in l»50, aud located in the city of New York.

CAPITAL.
The capital o! said Company actually paid up in

#1,000,000

cash is

The surplus

ou the first day ol November,
1806,.#451,384

Rooms at 38 Center street, opposite
Can accommodate tour single
declDdlw*

front

TWOPreble House.

gentlemen.

Wm. Sturgis
Henry K. Bogei t,
Joshua J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
Jo». Gal lard, Jr.,

Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,

Cornelius Grinned,
C. A. Hand
B. J. Howland,

J.

Royal Phelps.
Caleb Barstow,

#1,430,035 33

of adjustment,
All other existing

Henry Bnrgy,

City

Minturn, Jr,

Gordon W. Burnham,
Geo. G, Hobson,
Fred'k Chauncey
David Lano,
James Low.
James Bryce,
Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb
Leroy M. Wiley,
Daniel S. Miller,
JfiHN D. Jones, President.
Charles Dhnnw, Vice-President.
W.H. H. Moore,2dVice-Prest.
J. D. IIew.lett, 3d Vlce-Prest.

J.

WITHOUT
ished,
single gentlemen.

Co.,

Loring, Stackpole

room

furn-

part of the City, to one
Address Box 42 Post Of-

two
Portland.

or

fice,

nov

■—■ mm

16 tf*

■ .. ■

Ujy

standing?

of

ing risks?

United States
treasury notes
owned by the Company ?

Amount ot
stock or

ON

PORTMONNAIK,

a

containing money and patters. Apply to W. H.
dec24d3t*
JERR1S, Real Estate Agen t.

LOST

!

the Grand Trunk and P. S. & P.

BE.TWEEN
Depot,

A Solid Leather Portmanteau,
Checked with a Boston and N. Y. Check, No. 989.
The tinder will be suitably rewarded by leaving it.
at the P. S, & P. Depot.
Uecl9d2w

LOST!
Morocco Wallet, containing

two
LARGE sized
Railroad passes and a number of patters of no
to any person but the owner. Any person returning the same to this office, or C. R. Chisholm & Bro.,
307 Congress Street, will be su<*»Wv rewarded.

A

IlftiAL

W 1.

To Let.
SMALL Hall an«l Room in Merton Block, just
Also a pleasant suite
above the Preble House.
of rooms without hoard, on Free Street.
■•'or Halt*.—A valuable residence on Carlton St.
Also two on Vaughan St.
Apply to PAT PERSON
&CHADBOUUN, dealers in Real Estate, Morton
next
Preble
above
House.
Block,
December 19. dlw.

A

For Sale.
and convenient

1$ story lit-use,
with barn, wood shed and carriage house, all in
AVERY
ot
with
mile
desirable

land, only

good order,
city, upon which there are 300 choice fruit
trees, consisting of apple, pear, plumb and cherry;
also an abundanco of currants, gooseberry, strawberry, &c., with very best ot water, large brick cistern
and furnace in the cellar; a splendid garden and in
acres

outside of

one

first rate neighborhood, and in every way a desirable proj»erty. Immediate possession given. Prioe
a

only $5000.

DOW,
Congress Street,

HANHON &

Real Estate
dec 3—dim

Agents, No. 345

TVTOTICE. 1 will sell on tavorable terms as to
payment, or let for a term of years,Abe lots on
the corner ol Middle and Franklin streets, and on
Franklin street, including thecorner ol Franklin and
Fore streets. Apply to WM. HILLIARD, Bangor,
or SMITH 6c REED Attorneys, Pori land.
jyl2ti
AND LOT tor sate at Cape Elizabeth Ferol
A
.P.
new.
COLE
Enquire
ry,—house nearly
at the Ferry, or W. H.MANSFELD, Portland Steam
!
U
dtf
Packet Co.
jul

HOUSE

POIt HAI.K, in Gorham, tiiteen minutes walk
X from the Depot, a nearly new, neat Cottage
House, Barn and outbuildings,having all tbeconven
iences and in prime condition. It is situated near a
grove and a short distance from the County read.
J. E. STEVENS.
Apply to

Gorham, July

17.

First Class Mouses for Sale.
offer for sale the eight first class brick houses,
recently built by us, situated on Pine Str eet,

WE
tie tween Clark and Carteton Streets.

These houses are thoroughly built, with slate roofs,
brick drains, and marble mantelpieces throughout.—
They will be sold at a low price, and on very favorable terms. Apply at our office, No. 271 Danforth St.
J. B. BROWN & SONS,
or WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent, opposite the

Preble House.
October 1G, 186G.

House Lots

dtf

Hi

or on

Nov.

St., for Sale.

CONANT 6c RAND,
153 Commercial Street,
H. M. PAYSON,

T71NQUIRE of

Portland,

India

on

21. dtf

Exchange Street.

¥7* A KJI for Hale.
The subscriber offers his
farm for sale or will exchange for city property.
It is a first rate farm oi 110 acres, with a two story
House, in good repair and a new Barn with cellar,
loxtJh. There is a never tailing supply oi good water
and wood lot. Said farm is situated on the road
from Saccarappa to Gorham Corner, about one mile
from the latter place. For further particulars apply
to DOW & JOHNSON, Moulton street, or J. if.
Cook, on the premises.
jy27-eodtf

X1

More

FOR
ON

COMMERCIAL

STREET.
subscribers ofter for sale the lot of land on
X the southerly side ol Commercial Street, head ot
Dana's Wharf, measuring 72 by 150 feet.
For further particulars inquire
JONAS H. PER LEY,
or W. S. DANA.
Oct 18 tf

rpHJfl

W. 1). LITTLE &

193,000 00

100

5,000 00

400

115

5,962 75

100

107

84,495 37

100

130

54,005 32

100

110

100

105

hoods,

41,168

Ami in

on

Elm St.

S A JLF

FOll

PORTION of the “DAA Estate on Elm Street,
comprising over 28000 feet of land, together
with Brick Houses, stable &c. Tliis property is located on Elm and Cumberland streets all susceptible
of improvement, and has a front on Elm street of 282
feet.
A

olfqjed

ibr side cither in porThe above property is
tions or collectively, on liberal terms. Apply to
JOHN C. PROCTOR.
ang20—tf
*

107

14,068 37

115

16,432 22

75

75

100

105

13 00® 00

100

140

28,137 50

7 500

of

Aug. 28,18CC—dll

Iek

House

lor

C. C. M ITCH ELL dt SON,
178 Fore Street.

Sale, No 32 Myrtle Street. En-

|; quire at No. 8 Central
IL July 12—dtl

00

For hill particulars Inquire ol
HORATIO BOOT 11 BY,
Proprietor.

Or Hanson &

Dow,

345

Congress

st.

Fryeburg, Sept. 29,1868.

dtf

Farm for Sale.
WILL sell my farm near Allen’s Corner Westbrook, about three miles from Portland, ono mile
from. horse cars, aud Westbrook Seminary.
Said larm contains aliout 100 acres, part of it very
valuable for tillage, and part ot it for building lots.
There is a good house, two large barus, and out houses on the premises.
It will he sold together, or in lots
to suit purchasers
CYliUS THUKLOW,
165 Commercial St.
sepll-dtl

FOR
five
RM.

WEBB,

SALE.

has

on

hand tor sale thirty-

SLEIGHS

AND

DUNGS,

The beet to be found in the county. Also lour
heavy
Baggage Wagons, and three light open buggies, which
he otters ibr sale on more favorable terms than
any
other Carriage Manufacturer, as he closes his business with this sale.
Persons desirous of purchasing
will find it for their advantage to call upon him.
R. M. WEBB.
WcbbV Mills, Dec 8, 1866.
dec4eod*w4w49

Mis* LUCY A. HENSEN,
Successor to Mrs. A. Hawley,
FASHIONABLE HAIR

DRESSER,

respectfully informs the Ladies of Portland and vicinity that she is now ready to attend to Shampooing, Dyeing and Dressing Ladles' hair at the shortest
notice, and will wait on all who may kindly tended
their patronage.

Ail orders left at Mr. J. Partington’s Confectionery Store, or at Miss L. A. Hensjn’s residence, corner of Mountfort and Sumner
Itc eet», will be punctually attended.
<iec2Ckl2w»
her

Street,

Insurance!

year from date of Poli-

Applications for local Agencies will be made to
RUFUS SMALL & SON, Geu’l Agents,

no21d3m__Biddetbrd, Me.

>3,000

IN THE

rooms

now

forms,

for any amount, in companies

aud

others

on

prepared,

to

globe,

and

the

terms.

November 5,1866.

127,000 00

received for
fire risks?

ri,k9?,

198,368

the most

in all its
second to

favorable

paid last year?

stock

are

Company?

pledged

7 3-10$

I have just received from Mr. C. P. Kroll, of New
York, oij o oi Liu PalouL Hair BruaLiua MuuLiiiuUi
which I have now in operation at my new Shaving and
Hair Dressing Room, No 316 Congress street, opposite Mechanics’ Hall, where also may be found my

E.

M

CAN

All

CHEAPER!
BUY

A

Wool

ONE

made oath that the abbve statement, bv
subscribed, is, in their belief, true.
Before me,
EDWARD STEARNS, Justice of tile Peace.

severally

BNOnriELD STREET,

$4.50

SIZED

LARUE

Blanket !

Per

M.
4

Manufacturers’ InCompany exhibits its condition alter paylarger amount of losses by the late (ire than
those of any other
Company.
These losses were all paid immediately and without
giving the insured any trouble in the matter of proof

TER.

otherwise.
This Company so well known tbr its
ability and
promptitude is now prepared to take riBks against
Fire on all insurable property at fair rates of
premium.
Apply to
NATH’L F. DEERING, AGENT,
No. 19 Free Street, Portland.

decUeodJw

OFFICE OF THE

Springfield Fire and Marine
Insurance Company.
Springfield, Waft*.

B3f*Frelght

received

BLOCK,

CONGRESS SHEET.

Catarrh

HOTELS.

rpHE

proprietor has the pleasure to Inform the
A traveling public that the above house is now
open
for the reception of guests, having made extensive alterations, Improvements, and refurnished it throughout, it is now in capital order, and every exertion will
be made to render it acceptable to his
patrons.
nolUeodihn
JTOMKPH PURUILL.

UNITED STATES

$690,171,74; Capital,$500,000; Surplus, $190,171,74.
Notwithstanding the frequent tires and the heavy
losses sustained by insurance companies, THIS Com-

pany is able to show*to fte agents and patrons, such a
list of assets and securities as to entitle it to a position
in the trout rank among insurance companies in tliis
country— one worthy of the fullest confidence, and
giving the most perfect securities to policy-holders.
The policies in tliis company, furnish the most ample indemnity to our customers, we ask in return good
risks, aud adequate rates, and we trust our many and
feiththl agents may in the tuture as in the past, look
well to our interests—enlarge and increase our business, upon w hat shall prove a sate class of risks.
Edmund Freeman, President,
Chartered 1849,
J. N. Dunham, Sec.
Capital & Surplus $690,171,74,
Chas. E. Lane, Assistant Sec.
We are Yours Very Truly,
E. Freeman, President.
J. N. Dunham, Secretary.

Nov,

Hayward’s Rubbers 7
We offer to the trade
A full assortment

of the above celebrated

fPHc subscriber, recently Proprietor of the COML MERCI Ah HOUSE, (which was destroyed in
the great tire,) begs to announce to his old
patrons
and the public that he has letted the above hotel aud
will open for the accommodation of tlic
public generally, on Saturday August 11.
Thankful to his old customers for
past patronage,
he would solicit a continuance of the same.

TERMS FAVORABLE.
uug29-Cm

N.J. DAVIS.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS!

TOYS. TOYS, TOYS !

Fancy (woods!
HUDSON "&
rcRi»ectfully

Would

At

found in the city.
They have
ety ot

Dolla.

Shoes A

beautifully fitted

aSabt s
—AT—

EASTMAN BROTHERS
10-4

All Wool Blankets,

EASTMAN BROTHEBS,
Moap

A PPLICATION will b© matte to the Legislature of
xAMaine at it* next session,for further aid to secure
the construction of the European and North Ameri-

authority to the Portland, Saco
Company to subscribe to the
stock and bonds otsaid E. & N. A.
Ry. Comp’y, and
to further increase the caiital stick of the
Portland,
Saco and
Portsmouth Railway Compam to the
amount thus
subscribed and

*-

for

BOWS

PAINTS AND

OILS,

Medicines,

Dye*

AOENTS

Warren Lead Co.'s
CRAFTS A WILLIAMS,
Nos. 5 and 6 Commercial Wharf, Boston.
Dcet—TuXhKtly

Is hereby given, that the subscriber has
duly appointed Executor of the Will of
Daniel Boon, late of Portland,
in the County of Oumlierlaiid,
deceased, and baa taken upon himself that trust
by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands
upon the

[VIOTICE

Xt been

estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same; and all persons hidebted to sab I estate are called npon to make
payment to
SEWALL, 11. HASKELL, Exeentor.
Portland Dec. 4, IStkt
dec II dsw3w 61

Portland

L’ivresse.

“b'lt, tweeived at the OtHce of the Forest Oily
No.
Street.
Notice is
given that. 1 he Portland Laundry
has been reopened by the subscriber, who has been
many years connected witli the well known Chelsea
Dye House and Laundry, and with the experience
thus acquired he is now prepared to do all descriptions of Lniunlry work in a satisfactory manner.
A. T. CRAWLEY. Agent
jv9dUm

Sl&Congress
hereby

PAINTS AND OIL CHEAP
Jiibt received

»w Onntl, and tor sal©
us© on the burnt

duty

free, fur

Mtrictly l’wre Kugliiilt Lead aad Oil !
Kobnilders will effect a great saving by purchasing
b
in rhi* way.
Every description of PAINT STOCK at the lowest
J>. W. I’lCHKLNH A AO.,
*6 Commercial street.

•t as.

It.

Druggists
Have

LIT NT <t co.,

and

Apothecaries,

resumed bustness at

348 Congress Street.
Dec 2t—dlw

For Sale.
i

SUIT of Sails, Rigging anil Blocks, nearly new,
from a Ashing Schooner of 100 ton*;
Topsail*, For© anil Mainsails, second hnmi.
XjL

deeldtf

The

is harmless, being prepared by a regular
physician. Prnper directions aecompnny ench ttackPei»t anywhere, by express, lor $3. Address
MEDICAL AGENCY, 13, Tremont Row, Boston,
Mass.
dec 22 dlw

Great Vari-

Al.o Tea und Colter
Sen, Carter
Chamber Nets, Bed.lend., Bu-

reau., Chain, Cradle.,*-*. Al.o Book, and
Game.; Tin

Waoden, Iran, Glam,
China, Parian, and
Paper Taya, and

fvfdry

goods /

Of Every

Description

Sleds,
A

good

I

SAMPSON
CONANT,
sc 20 Commercial Wharl.

No. 19

For Sale.

A

SUPERIOR lot of DRIED PEACHES iu Barrels, Bags and tierces, by
U. B. ROGERS, No 133 Market St,

Decl8d6w

Sleds!

assortment of Sleds

can

cluding

Celebrated
Of the

be

ft und

the

Philadelphia.

there,

Clippers
best

very

in-

l

make.

CONFECTIONERY!
OF

EVERY DESCRIPTION I

They manufacture and sell at wholesale and retail a rood variety of
CANDIRM, which are warranted pure and good,
jy Call and see for

yourselves at

357 Congress

Street.
d2w

V LJSUljJLjXD.
AND FRUIT LANDS,hiamUda&d
healthful climate. Thirty miles south ot Phlladaiph a, bv Railroad, in New Jersev, on the same
line ol latitude as Baltimore, Md.
The soil is rich and productive,
varying from a clay
to a sandy loa n, suitable tor Wheat, Grass, Corn,
Tobacco, Fruit and vegetables This is a great jYuil
Country. Five hundred Vineyards and Orchards
have been planted ort by experienced fruit growers.
Grapes. Peaches, Pears Ac., produce immense prof1 s,
Vineland is already one of the most beautilui
places in the United States. The entire territory,

FAK.1I

consisting ef titty

sqnare miles of land, is laid out
upon a general system 01 improvement*.
The land
is only sold to actual settler* with provision forpuhllc
adornment. The place on account of Its great beauty,
as well as other advantages, has become the resort
of peepte of latte.
It has increased live thousand

people within th^ past three years. Chnrches. Stores,
Schools, Academies, Societies ol Art and Learning,

and other elements of refinement and culture have
been introduced. II undreds of people are
constantly
settling. Hundreds of new bouses are being constructed. Price of Farm Land, tw-nty acre lots and
upwards, $2b im-r acre. Five and ten1 acre and Village lots for sale.
Fruits aud Vegetables ripen earlier in this district
than in any other I cality, north of
Norfolk, Va.lmproved places tor sale
Opening* lor all kinds ot business, Liunlier Yards,
Mauu victories. Foundries, Stores aud the lik. and
;
Steam Power with roou* can bo rented.
For persons who desire mild winters, a healthful
climate, and a good soil, in a country beautifully improv d. abounding in fruits, and possessing all other
social privilege*, in the heart of civilization, it is
worthy ol a visit.
Letters answered, and the Vineland Rural a paper
giving rail information, and containing reports ol So-

lon Rob nson. sent to applicants.
K.
Address ( HAS
Vineland P. O.,
Landis Township. New Jersey.
From Report ol Solon itobinson, Agric ultural Editor of the Tribune; **lt is one of the most extensive
fertile tracts, man almost level
position and suitable
condition lor pleasant farming that we know ot this
side of tLe Western Piairies.

LANDIS,

seprl.idJkwCm 37

Lanudri/.

Dye House,

TOPPAN’S,

will be removed.

FOR

Forest Hirer d

»

MEDICINE Cures Intern iterance. By placa,|y liquid drank by the patient, the de-

intoxicating liquors

paid.

G. K. .JEWETT, Pres’t
E. & N. A. Ry. Comp’y.
iscc.
decllaSw

Bangor, pec 7,

Clolhea

Ooae up !

_Cor.
Ilemede Pour

mre

jul!6tf

and

noes the bualneaa—a very large aiwortiiicn t lust
received at
LEWIS
de22dlw
Congress and Caaeo Sts.

ance

Itithfruly

Hilda,
Wringer.

Women

PAPER

rlHIIS

Business as a Broker, and can place Fire, Life
and Marine Insurance to any extent in the best Companies in the United States. All business entrusted
to my c-.re shall be
attended to.
Office at C. M. Rice’s Paper Store, No. 183 Fore St,

333 ( ongrcu HI.
lVaah

Paper Collars, Paper Bosoms,

Twombley, General insurance Broker,
• would
mloiijghis many friends and the publY
generally that lie is prepared to continue the Insur-

L*.

10—dftnios

district,

Only ^4.50 PerPair.

Annual Meeting:.

rpHE

Drug

,11 w

dec2.'dlw

Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance
1. Company, are hereby notified to meet at the
Office ot said Company, on Monday the 7th
day of
January, A, D. 1867, at 3 o’clock P. M„ tor the purpose of choosing Seven Directors for the ensuing
3ear and for the transaction of any other business
which may then be legally acted upon.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Sec’y.
Portland, Dec. 11,1866,
dec 12 dtd

33 Commercial St., Portland, Me.

Drugs,

JUST RECEJ IEI)

A gen In,

Company.

u|i

Portland, Dec. 22.

bl

Moccasins,

Wholesale only.

stuffs, Window Glass.

Store of

a

dec 13

Agency prices. Also

STEVENS, HASKELL & CHASE.

PRESENTS

anil

BLAKE,

inform the public that they have
largest and best assortment of

TOYS AND FANCY GOODS
To be

RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES,

By order of the Directors.

A. G. SCULOTTEBBECK <1 CO.,
APOTHECARIES AND CHEMIST'S,
303 CO.VtlRESN STREET,
(One door above Brown,)
1 bia Saturday) Evening, Dtr.
33, IhtM.

sep29-eodtf PORTLAND, MAINE.

Ocean Insurance

&e.

L,

PORTLAND, MAINE,

never

Wilson A Co^
PHILADELPHIA.
W. WHIPPLE, Portland,Wholesale Agt.

-AND-

new

HOUSE,

have a line lot of the Very BEST STYLES of
They
SKATES in the market, aiul from the best manufactories.

branches.

ARTISTS’ MATERTALS,

at the

days of sailing until 4 o’clk.
C. C. EATON,

d«c20-dffAgent.

SnufT!

can
and for
® Portsmouth Railroad

Fancy Goods,Ladies’ Toilet Articles,

general,

ou

P-,W•

Co ughs, Catarrh ,Bronch it is,
Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bad Breath, Headache,Ac.

—OF—

ill

September 15, i860.
To the Agents of the Springfield Fire and Marine
Insurance Company.
Gentlemen
The officers ot this Company take
great pleasure in announcing to their Agents, patrons
and friends, that by an unanimous vote of the stockholders, the capital stock of this company has been increased to HALF A MILLION Dollars, all paid in
CASH, and that the assets of the company are

IN

OPENING

HOLIDAY

Ball Bowl Wharf,

SKATES, SKATES!

GAS STOYIES, lor Cooking and Heating.
CHANDELIERS, LAMPS, &c., Re-Gilt
and Bronzed.
no21eod3m

GRAND

leave

will

..

FROST'S,

llUllte.

DEALERS

Brackets,
Lamps,
in all its

WEEK.

tor Shediac.

Pair,

Railway,

GAS FITTING

1*E It

ELEGANT TROCHE anil MiVUf F
Combined for

Oct

Chandeliers,

surance
ing a

or

AND

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIP

‘foot .,rstate St.,
MONDAY,
at 5 o'clock P. II for Eastport and every
St. John.
HkTUUNINU will leave 81. John every THURSDA Y, at 8 o'clock A. M.
At East port Stage Coaches will connect tor Machias.
At St John the E. & N. A.
Railway will connect

and

OE K RING

BOSTON,
MANUFACTURERS

Agent^

On aud alter Monday, December
I7tb. the steamer NEW BRUNSWICK, Capt. E. B. WINCHES-

-FOR-

Boots,

TARBELL & SON,

(Vo. 11

Suffolk, is.
Personally appeared Samuel Goold, President, and
Jas. J. Goodrich, Secretary of the above Company,

belcit.

YOU

I'IXTIHKS!

J. GOODRICH, Secretary.

can

d2w

&c.

GAS AND COAL

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

where orders

STILL

At

SAMUEL GOULD, President.

John Km Dow Jr

WINTER

Committee.

Hooper,
(senl9eodtJunel6’67)
W.

none.

mLUNGB.

Enslport, Calais and Si. John.

none.

173,452 63

L

International Steamship Oo.

the

dclSdtfII. H. JOHNSON.

Balance to credit of profit
and loss account?
How many shares of the
capital stock are owned by
Company, or not subscribed for?
What amount of the capital
consists of tile stockholders’ notes?

and
them

usual.

May Mud. isec-dtl

nauseates.
Prevents taking coin from Skating, Lecture*
&c. *y Sold bv Druggists or sent l»y mail
Enclose 35 cts to

REPKODUCTOR, NATURAL1ZEK,

to the

BRO.,
Street.

H I 7a n K E T ts

antly ;

premium,

ceived?
How many shares of capital

Freight taken as

II O T E

Instantly relieves annoying Coughs in Church.
Cures Catarrhs positively without hneezimj.
Valuable to lingers, Clergy, &c., clears and
strengthens the voice ; acts quickly; tastes pleas-

112,628 10

251 00

j .oo

rotes*'80 tickeU,<* k* had ot the Agents at re-

CARDS

CHARLES HUMPHREY,
Yarmouth. Dec. 24, 1866.

Jackson’s

00

128,401 77

follows

Heck,.

Paper

Congress

dc22dtf

S9.;J75 21

Amount of premium notes
on risks not terminated?
Amount of delinquent notes
not charged to profit and
loss?
Highest rate of interest re-

clock.

dinted

LORINft,

NO.

26,592 12

Taxes,

o

run as

Leave Atlantic Wharf fur Boston,
T
IJPy evening. (except Sunday) at
Leave
Boston the same days at 5 P. M.

-AT-

382,051 30

Amount received in cash for
fire risks not terminated?
Amount required to re-insure all outstanding risks?
from 75 to 90 per cent of

lot of

the first two weeks from date herein; after which
until the opening of said bids, the plans
may be
at the otlice of the Architect, Goo. M. Harding,
211 Free street, Portland.
The pro]K)»als may be left with the Committee or
Architect. The right to reject any or all “bids” not
deemed satisfactory' is hereby reserved.
GILES
A. L. LOR1NG,
Building

I».

68

80,000

7

seen

356,960 42

Amount of (Uyidends paid
the last year?
Amount paid for expenses
of otiice?
Amount of other expenditures? State and IT. States

will

time,

dtf

6,369 67

Amount oi fire losses paid
last year?
Amount of marine losses

Arrangement!

Until further notico the Steamers
of the Portland Steam Packet Co.

SEALED

go 351 24

..

nice

Proposals will be received till TUESDAY, January 15th, 18G7, 10 o’clock A. M., for
building a Meeting-house for the First Parish In Yarmouth, Me.
Plans, specifications, etc., may l*e examined by calling on Building Committee, at Yarmouth, during

30,476 31

Amount ol,, cash received for
interest?
Amount of income received
from all other sources?

a

To Contractors and Builders !

99,599 00

Amount of cash received ibr
premiums on marne isska?
Amount of notes recerived
for premiuums on maiiue

Summer

be found at

307

dec21dlw

J3T* Parties preferring/raf class insurance, are respectfully invited to call.

termined?

Also

C. R. CHISHOLM &

place insurance,
on

BOOKS

BUILDING,

where he is
no

none.

CUMBERLAND BANK

F#RE REDUCED TO BOSTON.

of

the latest

Christmas Note

NO. 66 EXCHANGE STREET,

00

8 697 50
none.

and commodious

arc lit :cd up will,
fine aecommodapassengers, making (Ids the most speedy,
route lor travellers between
Fom,°.r,?kle
v
“ml ■'•■'Kie. 1’as.age, ii, state
5'-“*
Boom,
$6.i«» Cabin passage $5.00. Meals extra.
Ooods lorwarded by this line lo anil Irom Montreal, guebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port and
St. Joi n.
Shippers are requested to send their fr eight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
KMBBY & FOX, Brown's Wharf, Pmtlaud.
J. P. AMES, Pier 38 Enut River.
dti
Mayiitf, 1843.

MILLS

suitable for Holiday Presents.

Sparrow’s Insurance Office
new

SaSuBDAY’
«7o'Sckk P.*ff
These

WEDNES-

M., anil leave Pier
*“*■“>** “d

eowly

REUBEN PRINCE,
REUBEN MERRILL,

is this day removed from No. 80. Commercial Street,
to the

w

A choice assortment

723 00

24 352 00

splendid aud Hud Steam-

porflan,l,every
at 1 p'

im

#

Presents ! !

Holiday

New England Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

R E Ml O V A L

Amount ol losses claimed
and unpaid?
Amount of losses reported
u^on which the liability
ot tlieompany is not de-

Dec 14, 1866.—Tu Fr and

for

e»

unpaip?

by all Druggists.
HALL ft RUCKEL, ^Proprietors. New York.
Sold

will

50,000 00

81*800

vVC.Vr<

to

Madame Zadoc Porter's
Hals.im isa Puskly V»oefABLfc Expectorant, prepared with great care and
HcientiAe skill, fr. m a combination of the best remedies the vegetable kingdom
affords.
Its remedial qualities are
based on its power to assist
like healthy mid vigorous
circulation of the Mood
through the Lungs.
It enlivens th*» muscles
and assists the akin to perform the duties of regulating the heal ^f the system,
and In gently throwing off
the waste substance Itom
k me surface of the body
It loosens the phlegm, Induces free spitting,and will
Jbe found \ery Agreeable to
.> the taste.
It 'is not a violent remedy, but emollient,
warming, searching anti en«*riive; can no taken by the
oldest person or youngest child.
1/you have a Cold, If ever r.o alight, do not foil to
give the Haleam a trial, as the very low price at which
tt is sold brings it in the reach of every one, that they
may always keep it convenient for use
The timely use of a 25 cent bottle will often prove to
be worth onfe hundred times its coat.

CHRISTMAS

1000

41 500 00
00

„,

r» a

—AND—

fTAVlJlG been appointed General Agents
b .I Maine of tbe old

29 906 47

The i'urativr Balsam
Warranted, if used ac-

JUVENILE

Commercial

one

Tlie

Lunits

aud

87.783 67

58

CES'J'S PER LOTTLE

ALBUMS, GAMES, TOYS,

CO.,

—OF—

and available

EISKLV LINE.

*h,i» Dlliioo, (apt. H. Sheuwo°r^ and FRANCONIA, Capt.
Sherwood, will, until
mrtner notice, run a» follows:

affections of the Throat and

SPECIAL NOTICE

thereafter,

S EI?I l-W

Directions, to
4.*urt. in all cases. Coughs,
t.olds, Croup, Whooping
Cough, Asthma, and all

Lancaster Hall Building, Market Square,
PORTLAND.

XAfo

YORK

CHARLESTON,.SO. CAROLINA.

90

100

Wharf.

Valuable Hotel Property for Sale.
ipffE Oxford House, pleasantly situated in the vil1
lage oi Fryeburg, Oxford county, Maine. Is ottered for sale at a bargain, il applied ;or soon.
The House is large, iugood repair, with tunaiture
and fixtures throughout, togetWwith all
necessary
outbuildings.

others,

Of Boston, Mass., being the oldest purely Mutual Life
las. Co. In America, we wish fifty
good, active agents
t work in the different cities and
villages throughout
the State. None need apply unless
good reference
rau be give.
Tbe Co. i. 23 years old and baa paid in
Dividends #1,217,000 00 and over $2,000,QpO 00 m losses
by death. It lias now a woll-inveated accumulated
Capital of over $1,000,000 00. The Co. tbnuerly made
Mid paid its dividends once In live
A Diviyears.
dend will lie made up in Nov.
1808, and annually

on losses not adjusted,
Amount loaned on mortgage
of real estate?
Amount loaned on collateral?
Amount loaned without collateral? endorsed notes,
Amount of all other investments?
Amount of premium notes
on risks terminated?
Amount of losses due aud

Fur Lease.
TI1HE valuable lot of land cornel ot Middle and
X Plumb Streets, lor a term of years. Enquire

79

No.

00

100

Cough Balsam,

J5 A.\D M

cording

B3?“Canva8sers and Sub-Agent* Wonted.
Dec 14—il&wOw

13” 87

Ido

50.000 Nation ll and Dock
Warehouse Co.,
1000
Cash value of real estate
owned by the Company ?
Amount of cash on hand?
inclu’g loans and advances

Office*

Tlic above statement of the

“Valuable Real Estate

and

POLICIES ISSUED BY

100

iiailroad tfa-

160 shares
tional Bank, Lowell,
300 shares Second National Bank, Boston,
Amount of railroad I Kinds?
Stateamountof each kind
aud par value uiul market
value of each.
102.000 Cheshire railroad

Lots

SALE,

HORSES,

Geiieral Agents,

Bank, Boston,
168 shares Eagle National
Bank, Boston,
100 share* Bay State National Bank, Lawrence,

rent>

ou

NEW

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

tav‘
V'rA

The Best, Cheapest, aud Most effectual Ueme«l) for
the World has ever produced.
Coughs, Colds,
Purely Vegetable, contain* no MIMIRAI.S,
or other DELF.TFHIOUS BRCGS.

all kinds, against
rates ot Premium.

Horses, Stable-keepers

Al

550 shares Shoe & Leather
National Bank, Boston,
500 shares Shawm ut Nation»l Bunk, Boston
20 shares Market National Bank, Boston,
167 shares State National

premiums

issue Polices

to

ana LIVE STOCK of
01 THEFT at moderate

Farmers aud Owners of Valuable

Value,
110,000
65,000 68,000
25,000 25,000

Bank, Springfield. Mass.,
60 shares N. Eng. National
Bank, Boston,
1000 shares National City
Bank, Boston,

on

prepared

$170,000
Securely Invested,

ana

Now have an opportunity to in ure with a sonnd and
company, against loss by FIRE, DISEASE,
or ACCIDENTAL
CAUSES, and from THIEVES.

Mar’t

Amount of <bank stocks?
State amount of each kind
and par value and market
value of each.
50 shares Third National

JAS.

Desirable

00
00

--

Amount of cash

Assets,

reliable

1884,6-208,
7 3-10s,

use

December 11. dtf

11,200,712
21,444,541

Hartford

All Paid In

PORT LA ft DTND

J

Stock Ins. Co.,

Cash

DEATH

STOCK.

OFJjIVE

rf lie

CAT1LE,

10,243,829 90

risks

Total amount of outstaiul-

Found.
Portland street, 22d Inst.,

marine

State amount of each kind
and par value and market Pir
value of each.
Value,
Bonds of 1881,
100,OuO

FOUND.

LOST AND

100

RMERS

OWNERS

00

risks out-

Co, Agts,

PORTLAND.

FA

400,000 00
4000

&

Office No. 117 Commercial St.,

Live

Where located? Boston,
When incorporated? Feb.

Curative

is

BALLARD,

_

vessels

Madamk ZADOC PORTER’S

8s*

York, f

dc20-eod3w

BKTI BT of the Manufacturer*’ Insurance Company of
Bsston, on the First
day of November, 1866.
State the name of the Company? Msau&cturers’ In-

value of each?
Amount of tire

47

Boat Notice.

PERSONS having demands against) the Steamers
Daniel Webster, Lady Lang, Regulator
Mia
Starlight, will please lorward them for settlement to
A. SOME KB Y, Agent.
Portland, Dec. 21, 1806.
dec 22 d3t

tions lor

F. Hastings, President, and Frank W. Ballard
Secretary, of the Security Insurance Company,
being severally and duly sworn, depose and say, and
each for himself, that the foregoing is a true, lull

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

#400,000

I

City

A.

m

John W. in unger,
Correspondent.
aplldlmeod9m&wGw

Amount of capital?
Amount of capital actually
paid in?
Number of shares, and par

36,729 04

Sworn to before me, Nov 13,1*60.
THOS. L. THORN ELL, Notary Public.
A. F. HASTINGS, President.
FRANK W.
Secretary.

Applications lor Insurance with the above named
Company received and forwarded bv

surance

43

and correct statement of the affairs of tbe said Corporation, and that they are the abovo described officers thereof.

H.Chapman,Secretary.

outstanding?

front

in the Western

op New' York,
and County ol New

:e

way
sidewalk, such tenant, occupant, owner, or
other person shall forfeit and pay a sum not less than
one dollar nor more than ten dollars.
All persons arc
hereby notified to govern themselves
accordingly, as the above ordinance will be enforceJJOHN S. HEALD,
declMtf
Marshal.

Steam
I

or

PRICK,

#100,831

Ues,.#203,560

Sta

Sect. GO.—Tlie tenant or occupant, and in case
there should be no
tenant, the owner, or any person
having the care of any building or lot ofland bordering on any street, lane, court, square or public place
within the city where there is any footing or sidewalk, shall, after the ceasing to tail of auy snow, it
in the day time, within three hours, and if in tho
night time, before ten of the clock of the forenoon,
succeeding, cause sucli snow to be removed from such
footway or sidewalk; and. in aefault thereot, shall
forfeit and pay a sum not less than two dollars, nor
more than ten dollars; and lor each and every hour
thereafter that the same shall remain on suen foot-

none.

Total amount of Losses, Claims and Liabil-

Benj. Babcock,
Rubt. B.

claims against the Com

pany,

Fletcher Westray.

A. P.Pillor,
Wm. E. Dodge,

Amount

TO LET.
Board, a pleasant

58

Total amount of capital and surplus, $1,451,38! 58
ASSETS.
Cash Items,
t
$315,30* 42
United .States Bonds,
2*5,707 50
lot,600 00
State, County and City Bonds.
Bonds and Mortgages,
498.1*4 00
Interest accrued, but not due,
18,254 70
64,047 78
Unpaid Premiums.
Special Loans, ana nil other Property,
140,872 93

23,1822,

To be Let with Board.

00

""sTEAWEHN.

NOTICES.

Removed from Footor Sidewalk.

way

Ain’t cf Losses adjusted, and due and unimid,
incurred, aud in process

John D. Jones,
Charlgs Dennis,
W.H. H. Moore,
Henry Coit
Wm.C. Pickersgili,
Lewis Curtis,
(.'has. if. Russell.

merit and in-

ever
exciting.
the public mind like this. Everybody wants
it, and thousands will purchase it as soon as an opportunity is afforded them. Read what Agents say
of it.
One experienced Agent writes: It is the easiest
and pleasantest Book he ever canvassed for; and says
people are delighted wltn It, the Ladiestespecially.
Another says: “Women of the War” is the book
Of the season.
Another, 137 Orders in Four Days.
One reports 17 orders the first day of canvassing.
Intelligent, active Males or Females will find the
sale ot this work a pleasant and lucrative employment.
This book has no competitor—it comes fresh and new
Ito the people. The territory is clean and clear.—
Agents understand the advantages in this particular.
For filll particulars send for Circular.

Snow to bo

LIABILITIES.
TRUSTEES

esting
engaged

ANDERSON AND CO.’S
HOOP SKIRT AND 00R8ET STORE,
is removed to 328 Congress St., opposite Mechanics’
Hall.
jylOdtf

YORK,

The Company lias Assets,
Over Twelve
Million Dollars, viz :—
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
$4,828,585

trinsic value—subject new—intensely interAGENTS
and
No Work
attracted and

«

Baltimore

St, i;or.
January, i860.

The whole profits ot the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated during ihe year; and tor which Certificates are issued, hearing interest until redeemed.
The Dividend was 40 per cent, in each oi the years
1863-4, and 5, and 35 per cent, in 1666.

WANTED,

1

Moulding

Wall

Company.
William, NEW

Insures against Marine and Inland Navi
gallon liisks.

“WOMEN OF THE WAR,"

prevent, the rattle of Sashes with

BRADSTREET’S

51

Moore’* New Work

For Frank

KEEP OUT THE

Cold, Rain, Wind and Dust!

S

CITV

#12,199,970

AGENTS

cesses or

most delicate constitution.

Wanted.

Agents Wanted! $1©

$5!

means

have failed; and
remedy, do not
contain iron, calomel, antimony,or anything hurtful
to the constitution.
Full directions in the pamphlet around each package which should be carefully preserved.

Me.

for tirst class Flour
sugar.
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial street.

seven

ship Swallow, flu Callao

to

INSURANCE.

Mutual Insurancb

will pay 30 cents each
\\TE
if Barrels suit able for

*

Boston, do.

apply

For terms

J. PATTEN

Francisco,

Delano, Liverpool.

repairs.

Fancy Doeskins,.
Hepellaut, 6-1,.

..

FOR

Otis, Philadelphia.
Ar 21st, barque
Malteville, Waite, Portland.
Cld 17m, barque Princi la, Kdevean, (from NYork)
for New Orleans, having repaired; sch Maine
Law,
Johnson, Georgetown, Sr.
HAMPTON ROADS—Ar 21st, brig Golden Lead,
Langthoru, from Swan’s Island tor Philadelphia, (put
in leaky and with loss of sails; wilt go to Norfolk for

..

Bine Mixed Twilled Flannels,.32J@
Blue and Scarlet..
.40 (w
White, plam.3-4.35 ®
White, plain,.. 36
.60 @

FROM

Yorx. .Havre.Dec 22
Bavaria.New York. .Hamburg.Dec 22
Pork. Rio Janeiro.. .Dec 22
Star.New
Guiding
Cuba.Boston.Liverpool.Dec 26
York.
ot
Boston.New
.Liverpool.Dec 29
City
Corsica.New York.. Havana.Dec 31
Ocean Queen,.New York. .California.Dec 31
rfava.New York..Liverpool.Jan 2
City of Limerick... New York.. Liverpool.Jan 2
City of Cork.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 6
Australasian.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 9

Arago.New

...

..

Red

WANTED.

Oct

Provisions.

2J@

St. Domingo
Nic.WoodPeach Wood..
RedWood...,

tair

Molasses—dull.
Naval Stores—quiet; Spirits Turpentine at 72 @ 73c.
Rosin at 4 50 @ 10 0U.
Petroleum—dull and unchanged.
Tallow—dull aud heavy.
Freights to Liverpool—dull.

@
@140

21 Boiled do.
Manila. 23 @ 23 Lard.1 GO @ 1 75
Manila Boltrope 25 @ 25 Olive.2 25 @
Castor.3 25 @
Drugs and Dyes.
Neatsfoot ....1 85 @2 00
Alcohol Jr gal 460 @
Onions.
70
Arrow Root... 30 @
9 @
10 Siv’skinsI* bl. 2
@2 25
Bl-Carb Soda
Faints.
Borax. 39 @
Lead.17
50
Portl’d
@
...125@
Camphor.
55 Pure Grd do.16 50 @
Cream Tartar 35 @
50 @
Indigo,.1 50 @ 1 85 Pure Dry do. 16
Logwood ex... 10 @ 17 Am. Zinc.... 13 00 @
4 @
Madder. 18 @ 20 Rochelle Yel..
.Naptha jrgal. 33 @ 55 Eng.Ven.Red. 4$@
Lead.
16
Rea
10
lb.
75
@ 18
@
Opium
Litharge. 15 @ 17
Rhubarb.4 62 @
Piaster.
‘5 \
Sal Soda. 5 @
Saltpetre. 16 @ 28 Soft, P ton. ..250 @
Hard.2 oo @
Sulphur. 7J@
Ground.9 00 @ 10 00
Vitriol. 18 @
Produce.
D' ok.
13
@
Beet, side p lb
No. 10,.
@ 64 Veal. 8 @ 10
10
12
40 Lamb.
@
Ravens.
(»
Chickens. 20 @ 22
Dyewoods.
Barwood. 3 @
Turkeys. 20 @ 23
Geese. 18 (a) 20
Brazil Wood.. t3 @
34
do*.. 32 @
9 @
10 Eggs,
Camwood....
4
5
Potatoes,f> bbl 1 70@2 00
@
Fustic,.

a

9j{ @ lOj.
Coffee—dulTT

..

Cordage.
Americanpib 20f@

with

Sugars—steady

covado at

..

Linseed. 1 36

REPORTS.

Yiuuucial.

Porilmud Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected for the Puess to Dec. 21.

«

Pope, Talbut,

Marstou. Baltimore.
Ar 22d, brigs H Means. Hopkins.
Elizabethport for
Portland; schs Geo W Kimball, Murphy; Convoy,
French; Riclid Bullwtnkle, French, and’ Messenger,
Holden, Rockland.
Ar 23d. ship R C Winthrc p, New Orleans; barque
L T Stocker, Bibber, Matav.zas; brigs Moses Rogers,
Rio Janeiro; Winfield, Cicnfuegos; T J McGuire,
M ansanilla.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 21st, sclis Challenge, Bickmore, Calais; Vulcan, Mason, Pembroke.
PROVIDENCE—Sld 23d, sell Jas Brophy, Packard, Baltimore.
NEWPORT—Ar 21st, sch Sea Bird, Bcllaty, lrom
Fall River for New Bedford.

133}.

foi

NEW YORK—Ar 21st, ship American Congress,
London; schs Ro-iua, Rich, and Nellie Star,
Foster. Calais; Mansfield, Leighton, Jonesport; Wm
Pa e,

adelphia; Percy, Mahlman, Lynn.
Also cld 22d, ships Corsica, Havener,
Panama; E
H Taylor, Anderson, London; barque
Fannie, Caldwell, Havana; Damon, Wilkins, Buenos Ayres; brig
Liberty,Devcrcaux, Fernandina; Samson, Fossett.
Goree; Charlotte Buck, Gott, Demerara; S E Beaty',
Kimball, Portland and Hillsboro; sch Ada Ames,

Cumberland National Bank,... .40.47.49
Canal National Bank,.100. 100.107
First National Bank,.100...... 100.107
Casco National Bank,.100......
l<*>.*J7
Merchants’ National Bank,.. .75....:!!!
National Traders Bank.100.10®.*0‘
Second National Bank,.too..^
Portland Company..
.too.90.95
Portland Gas
Company,.•jj®..
Ocean Insurance
Company,100..*2?.
At. & St. Lawrence
V
..S
At. & St.Lawrence R.B. Bonds,100.92. 94
A. & K. R. R. Bonds,.85.Mi
100..15
Maine Central R- «• Stock,.
Maine Central R. R. Bonds,.80.83
Androscoggin R. R. Stock.50.worthless.
Androscoggin 1st Mortg’ge Bonds,.95.100
Ken. & Portland R. R. Bonds,. 100.85. 90
Portland & Forest Av’n’e It. R., 100. 00.70
Portland Glass Coinpauy..100.100.101
Poit. Shovel

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20tli, sell Margaret, Tarr,
Mew York.
Cld 21st, ship Pontiac, Lowell, New Orleans; brig
W H Parks, Lippincott, Havana; schs Hattie Ross,
Poland. and llanniba1, Cox. Portland.

Seizure of Goods.
In hereby given that the following deNOTICE
scribed goods
seized at this port December
were

8th, 1866, tor

violation of the Revenue Laws:
44 yda Tapestry Car]«ting and 10 yds Dress Goods
at Appraisers Store in this city—landed from Steamer
“New England,” Nov. 17, 1860.
One pacunge containing 1 pr Pantaloons; 1 woolen
Vest. 2k yds woolen Cloth, marked “Nyrus Silver,
a

Utica,
Any

N. Y.”

days
will be

good*
hereof,
disposed of in accordance with the Acts of Con-

person

or

persons

claiming

the

same are re-

to appear and make sueh claims within twenty
quested
from tho date
otherwise the said
gress In

Web cases

made and

provided.

ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Collector.
decll, 18, 25*31
Portland, Dec 11.1866.
I*

hereby given, that the subscriber has
and taken upon himself
with the will annexed of

NOTICE
been duly appointed
Administrator

the trust ol

thees^o.

.(oslA|lMniIKEN

Port ana, in the County ot uinbtrhrud, do
tin* »n<* Klven bonds as tho law directs. All
persons Having demands upon the estate ol said deceased, are reunite 1 loexhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make
payment to
SETH M. MILf.IKKM,
Administrator with the will annexed.
Portland, Dec. 4, lww;.
dec21dJw*
lafool

To the Senate and House qf Representatives in the
Legislature qf' Maim assembled
undersigned, the Director, ol the Cap. Elisa-

THEbeth

Steam

Ferry

Company, respectfully

pray lhal said Company may he authorized to Increase Its capital stock ; also to increase the rates of
toll upon said Ferry to such amount as the Legislature shall deem suitable.

JOSEPH W. DYER,
BENJAMIN W FICKETT.
CHARLES FoBES.
dec U d?aw3w
Portland, Dec., 1866.

